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Summary

Cognitive Management and Control of High Speed Indoor Optical
Wireless Networks

As the number of devices interconnected increases, the already largely con-
gested radio spectrum struggles to fulfill the users’ requirements. To tackle this
situation, novel techniques and technologies within the radio and higher frequen-
cies of the electromagnetic spectrum are currently being conceived and developed.
Optical wireless communication (OWC) provides a strong alternative to traditional
wireless systems. Within OWC, two lines of research are being explored: Visible
Light Communication (VLC) and infrared light communication. On the one hand,
VLC technologies are gathering much attention both from industry and research.
The fact that these are meant to be integrated in the existing illumination makes
them very attractive. However, VLC systems tend to use an omni-directional
diffuse scheme, implying that the light is shared among the users within reach.
This, in addition to the limitations set by the eye-safety requirements extremely
constraint VLC in terms of reach and capacity. Infrared technologies, on the other
hand, due to the fact that they allow the use of directional collimated beams,
have shown the required potential to provide ultra-high speed, low congestion and
interference-free communications. However, this novel type of transmission tech-
nology requires a clear line of sight, resulting in degradations due to obstacles and
user mobility. These differences combined with their extremely high achievable
throughput, call for novel control and management mechanisms in order to unlock
their full potential.

The purpose of this PhD work has been to study and develop intelligent mech-
anisms for managing one such new optical wireless indoor approach: a Beam-
steered Reconfigurable Optical-Wireless System for Energy-efficient communica-
tion (BROWSE). BROWSE (European Research Council Advance Grant project)
proposes a wireless radio-optical approach. It envisions to provide downstream
service by means of narrowly confined optical light beams accurately directed to
the devices, achieving ultra-high data rates (a minimum of 10Gbps per beam) and
no interference, and shared 60GHz radio for the upstream and user localization.
Inside a BROWSE building, the rooms are equipped with pencil-radiating anten-
nas (PRAs). Each of these PRAs are composed by a 60GHz radio transceiver and
localization system for the upstream, and a passive 2-Dimensional light diffractive
structures able to emit multiple optical infrared pencil beams (1.5µm) simultane-
ously within a certain area, for the downstream. The direction of the beams is
determined by the wavelength programmed in a set of lasers (installed within the
building infrastructure and optically connected to each of the PRAs). The number
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of simultaneous beams is equal to the number of available lasers dedicated to the
room. Providing ultra-high throughput and guaranteed service quality requires to
fulfill challenges not present in other wireless systems. The work presented in this
thesis shows contributions on three important management and control aspects of
the radio-optical system envisioned by the BROWSE project. First, user detec-
tion, localization and movement tracking are fundamental. The system is required
to find the wavelength and PRA which will direct the beam to the position which
best fits the user’s localization. Second, given the user’s requirements, its exact
location and the characteristics of the best-fit beam (PRA and wavelength), the
system needs to allocate the OWC infrared downlink service (beam-steered per
user device) and radio airtime for each of the specific users of the room. Finally,
continuous service performance evaluation is necessary to dynamically adjust allo-
cated resources based on user movement and unexpected obstacles, as well as on
the nature and quantity of service requirements.

Optical wireless user localization and beam-steering. Localizing the
user and directing to it the beam that best suits its position is a sensitive task.
First, the accurate device location in the 2D space (relative to the PRA) has to
be determined using the 60GHz radio subsystem. As explained above, the di-
rection of the beam is uniquely dependent on the wavelength set on the lasers.
For this reason, after the 60GHz localization system has provided an estimated
location the user, the system is required to determine which PRA and wavelength
can point to the device position most accurately. This process needs to be per-
formed in a matter of milliseconds, in order to limit its effect on throughput and
latency. However, the 60GHz localization accuracy is limited by hardware con-
straints. This means that in order to reduce the connection times, it is required to
minimize the number of steering steps (the number of times that the laser needs
to be tuned in order to reach the devices position). This first research path has
dealt with the tasks of defining, designing, developing and evaluating efficient and
effective optical beam-steering algorithms. Based on an initial formalization of
the beam-steering problem (by means of intelligent search), we have developed
three algorithms which have been evaluated in a simulated NS3-based BROWSE
room. In the worst case-scenario the 60GHz localization system is not installed or
provides very inaccurate location estimations. In this case, the best solution is to
use an algorithm completely independent from the 60GHz information. AllOp,
our first approach, deals precisely with this type of situation. In it, the devices are
looked for in the area in an iterative manner, going through every single position.
This approach has the advantage of not requiring the intervention of the 60GHz
localization system. However, it is position dependent, making it unfeasible for
users further away from the starting wavelength of the lasers (300 milliseconds
average connection times). Nevertheless, this analysis provided us with the bench-
mark setting. Except in the worst-case, the 60GHz localization system provides
a valuable source of information to limit the search localization area of the active
devices. However, obtaining very accurate localization is, with the current hard-
ware, far from achievable and the 60GHz location will always come with a distance
error. Instead of seeing the error as a constraint, our remaining two approaches
use the 60GHz localization error as an advantage. For it, we modeled the 60GHz
distance error as a Gaussian probability distribution and used the model to analyze
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the probability of each of the wavelength-positions to be the best directed to the
device’s position. Following this reasoning, we first designed 60Dens, which or-
ganizes the wavelength-positions to visit according to their probability of success.
This method shows independence from the position of the devices. Furthermore,
average connection times drop below 10 milliseconds with low localization errors.
However, as the localization error increases, so does the required time to find the
correct wavelength to direct to the devices. Looking for ways to optimize and
reduce the steering times at its best, we developed the last contribution of this
work, the 60DensTu algorithm. It combines the probabilities of of the beams (as
provider by the 60GHz model) with the laser’s tuning delays to reduce the connec-
tion times while optimizing the tuning times between beam candidates. This last
approach shows very good performance maintaining connection times under 100
milliseconds even for cases where the low accuracy of the 60GHz localization. Our
methods’ results show the potential of this type of approaches to be deployed in
a wide range of case-scenarios, such as static, semi-dynamic or dynamic scenarios
and also in cases where the localization system cannot be used.

Optimized resource allocation. Once the user is localized and the best
suited PRA-wavelength pair has been found, the real measurement of the perfor-
mance of the downstream system will be given by the service provided by the sys-
tem, i.e. by how efficiently the resources (in this case the lasers’ transmission time)
are distributed. For this reason, our second research track deals with the allocation
of the resources. By means of Integer Linear Programming (ILP), we developed
two complementary resource allocation models for the novel OWC beam-steered
downstream. Understanding the trade-off between energy consumption (in terms
of the power used by the lasers and infrastructure) and quality provided to the
users is fundamental. Thus, our first model provides a combined energy-efficient
and quality-aware allocation of resources that trades off energy consumption
against throughput. In addition, given the limited number of simultaneous avail-
able wavelengths, (due to the limited number of tunable lasers), it includes TDM
(Time Division Multiplexing) capabilities to effectively serve densely deployed de-
vices. The results obtained out of this model, particularly the TDM modeling, led
to the second model, which offers a realistic implementation of the TDM approach,
taking into account the hardware limitations of the system (i.e., the tuning delays
required by the lasers to go from one position to the next). This second formu-
lation trades the number of wavelengths (number of available lasers)
against the capacity per user. In addition, our method provides a fairness
feature by which the resources are equally distributed among all the devices. We
believe that our work on this topic provide a significant contribution to the man-
agement and control protocols of future optical wireless networks in particular and
the wireless world in general.

End-to-end performance evaluation. Due to the increase in network com-
plexity, assessing quality solely by means of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters
such as bitrate, jitter or delay has proven insufficient. Especially crucial is the
real-time monitoring and management of video streaming services. In this type
of services, these factors, although characterizing the network, fail to capture the
end-user’s expected quality. In these cases, it is necessary to provide an integrated
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assessment of both the network (QoS) and the end-to-end (service server to end-
client) experience, , i.e. the Quality-of-Experience (QoE). The overall goal of QoE
management is to optimize the end-user QoE (end-user perspective), while making
efficient (current and future) use of network resources (efficient distribution of the
lasers’ transmission time, in the context of the BROWSE project) and maintaining
a satisfied customer base (provider perspective). Furthermore, in the presence of
a system, such as BROWSE, QoE management requires real-time, accurate and
adaptable modeling, monitoring and control. In this thesis, we have focused on two
aspects of the end-to-end performance evalutation: monitoring and modeling.
First, in order to provide an effective monitoring tool for the BROWSE system, in
particular, and high-speed wireless networks in general, it is required to have an
accurate map of the effects of QoS on QoE. For this reason, our first contribution
to this research area is an experimental study of the effects of QoS condi-
tions onto the experienced quality. As test-example we focused the QoS-QoE
mapping for video streaming services (one of the most extended Internet services
nowadays). We studied the effects of the four most affecting QoS impairments,
namely the delays, jitters, packet loss and bandwidth throttles, on a broad range
of 2D and 3D videos. Altogether, our results conform a comprehensive map of
the effects of networks on video quality. Furthermore, our study and methodology
are meant to provide service providers and network managers (such as for the
case of BROWSE) with the means to pinpoint the working boundaries of their
video-sets in face of different network conditions. From that monitoring analysis,
we realized that while very accurate, the current models to assess quality are
very time and complexity consuming. These characteristics make them unfit for
real-time evaluation. For this reason, our contribution to the QoE management
modeling is to provide real-time video quality assessment. As a first step,
we analyzed, implemented and assessed the accuracy (by means of correlations to
the highly complex benchmark) of state-of-the-art, real-time metrics. Given the
low performance results obtained from them, we made use of machine learning
techniques to build up new methods of assessment with improved accuracies while
keeping the real-time essence. Out of this, we designed and developed two types
of methodologies. The first one, based on Supervised Learning (SL) techniques,
shows performances of 97% in an extensive set of 960 videos. However, due to its
SL essence, it requires labeled data for training. This makes the models to scale
and adapt poorly. To solve this issue, we took the unsupervised learning (UL)
path. The designed method achieves accuracies of more than 80% to the high
complexity benchmark while avoiding the need to label the data. The machine
learning based methodologies developed in this research track show substantial
potential to be used for real-time assessment of high-speed indoor networks, such
as the is the case of the system shown by the BROWSE project.

The work presented in this thesis provides an insightful contribution to the
network management of the system proposed by the BROWSE project. Further-
more, we believe that our contributions go beyond, including a powerful set of
tools applicable to novel futuristic wireless systems.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The world of communications is evolving towards an era of hyper intercon-
nectivity. In it, a plethora of users, devices and applications are interconnected
and self-managing [1]. This phenomenon, often dubbed as the Internet of Things
(IoT) [2], predicts that by 2020 between 50 and 100 billion devices will be wire-
lessly connected to the Internet [3]. These devices will bring with them their own
protocols, management architectures and new applications which will need to be
transported over the wireless network [4]. In this situation, the already largely
congested radio spectrum struggles to fulfill the users’ requirements.

In light of the radio spectrum bottleneck, especially critical for indoor com-
munications, the time has come to seriously consider the upper parts of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Given the huge potential widely proven by optical fiber
communications, the time has come to unleash this potential also in the wireless
domain, i.e. Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) technologies [5]. Character-
istics such as virtually unlimited available bandwidth, inherent security and limited
interference with domestic appliance and conventional radio communications [6],
make OWC the perfect candidate for future wireless communications.

Within the upper parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, Visible Light Com-
munication (VLC) [7] has, in the last years, attracted a lot of attention from
research, industry and media. VLC technologies aim to use the LED lighting
appliances both for ambient illumination and communication. However, the non-
directivity of the LED lights and the large area to be covered (usually whole rooms)
lead to limited data rate shared by all the users, as well as severe interference
issues [1]. Thus, the current challenges in OWC technologies for indoor communi-
cations come in the form of ultra-high capacity and interference-free transmission.

This thesis-work has been developed within the European Research Coun-
cil’s Advanced Grant project BROWSE [7, 8], which investigates an alternative
solution to provide ultra-high capacity and congestion-free communication in the
highest frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum. BROWSE (Beam-steered
Reconfigurable Optical-Wireless System for Energy-efficient communication) pro-
poses a hybrid approach to provide services by means of narrowly confined optical
light beams accurately directed to the devices, achieving ultra-high data rates (a
minimum of 10 Gbps per beam [8, 9]) and no interference, for the downstream,
and shared 60GHz radio for the upstream.

This novel system is inherently different from traditional radio-based wireless
systems. It does not suffer from interference, but instead requires a clear line
of sight, needing special measures to handle the line-of-sight blocking (e.g. by
obstacles) and user mobility. These differences, combined with an extremely high
achievable throughput, call for novel control and management mechanisms in order
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to unlock its full potential. The purpose of this PhD work has been to study,
design and develop intelligent mechanisms for managing such new Optical Wireless
system, using the envisioned hybrid network proposed by BROWSE as our pilot
example.

1.1. Radio wireless, optical wireless and the BROWSE approach

Nowadays, the biggest challenge in wireless networks is reducing network con-
gestion and interference. This becomes especially crucial in future wireless en-
vironments (such as in IoT), where the wirelessly connected devices are densely
deployed within limited spaces. In addition to congestion and interference, appli-
cations do not cease to increase in complexity and bandwidth requirements. This
is extreme, in the case of multimedia services, which have seen an exponential
growth [10] not only in number but in terms of variety of requirements [11] [12].
This evolution, which has taken only a few years, has gone from a few hundred
kilobits per second quality videos to the current high definition media (roughly
8Mbps). Furthermore, new standards such as 4K, 8K or UDHTV1 will be requir-
ing transmission speeds in the order of gigabits per second for a single video [13].
These services have traditionally been delivered by standard wireless radio tech-
nologies such as IEEE 802.11. However, due to the increase of of the number of
devices and bandwidth needs, the already congested radio spectrum is struggling
to fulfill the users’ requirements [6]. In this situation, novel transmission tech-
niques, aiming to avoid congestion while offering ultra-high bandwidths in highly
dense wireless communication systems, are required.

Within the radio spectrum, there is much research to try to solve these
issues by means of exploring new frequencies of the spectrum. Examples of
these new technologies are the new high throughput standards 802.11ac [14] and
802.11ad [15]. On the one hand, the standard for 802.11ac reports a theoretical
throughput of close to 7Gbps [14]. On the other hand, 802.11ad [15,16] explores
the capabilities of the mmWaveband (60GHz) to achieve throughputs in the Gi-
gabit range by means of beam-steered solutions. Other techniques intend to solve
these challenges within the currently used radio spectrum (2.4GHz and 5GHz),
i.e. maintaining the already installed infrastructure. Such are the examples of
Cognitive Radio and Software Defined Radio. These techniques propose to dy-
namically select available radio channels to perform congestion-free transmission.
Examples of these are the Quality of Service analysis approach of Ishibashi et
al. [17] or the more recent Heterogeneous Cloud Radio Access Networks resource
sharing technique by Marotta et al. [18]. However, all these techniques and new
standards, although efficiently dealing with the congestion, still fail to provide the
interference-free and ultra-high speed communications that the future services and
users will require. In the quest to surmount these constrains, time has come to
seriously consider the upper parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. Optical
Wireless technologies (OWs) [5].

Industry and research have shown a great deal of interest in VLC technologies.
The fact that these are meant to be integrated in the existing illumination make
them very attractive [19]. However, VLC systems tend to use an omni-directional
diffuse scheme, implying that the light is shared among the users within reach.
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(a) Diagram of a BROWSE building [7,
8,19].
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(b) Zoom-in into the room of the
BROWSE building.

Figure 1.1 – BROWSE envisioned system.

This, in addition to the limitations set by the eye-safety requirements [20], make
VLC very limited in terms of reach and capacity.

The BROWSE concept, depicted in Figure 1.1a, offers a strong alternative,
further providing ultra-high capacity (transmission of 42.8Gbps per beam has been
demonstrated in [21]) and interference-free transmission. Inside a BROWSE build-
ing, the rooms are equipped with pencil-radiating antennas (PRAs in Figure 1.1b).
These PRAs combine an active 60GHz infrastructure for the uplink with a passive
2-Dimensional structure, for the downlink, which is able to emit multiple optical
light difractive infrared pencil beams (1.5µm) simultaneously. The direction of the
beams is determined by the wavelength set on the lasers. The lasers are located
remotely in the Central Communication Controller (CCC) and are dynamically
assigned to the rooms by the Optical Crossconnect (OXC) (Figure 1.1b). The
number of simultaneous beams is equal to the number of available lasers dedi-
cated to the room. These beams provide with a high-speed downlink service to
the user connected to them (a minimum of 10Gbps per beam is to be expected [9]).
For the uplink, these PRAs provide a shared 60GHz radio channel. Radio beam
forming by using phased array antennas is foreseen to create multiple spatial chan-
nels within the same frequency band. In addition to the tasks of the uplink data
transport, the radio channel takes charge of the user’s localization. The system
management is centralized in the CCC located on the side of the building. Its
purpose is to manage and control the communications of the rest of the system in
a fast and optimized manner, so that neither the incoming users nor the devices
already in the room suffer any noticeable disturbance on their communication. In
addition, the CCC provides the interfacing to the access network.

The BROWSE project has four differentiated parts, as it can be seen in Fig-
ure 1.1b. Each of these were assigned to one different PhD researcher. First,
the aim of the optical downstream infrared research track is to design and de-
velop transmission and reception systems capable of coping with ultra-high speed
transmission by means of infrared collimated beams. Research track two is to pro-
vide the required infrastructure to allow the combinations of the two high-speed
technologies (beam-steered optical wireless and 60GHz radio). By means of radio-
over-fiber techniques this track brings the signals from the access network to the
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wireless installations in the rooms and vice versa. Research track three focuses on
developing and investigating techniques for the unexplored mm-Waveband com-
munications. In addition, this track is in charge of performing the user localization
task of the system. This is crucial, as the user connection speed depends funda-
mentally on the accuracy of the 60GHz system. Finally, research track four aims
to provide the management and control loop highly required by such a system.
This PhD thesis focuses on achievements of subproject four, providing studies,
analyses, and tools to fulfill the tasks assigned to the management and control of
the envisioned BROWSE system.

The remainder of this chapter gives a general introduction of the tasks of
the network management research track to the BROWSE system and a list of
publications. First, Section 1.2 describes the managing tasks by means of a flow-
chart diagram. Furthermore, a short list of requirements and challenges is provided
in this section. Section 1.3 introduces the contributions of this PhD thesis, where
their location is in the text, their purpose and links among each others within
the management loop of BROWSE. Finally, Section 1.4 presents a list of the
publications that have up-to-this-point been obtained during the duration of this
PhD.

1.2. Managing and Controlling the BROWSE System: The
Management Loop

On entering the room, the user is firstly detected (Figure 1.2). This can be
done either by means of a wake-up signal from the user’s receiver or by active
search of the PRAs (by means of the 60GHz subsystem). Then, the CCC tries to
estimate its position. The localization is performed by the 60GHz radio subsystem.
It is required to provide an extremely accurate (error distances within the size
of the optical beam’s footprint, are desired). A strong localization algorithm in
combination with machine learning, and specifically online learning techniques,
can be used to speed up the process and output more accurate positions. The
reason for this is that the accuracy will affect considerably the duration of the
next step in the loop, i.e. the optical beam-steering. In it, the CCC steers the
beam from one spot-position to the next (tuning from one wavelength to another
in the lasers) until the device is found and the best wavelength to transmit to is
registered.

Once the user information, together with the estimated localization and the
best-fitted wavelength have been found, this information is used to allocate the
user within the available resources of the BROWSE enabled space. Both the radio
time-slot and optical wireless beam are allocated in parallel according to the user’s
location, its initial requirements (i.e. bandwidth needs) and the current load in
the system. Allocating the optical beam means to first assign the PRA, wave-
length and bandwidth requirements to a time-slot of the available lasers. These
bandwidth requirements can be extracted from the user’s behavioral patterns and
further tuned by online learning techniques in the quality monitoring phase. When
the connection is established, the quality starts to be monitored. Physical layer
parameters such as bit error rates (BER), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) or the
received power, network parameters, such as packet loss and bitrate, and applica-
tion parameters, such as the feedback from the user, are monitored and carefully
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Figure 1.2 – BROWSE management and control loop.

studied in order to discover service degradations. In this way, low degradations
(service failures) will be tackled by means of changing the allocated slots assigned
to that device. Actions for this range from increasing the transmission power of
the laser when tuned to that wavelength-position, to increasing the number of al-
located slots to the device (i.e. increasing the throughput). However, if the service
were to suffer stronger degradation, it could mean one out of two things: (1) the
beam is blocked (due to obstacles), (2) the receiver has changed its position. In
the first case the system is required to steer the beam again, thus, looking for a
new wavelength and PRA suited to that position which, at the same time, avoids
the blocking. In the second case, the system will need to trigger a new search
for the user’s current location (by means to the 60GHz location system). This
new search may be speed-up by means of machine learning techniques, where the
system could (partially) predict the user’s movement. Obstacles or mobility detec-
tion and handover are very sensitive tasks that have to be performed fast enough
such that the user does not experience a flaw in the service. Different protocols
and services require their own distinct transmission conditions. Depending on the
requirements of the service, they can be classified in continuous and interruptable
services. For example, a continuous service, such a skype call, will require more ex-
haustive monitoring and faster pro-action time. On the other end, the change-over
between beams would not bring a strong effect on the users, if an interruptable
service (FTP transmission) is being used.

1.3. Organization and Contributions of this Dissertation

This PhD work has focused on finding solutions for the three most impor-
tant aspects of the BROWSE management loop: optical beam-steering, resource
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Figure 1.3 – PhD Thesis contributions within the BROWSE project.

allocation, and quality monitoring and management. Figure 1.3 depicts our con-
tributions, their fit within the management loop and how they interact with each
other.

When a new user enters the room, it is first detected by the 60GHz subsystem.
This means for the user to send his ID to the 60GHz system. This triggers the
60GHz subsystem to localize the user (estimate the location of the user within
the area). This estimation is provided to the optical beam-steering algorithm
(Chapter 3). This block steers the beam until it reaches the device’s position.
When the device has been found, the information regarding wavelength and PRA
associated to it is provided to the resource allocation section (Chapter 4),
which allocates transmission time-slots from the available lasers to the device.
While transmission is taking place, quality is monitored and managed. In
the user’s device, a real-time quality assessment takes place (Chapter 6) and its
quality index sent back to the CCC. This index is mapped to the network con-
ditions (Chapter 5). Furthermore, the feedback is transferred to the resource
allocation section which will act accordingly if improvements are required. Im-
proving actions range from allocating further transmission time-slots for the user,
increasing the transmission power or triggering a new search of the user.

This PhD Thesis has been organized as follows.
Ultra-high bandwidth and zero delay are demanded by the new multimedia

and real-time applications requested by an increasing number of wireless users.
Novel network solutions are needed to fulfill the users’ expectations. The hybrid
system provided by BROWSE, offers a possible solution. However, it is not the
only one. For this reason, before digging into the individual contributions to the
management of optical wireless of this PhD thesis, Chapter 2 puts the beam-
steered optical wireless approach into the bigger picture of the future of wireless
communications. Advances on technologies and network management techniques
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all over the electromagnetic spectrum are reviewed in this Chapter. Then, from
Chapter 3 on, the three main contributions are presented in turn.

First, reducing the connection time (i.e. the time between the device en-
ters the room and is serviced with the best suited beam) is fundamental. However,
as the 60GHz localization accuracy is limited by hardware constrains, this requires
to optimize the number of steering steps (the number of times that the laser needs
to be tuned in order to achieve the device’s position). Thus, the first part of the
thesis deals with this challenging aspect of the managing loop. Chapter 3 has
been dedicated to the challenges of optical beam-steering.

Chapter 3 introduces the connection process and presents the beam-steering
algorithm concept and the challenge behind achieving a fast algorithm. Then,
we present an Artificial Intelligence based theoretical formulation of the optimal
optical beam-steering algorithm. Furthermore, the possible input parameters to
use are described. This formulation, while providing the optimal solution, has
a complexity which grows exponentially (both in time and memory occupation)
with the number of beams. This characteristic makes it unsuitable for dynamic
systems in which users, locations and requirements are in constant change. Based
on this first formulation, the purpose of the remainder of the chapter is to find so-
lutions with lower complexity but satisfactory performance. With these premises,
three realistic beam-steering algorithms have been developed. The first one, Al-
lOp, uses a full optical approach. This means that the algorithm organizes the
beams according to the minimum tuning delay of the laser (i.e. the time required
by the laser to tune from one wavelength to another). Thus, it iterates from one
beam to the closest next until the device is located. This results in connection
times linearly increasing with the wavelength tuning span. The second algorithm,
dubbed 60Dens, takes advantage of the 60GHz localization system to order the
wavelengths to tune in the laser. This algorithm provides significantly smaller
average connection times than AllOp and gives a good solution for very low local-
ization errors. However, organizing just according to the best probability shows to
be a sub-optimal approach as the laser is required to tune from position to position
without taking into account possible closer beams. 60DensTu solves this issue by
combining the 60GHz information with the effect of the laser tuning delays. We
show the advantages and disadvantages of each of the approaches as well as their
limitations.

The second part of the thesis (Chapter 4) deals with the allocation of re-
sources of the Optical Wireless path. Once the device has been assigned
the best-suited wavelength and PRA, the real measurement of the performance
of the downstream system will be given by the distribution of the resources (i.e.
the transmission time of the lasers). Deciding to which device, when and with
how much energy a laser needs to be connected in order to maximize performance
poses a great challenge for the resource optimization component. In this chap-
ter, we present two complementary resource allocation models based on Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) techniques. The first model shows the general organi-
zation of the available lasers transmission time (the resources) in an energy-efficient
and quality-aware manner. In addition, it introduces the need to use time divi-
sion multiplexing (TDM) techniques, which allow allocating slots to many devices
even in densely populated environments. The satisfactory TDM results obtained
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from this model triggered the formulation of the second approach presented in the
chapter. This second formulation provides an optimal split of the resources in a
TDM-fairness aware manner. The combined action of these two models provides
the basis for a MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol for wireless beam-steered
technologies.

The third, and last, topic of this PhD work refers to quality management
(Chapters 5 and 6). Due to the increase in network complexity, assessing quality
solely by means of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as bitrate, jitter or
delay has proven insufficient. In these cases, it is important to take into account
not only the individual network status but also how this affects the user’s percep-
tion, i.e. the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). For this reason, in the quality
management of BROWSE we have taken the combined path of assessing quality
not only by means of QoS but also via the users’ QoE. On this topic, we have
made two contributions, included in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

Chapter 5, provides an experimental study of the effects of QoS conditions
onto the experienced quality. As test-example we focus the QoS-QoE mapping for
video streaming services (one of the most extended Internet services nowadays).
We have studied the effects of the four most affecting QoS impairments, namely
the delays, jitters, packet loss and bandwidth throttles, on a broad range of 2D and
3D videos. Altogether, our results provide a comprehensive map of the effects of
networks on video quality. Furthermore, our study and methodology are meant to
provide service providers and network managers (such as for the case of BROWSE)
with the means to pinpoint the working boundaries of their video-sets in face of
different network conditions.

From our analysis in Chapter 5, we saw that while very accurate, the current
metrics to assess quality are very time and complexity consuming. These charac-
teristics make them unfit for real-time evaluation. For this reason, in Chapter
6 we present our contribution to real-time video quality assessment. As a first
step, we have analyzed, implemented and assessed the accuracy (by means of cor-
relations to the human visual system) of state-of-the-art, real-time metrics. Given
the low performance results obtained from them, we have made use of machine
learning techniques to build up new methods of assessment with improved ac-
curacies while keeping the real-time essence. Machine learning iteratively learns
from data and allows to find hidden insights without a prior model. Machine
learning methods are classified in two categories depending on the type of input
data required: Supervised learning (SL) and Unsupervised Learning (UL). In our
research we have explored the use of both types of techniques. First, SL is the
machine learning task of inferring a function from labeled training data, i.e. com-
posed by an iput object and the desired output value. We took this approach to
model a real-time video quality assessment method which achieves an overall 97%
accuracy to the human perception (by means of correlations to the benchmark
quality) in an extensive video set of 960 videos. However, due to its SL essence,
it requires labeled data for training. This makes the model to scale and adapt
poorly. To tackle this issue, we have designed the second type of methodology,
based on unsupervised learning (UL) techniques. Unsupervised learning is a type
of machine learning algorithm used to draw inferences from datasets consisting of
input data without labeled responses. The designed method achieves accuracies
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of more than 80% to the high complexity benchmark while avoiding the need to
label the data. This chapter, presents, evaluates and discusses the performance of
the three types of real-time methods. They are envisioned to be integrated in the
users’ devices of the BROWSE system, to provide the feedback loop required for
both the allocation of resources and the beam-steering.

We finalize this thesis with Chapter 7, which draws key conclusions. In
addition, it places the work in perspective, giving future work suggestions for each
of the topics dealt with in the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

Present and Future of Ultra High-Speed Indoor
Networks

Ultra High Definition (UHD) video streaming services, virtual reality (VR) or
the new Tactile internet paradigm are only some examples of the new bandwidth-
hungry and delay-intolerant applications that are going to shape the future of in-
door wireless networking. To deal with these, both traditional wireless standards
and new technologies need to be brought up to speed to provide the necessary Qual-
ity of Service (QoS), well beyond simple bandwidth provisioning. Furthermore, to
be able to unlock the full potential of the emerging technologies (providing cover-
age to the maximum number of devices and services) sophisticated management
techniques are required. As introduced in the previous chapter, the purpose of the
work presented in this thesis is to address the management challenges of one of
the novel network approaches, BROWSE. Before the used methods and techniques
are shown in the following chapters, this chapter provides a broad description of
the state-of-the-art on high-speed, low-delay indoor wireless networks suited for the
transmission of high-requirement services.

2.1. Introduction

The era of the wireless hyper-interconnectivity is here. New devices and appli-
cations are requesting services in ever-growing world-wide wireless networks. Each
of these new devices and applications are sophisticating their requirements. Ser-
vices such as Ultra High Definition video streaming, virtual reality or the new tac-
tile internet require near-zero latency and ultra-high data rates. In this situation,
new more intelligent solutions in terms of wireless techniques and management are
required.

If we have a look at the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 2.1), the situation
is dramatic. The traditionally used Wi-Fi bands (2.4 and 5GHz) are heavily over-
allocated and it is difficult to provide a better distribution. However, there are
some opportunities of usage within other yet under-utilized bands, not only in the
traditional radio spectrum but also for higher frequencies. Such is the case for
the 60GHz band, the Terahertz band or the optical part of the spectrum. This
chapter aims to give an overview of the current (and near-future) network tech-
nologies and management techniques used to relieve the pressure on the traditional
bands, while providing ultra-high-speed of transmission. First, we outline the re-
quirements of the emerging applications (Section 2.2), which prove the driving
motivation behind the development of ultra-high indoor wireless systems. Sec-
tions 2.3 to 2.6 show how different technologies located within the electromagnetic
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2.45GHz + 50MHz 5.8GHz + 0.075GHz

60GHz TX bands:
• 57.05‐64GHz (US)
• 57‐66GHz (EU)
• 59‐62.9GHz (CH)
• 57‐66GHz (JP)

THZ TX  OWC INFRARED VLC

Figure 2.1 – Overview of the electromagnetic spectrum with special attention at the
transmission dedicated bands.

spectrum have tried to solve the issue of high-bandwidth, low-latency and negli-
gible congestion. Section 2.3 deals with the current and future solutions within
the 802.11 Wi-Fi standards. Section 2.4 discusses the new mobile communications
paradigm to provide ultra-high capacity to the users, namely 5G. Going up in the
spectrum, the next novel solution comes from the Terahertz band. Section 2.5
gives an overview on the achievements and challenges on this technology. Finally,
Section 2.6 focuses on the higher unlicensed frequency spectrum bands opened by
visible light communication (VLC) and infrared optics (IR-OWC), the challenges
within optical wireless technologies, and shows the advantages of infrared indoor
communications in general, and the hybrid system proposed by the BROWSE
project in particular. Section 2.7 concludes the chapter and sets up the ideas for
the following chapters.

2.2. High-bandwidth and/or low delay applications: the driving
motivation for ultra high-speed indoor networks

Internet services are exponentially growing both in terms of number and in re-
quirements. Multimedia applications and real-time haptics and tactile services are
slowly taking to the market, becoming the most requested by the users. This situa-
tion is dramatically challenging for the currently used wireless networks. Thus, the
current research on wireless goes towards developing novel mechanisms of control,
management and even exploring new, less congested bands of the electromagnetic
spectrum (as we showed in Figure 2.1). The current and future applications bring
two stringent requirements with them: Ultra-high bandwidths and very low tol-
erance to latencies. In this section we review some of the current and future
applications that will require these stringent conditions from the networks.

Multimedia Services, especially Video Streaming and Video-on-Demand
(VoD) applications are nowadays the most used Internet application types, in-
curring more than 60% of the Internet traffic [22]. This tendency does not seem
to slow down as the years go by. The Standard Definition(SD) videos that
were available with the starting of YouTube, have turned into High Definition
(HD) available in virtually every website or video content provider. Furthermore,
concepts such as Ultra High Definition (UHD) or 4K are familiar to most of
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2.2. HIGH-BANDWIDTH AND/OR LOW DELAY APPLICATIONS: THE
DRIVING MOTIVATION FOR ULTRA HIGH-SPEED INDOOR NETWORKS

Table 2.1 – Netflix current band-
width requirements [24].

Data rate Recommendation
0.5Mbps Min. broadband speed
1.5Mbps Rec. broadband speed
3.0Mbps Rec. for SD quality
5.0Mbps Rec. for HD quality
25Mbps Rec. for UHD quality

Table 2.2 – Performance requirements for
HD streaming applications [23] [25].

Type Max. rate Max. lat.
Uncom. raw 1.49Gbps 0.1s

Uncom. HDTV 150Mbps 0.15s
Blue-ray Disc 54Mbps 0.2s

MPEG2 HDTV 19.2Mbps 0.3s
MPEG4 HDTV 8-10Mbps 0.5s

the Internet users and with increasing demand (Table 2.1 shows the current recom-
mended transmission speeds for Netflix 2.1). These new video and compressions
types bring the bandwidth requirements from the few Mbps of only a few years
ago to between 100Mbps to 200Mbps (if compressed) or close to 1.5Gbps (for raw
video transmissions, required by some platforms) (Table 2.2). In addition to UHD
videos, new standards for 3-Dimensions (3D) videos, such as Stereoscopics
or multi-view are pushing the bandwidth requirements to the Gigabit range.
Video streaming services are resilient to latencies. However, latencies higher than
certain thresholds (defined by the ITU-T [23]) can affect the user’s experienced
quality in a serious manner.

Virtual and Augmented reality (VR and AR) applications have similar
bandwidth requirements to the video streaming. They are, nowadays, transmitted
in UHD formats (such as 4K) [26]. However, their intrinsic timeliness and interac-
tivity characteristics make them severely intolerant to latencies. Embedded with
the Tactile Internet paradigm [27], these interactive services are envisioned for
networks which are able to provide end-to-end latencies lower than 1ms.

Digital Cinema (DCI) [28] brings the multimedia services requirements to
the next level. The majority of cinema screens worldwide have been digitized,
driving the need for a digital cinema work flow [29]. This real-time data has
strict timing constraints for playback, because the video streaming needs a mas-
sive amount of bandwidth to meet the necessary delay constraints. The data
generated by a single frame in ultrahigh definition (UHD) format is enormous
(roughly between 1 and 4Gbps, Table 2.3) and cannot be supported over todays
Internet infrastructure. In addition, cinema content will soon move beyond frame
resolutions over 4K, frame rates over 24 fps, and bits per sample over 12 bits and
from 2D to multiple video streams for multiview video (MVV) for 3D (Table 2.3).
Digital cinema content can be moved (on hard disks and other storage media)
and stored at movie theater ahead of show timings, however it is fundamental to
develop live streaming architecture as cinema projection facilities are also used for
live coverage of operas and sports events [30].

The extreme requirements of these services and others already envisioned (to-
gether with the futuristic services that are yet to be invented) call for a refurbishing
of the electromagnetic spectrum. In the next Sections we present possible novel
or traditional network technology solutions to deal with this challenge.
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Table 2.3 – Digital Cinema video formats at different resolutions, frame rates and
color depths [28].

Video Frames Bits Data Data rate
data Resolution per per rate (Compressed
type second color (Uncompressed) JPEG2000)
SD 1080x720 24 10 560Mbps 28Mbps
HD 1920x1080 24 10 1.5Gbps 74Mbps
2K 2048x1080 24 or 48 12 1.9/3.8Gbps 95/190Mbps
4K 4096x2160 24 12 7.6Gbps 380Mbps
8K 7680x4320 60 12 72Gbps 3.5Gbps

2.3. 802.11: Ultra High Speed solutions within the Wi-Fi standard

The IEEE 802.11 standard for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), com-
monly known as Wi-Fi is a mature technology. It accumulates more than 15 years
of development and standardization [25]. Since its beginning, it has evolved to
include new functionalities and technologies, and a variety of amendments to the
basic standard have been developed.

WLANs can be found everywhere. Nowadays, WLANs are able to provide
fast and reliable wireless access for browsing, chatting, low-quality real-time au-
dio/video streams, etc. However, as we presented in the previous Section, new
bandwidth-hungry and latency-intolerant applications are changing the situation
rapidly. As the number of Internet users of applications and objects connected to
the internet increases, so does the traffic. To tackle this, WLANs must evolve to
provide effective solutions to satisfy the requirements of these new type of appli-
cations and use case-scenarios.

Our portable devices are designed to handle rich multimedia content (Ta-
ble 2.2). Real-time video transmission is required for video streaming or Internet
TV. In addition, stored videos and images (with sizes ranging from a few Megabits
to Gigabits) can be exchanged among devices. In this situation, WLANs need to
be able to achieve very high transmission rates and have content-aware mecha-
nisms to ensure satisfactory delivery to the end-user. The reference amendments
of 802.11 for high transmission rates and quality awareness are 802.11ac and
802.11ax. In addition, 802.11ad and its successor 802.11ay aim to provide
high speed transmission within the 60GHz band. The main characteristics of
these five amendments are shown in Table 2.4.

The purpose of 802.11ac is to provide service to users with a through-
put close to 1Gbps [31]. This represents a four-fold increase with respect to
802.11n [32], allowing also for larger channel widths (160MHz), and introducing
a new modulation scheme (256-QAM) and the downlink multi-user MIMO
(DL-MU-MIMO). The larger channel width is enabled by means of channel
bonding techniques (widths of 20, 40, 80 and 160MHz are used). This means
that channels larger than 20MHz (the standard in 2.4 and 5GHz communica-
tions) are created by grouping them, aiming to offer higher transmission rates.
In addition, the DL-MU-MIMO feature supposes an improvement compared to
802.11n because it allows simultaneous transmissions from the Access Point (AP)
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Table 2.4 – High-speed transmission current and future 802.11 amendments.

Name Release Band Purpose Features
802.11ac 2014 5GHz V-high through. Chan. bond.

(1Gbps) MIMO Downl.
Packet aggreg.

802.11ax 2019 863-868MHz(EU) High Eff. WLANs Dyn. chan. bond.
755-787MHz(CH) (HEW) MIMO Upl.

916.5-927.5MHz(JP) (4Gbps) Full-dup. chan.
2.4-5GHz Spatial reuse

802.11ad 2012 57.05-64GHz(US) V-high through. Beam-forming
57-66GHz(EU) (6.7Gbps) 4 PHYs

59-62.9GHz(CH) Multiband op.
57-66GHz (JP)

802.11ay 2017 As 802.11ad As 802.11ad As 802.11ad
+Chan. bond.

+MIMO

to the different users (Stations, STAs). In the 802.11ac amendment, the AP can
be equipped with a maximum of eight antennas and can send up to four spa-
tial streams to two different users, or two streams to four different users at the
same time. If the AP performs a multi-user transmission, it specifies the group
of STAs to which the transmission is pointed at. This information is contained
in the 802.11ac physical layer header. Finally, to increase the efficiency of the
transmission, the amendment allows the transmission of several MPDUs (MAC
Packet Data Unit) in a single A-MPDU (Aggregated-MPDU). The acknowledge-
ments of each of the MPDUs is then performed by a Block ACK, which contains
a bitmap to indicate the correct reception of all included MPDUs. However, the
amendment still has some open challenges, such as the development of models and
simulation tools required to understand the performance boundaries and to pro-
vide management solutions to the aspects not defined by it. Examples of these are
the mechanism for creating STAs groups, smart packet-scheduling or transmission
sharing features between several access points.

In 2014 the High Efficiency WLANs (HEW) Task Group [33] started the de-
velopment of the new amendment 802.11ax, which is expected to be released by
2019. This is a response to the challenges of future dense and high-bandwidth
WLAN scenarios [34]. The amendment is driven by the following challenges:
(1) Improve the WLANs performance by providing at least a four-fold capac-
ity increase from 802.11ac; (2) Support dense networks, considering existence of
overlapping WLANs and many STAs in each (this is to be solved by means of
spatial reuse); (3) Efficient use of transmission resources by minimizing the ex-
change of management and control packets; (4) Provide backward compatibility
with previous amendments; (5) Introduce effective energy saving mechanism; (6)
Support multi-user transmission strategies by further employing MU-MIMO and
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) capabilities in both
downlink and uplink. In order to achieve these challenges, the 802.11ax Task
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Group is working in four areas: the Physical layer (PHY), the MAC, Multi-User
and Spatial Reuse [25].

The amendment 802.11ad [15] aims to provide high-speed transmission in
the unlicensed 60GHz band. It was originally introduced as WiGig (Wireless Gi-
gabit) in May 2009 by the Wireless Gigabit Alliance (WGA), with the mission
of developing and promoting the adoption of multi-gigabit-speed wireless commu-
nication technologies over the unlicensed 60GHz band. In order to achieve this,
the PHY and MAC layers undergo a drastic makeover. The MAC includes new
network architectures, beamforming and multiband operation. The PHY layer
supports four physical modes: control, single carrier, high performance and low
power [35]. These modifications enable the wireless data throughput to reach up
to 6.7Gbps, and it is applicable for uncompressed HD video streaming. However,
the 60GHz signal incurs much larger signal attenuation during the propagation.
Thus, it can only be used for very short ranges. Furthermore, there are still open
challenges not covered by the standard, for example, how to perform beam forming
adapted to the environmental conditions. At the end of this year, the 802.11ay
amendment will be released. This will offer an improved version of the original
802.11ad. Additionally to the original functionality, 802.11ay is set to include
channel bonding and multi-user MIMO.

2.4. 5G: the next mobile communications paradigm

The continuous growth in wireless user devices, applications and the need for
a better user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) are the main triggers of the evolution
of the cellular networks [36]. However, the state-of-the-art solutions (4G) are not
sufficient for the challenges mentioned above (Section 2.2).

The 4G networks are not substantial enough to support massively connected
devices with low latency and significant spectral efficiency. First of all, they don’t
provide support for bursty data traffic. Some mobile applications occasionally
request very high transfer rate for a very short duration. Such transmissions
consume battery life of mobile user equipment (UE) with increasing bursty data
in the network. Hence, it may cause a crash of the core network [37]. However,
4G only supports one type of signaling/control mechanism for all types of traffic
in the current networks, creating high overhead for bursty traffic [37]. Second,
the current utilization of the processing capabilities of the base-stations
(BS) is inefficient. In the current cellular networks, the processing power of a
base-station (BS) can only be used by its associated UEs, and they are designed to
support peak-time traffic. However, the processing power of a BS can be shared
across a large geographical area when it is lightly loaded. The almost idle BSs
consume an identical amount of power as over-subscribed BSs; hence, the overall
cost of the network increases [36]. Third, one of the most crucial problems is
the Co-channel interference. Nowadays, cellular networks use two separate
channels, one as transmission path from a UE to the BS (uplink), and the reverse
path called downlink (DL). The allocation of two different channels for a UE
is not an efficient procedure. However, if the two channels were to operate at
an identical frequency (full duplex [38]), a high co-channel interference would
appear. This issue also prevents the densification of the network (multiple BSs
in the same geographical area). Fourth, it lacks support for heterogeneous
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wireless networks (HetNets). This type of networks are composed by wireless
networks with diverse access technologies, e.g., the third generation (3G), 4G,
wireless local area networks (WLAN), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. The HetNets are
already standardized in 4G but the basic architectures do not provide support
for them [39]. Fifth, the current cellular networks do not provide separation of
indoor and outdoor users. An indoor UE with an outdoor BS is not efficient in
terms of data transfer rate, spectral efficiency, and energy-efficiency due to the
attenuation of signals through walls [40]. Finally, the high latency is one of the
most important issues in 4G networks. It takes more than a hundred milliseconds
until a UE receives access to the best candidate BS [41].

The fifth generation (5G) of the cellular networks is coming to tackle these
issues, addressing the following three broad problems:

(1) Ubiquitous connectivity: Many types of devices will be connected
and provided with uninterrupted user experience.

(2) Zero latency: Support of many life-critical systems, real-time appli-
cations and service a near-zero delay [42]

(3) High-speed Gigabit connections: The zero latency can also be
achieved by ultra-high speeds among users and machines.

This vision is not trivial to achieve [36]. In order to provide solutions, the
5G envisions the combined action of a plethora of novel and traditional technolo-
gies, ranging from standard Wi-Fi to the 60GHz mmWave Band or visible light
communications (VLC). In Table 2.5 we have compiled a set of challenges and en-
visioned requirements for 5G together with the future managing approaches and
the technologies envisioned to fulfill the requirements (Table 2.5). 5G is the future
of mobile communications that we are already needing in the present.

2.5. The Terahertz Band: a new hope

The Terahertz (THz) waves are located between the millimeter waves and
the infrared lightwaves in the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 2.1). Historically,
they had rarely been utilized, except for astronomy and other related fields, be-
cause of the lack of equipment for generating and detecting them [43] [44]. The
advances on the technology during the 1980s and 90s (such as the emergence of
femtosecond lasers) made possible to use THz waves for various applications in
medical science, pharmacology, and security [45]. Recently, compound semicon-
ductors and even Si-CMOS have been reported to operate up to 1THz, exhibiting
a reasonable power gain at frequencies higher than 100GHz. These advances have
attracted the attention towards the huge available bandwidth and its potential
for use in future wireless communications. Especially for future ultra-high-speed
communication systems, in which users will be served with data rates of more than
10Gbps, the frequency band between 275 and 3000GHz is being explored. Also,
due to the fact that it has not yet been allocated for any specific uses [43] it is
very attractive.
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Table 2.5 – Key challenges (Name, approach and technology) of 5G. [36]

Key challenge Approach Technology
Data rate, Network densi. Cognitive radio(CRN) [46]

Net. capacity, small-cell depl. [47] mMIMO [48]
energy Higher freq. bands D2D comm. [49]

optimization link improv. full-dup. radios [38]
effi. backhaul [50] NFV & SDN [51]

energy-efficiency [52]
Scalability HetNets NFV & SDN [51]
flexibility Simult. service requests

Single channel Full-dup. channel full-dup. radios [38]
both UL&DL

Handling Self-interfer. cancel [53] All
interference Advanced receivers

with interfer. joint
detection/decoding,

and network-side
interfer. management [54]

Environment Separate indoor- Cloud-RAN (C-RAN) [55]
friendly outdoor [56] visible light (VLC) [56]

Spectral efficiency mmWave [56]
vs D2D comm. [49]

energy-efficacy [55] mMIMO [48]
full-dup. radios [38]

Low latency Fast connections VLC [56]
high Fast handovers [57] mmWave [56]

reliability high-data transfers mMIMO [48]
Caching [39] D2D comm. [49]

Net. performance QoS and QoE All
optimization man framework
Economical New infrastruct. All

Impact
High mobility Inter&Intra-tier All
and handoff QoS and QoE

multi-RATs
Self-healing Small-cells with All
Infrastruct.e self-healing [58]

QoS real-time QoS [37] All
Delay-bound QoS [55]
intel. equipment [37]

multi-link with multi-flow
multi-QoS [59]

Security and PHY security [60] All
privacy Monitoring [61]

Adaptive freq. hopping [61]
policy-based comm. [62]
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Table 2.6 – Possible applications of THz band technologies [63].

Scale Case-scenario THz contribution
5G Cellular networks BW intensive applications

Terabit Wireless Tbps links among close devices
M Personal Area Indoor
I Networks Ex.: Multimedia kiosk
C (T-WPAN) Ultra-high-speed trans.
R Secure Terabit ultra-broad secure comm.
O Comm. Very-narrow beams (eavesdropping)

spread spectrum(jamming)
(military or defense)

Health Nanoscale sensor wireless
Monitoring body interface

N Nuclear, Biological distributed spectroscopy
A and Chemical Defenses (wireless sensor network)
N Internet of Nano-things Nano-machines intercon.
O (IoNT) Office equipment intercon.

Ultra-high-speed Intercore comm. in wireless on chip nets.
On-Chip Comm. Multicast and broadcast at core level

The envisioned possible applications for this new technology are immense and
virtually unlimited. Table 2.6 provides a summary of the main application do-
mains both in the macro and the micro/nano scale [63]. First, the usage of the
THz technology can bring cellular networks to the next level. In the pre-
vious section we discussed the possibilities of the next mobile generation 5G to
provide very high speeds. The usage of the THz technology can be employed in the
next generation small cells, providing ultra-high-speeds within coverage areas of
10m [64] (a minimum of 25Gbps at 10m distance has already been demonstrated
in [65]). In addition, the THz band could be used in an ultra-high-speed backhaul
to the small cells. The THz band can also be applied to the WLAN world. Its
capabilities can provide a network in which there is no difference in transmission
speed between the wired (fiber optical links) and the wireless (WLAN). This can
facilitate the use of bandwidth-intensive applications across static and mobile users
in indoor environments [66]. The T-WPAN (Terahertz Wireless Personal
Area Networks) will enhance the already in use personal area networks allowing
multimedia and ultra-high speed transmission within a desk. Finally, the THz
band can also be applied to military and defense, given the fact that the highly
narrow beams used for transmission limit the eavesdropping probability. At the
nanoscale the possibilities of the THz band are unlimited. Table 2.6 shows four
examples of applications.

The possibilities of the THz band are unlimited. However, the technology
development and communication network implementation are still far from the
application in real systems [63]. Table 2.7 summarizes the challenges still to
achieve in the THz band, confectioned based on the survey paper by Akyildiz et
al. [63].
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Table 2.7 – Challenges in the THz band communication networks [63].

Research Challenge Open
Track Issues

Channel Line-of-Sight Find best tx
Modeling (LOS) window

Non-line-of-Sight Characterize: reflection
(NLOS) scatter & diffraction

Multi-path Freq.-dispersion
channel
Noise Model for transceiver,

antenna and channel
PHY Modulation Charact. error sources

& Coding Ultra-low complx. schemes
Dynamic Dyn. antenna array modes
massive Accurate analysis
MIMO Effic. channel estim.

Cooperative and virtual
Synchronization Freq-sync.

Time-synch
Lower receiver acq. time

Channel Simple pre&post-
equalization processing

Security PHY authentication
Link MAC Tx-schemes to guarantee alignment

Fast-steerable narrow beams
Multi-user interference model

Error control Dyn. selection of schemes
mechanisms

Optimal For different applications
packet size Flow control policies

Network Multi-hop Both with passive and active relays
Signal prop. enhancement

Routing Algorithms adapted to PHY&MAC
Handovers New algorithms
Addressing Suitable for nanomachines

Transport TCP Adapt TCP congestion
Congestion Mechanisms for reliable transport

Control
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2.6. OPTICAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS: INTERFERENCE-FREE AND
ULTRA-HIGH BANDWIDTH TRANSMISSIONS

Regarding the technologies, the main challenge tracks deal with transceivers
and antennas [63]. New transceiver architectures that are able to operate at THz
Band frequencies need to be developed. More importantly, they are required to
be able to exploit the very large available bandwidth. High power, high sensitiv-
ity and low noise figure are additional transceiver features, required to overcome
the very high path-loss at THz Band frequencies. In addition to the transceivers,
ultra-broadband and multi-band antennas are needed to enable multi-Gbps and
Tbps links in the THz Band. Moreover, new advanced antenna systems, such as
very large antenna arrays, will be required in order to overcome the very high path
loss of the THz Band channel [67,68].

The realization of efficient THz Band communication networks requires the
development of innovative solutions at the different network stack layers. Many
challenges are still open. We have summarized most of them in Table 2.7. We
have classified these according to the research track (i.e. the network stack layer
they belong to), the challenge type and the open issues involved.

As a conclusion, we can say that the THz Band (0.1-10 THz) is envisioned
to satisfy the need for Gbps and Tbps wireless links in the near future. The
communication band will address the spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations
of current wireless systems. The THz band will enable a plethora of applications,
such as ultra-fast massive data transfers among nearby devices, or high-definition
videoconferencing among mobile personal devices in small cells. However, there is
still much to be done to provide communications in this band as we have showed
in the challenges both for the technology and the communication networks.

2.6. Optical Wireless Communications: Interference-free and
ultra-high bandwidth transmissions

Optical Wireless communications (OWC) go one step higher than the THz
Band presented in the previous Section. It is a niche technology which combines
the best of both the wireless and the optical world, enabling the development of
ultra-broadband, agile, non-obtrusive communication systems [69].

Much research effort has been reported in visible light communication (VLC),
which can be used together with existing LED illumination systems [70]. VLC sys-
tems are typically omni-directional, implying capacity-sharing of the light source
by multiple user terminals and a limited reach.

Links with a larger reach can be realized with directional collimated optical
beams [71]. This is the approach taken by the BROWSE system [7, 8], which
is the focus of this PhD thesis. In this indoor approach, in every room a 2D
steering system of directional narrow optical infrared pencil beams is deployed for
the wireless paths, each one aimed at a specific user terminal. Thus the full ultra-
high capacity of such a beam is available to that terminal, and neither congestion
nor interference with other terminals occurs. The 2D beam steering is achieved
using a novel concept deploying wavelength tuning and a pair of crossed diffraction
gratings. Adding wavelengths enables to steer additional beams; thus the system
can readily be scaled to many beams. The pencil beams directivity effectively
alleviates the reach limitations, and saves energy by spatial allocation of capacity
on demand.
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This system requires an intelligent network management and control system
to be able to handle the beams, the users and the mobility. The remainder of this
PhD thesis has been dedicated to unlocking the full potential of this novel type of
transmission.

2.7. Conclusion

Every day, more devices and more complex applications aim to connect to an
exponentially growing world-wide wireless network. This brings about stringent
requirements in terms of higher bandwidth and lower latency. In this situation,
more sophisticated wireless transmission systems and management techniques are
required. In this chapter we have provided a broad overview on the emergent trends
in wireless communications, which serves as a motivation to making advances in
optical wireless communications, the key scope of this thesis.

First, we showed driving motivation behind requiring improved network trans-
missions (Section 2.2, i.e. the ultra-high speed and near-zero latency applications.
Sections 2.3 to 2.6 have presented one by one how different technologies within
the electromagnetic spectrum have tried to solve the issue of high-bandwidth, low
latency and congestion. Section 2.3 dealt with the current and future solutions
within the 802.11 Wi-Fi standards. Section 2.4 discussed the new mobile commu-
nications paradigm to provide ultra high capacity to the users, 5G. Going up in
the spectrum, the next novel solution comes from the Terahertz band. Section 2.5
gave an overview on the achievements and challenges on this technology. Finally,
Section 2.6 focused on the challenges within optical wireless technologies and in-
troduces the advantages of infrared indoor communications in general, and the
hybrid system proposed by the BROWSE project in particular.

This chapter sets the basis for the network management analysis of the sys-
tem proposed by the BROWSE project which will be developed in the remaining
chapters of this PhD thesis.
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CHAPTER 3

Optical Wireless User Localization and
Beam-Steering

This chapter presents the challenges and provides solutions for optical beam-
steering techniques in the context of the hybrid radio-optical system proposed by the
BROWSE project. First, after providing a thorough analysis of the state-of-the-
art for optical and radio beam-forming and steering, we present the initialization
mechanisms of the envisioned system. Furthermore, we introduce challenges and
requirements. Both will shape the beam-steering algorithm desired. Then, based
on intelligent search techniques, we provide a theoretical formulation of the beam-
steering algorithm concept as well as introducing the input parameters obtained
from the CCC. This approach, while providing the optimal solution, requires such
a heavy computation that it cannot be used in real systems. With this in mind, the
remainder of this chapter we focus on studying, designing and implementing effi-
cient and effective beam-steering decision algorithms. First, the simplest approach
consists of an all-optical steering system. In it, the devices are looked for in the
area in an iterative way, going through every single position. This approach has the
advantage of not requiring the intervention of the 60GHz localization system. How-
ever, it is position dependent, making it unfeasible for users further away from the
starting point of the lasers. Nevertheless, this analysis provided us with the bench-
mark setting. The 60GHz localization system provides a valuable source of infor-
mation to direct the optical wireless beams to the devices. However, obtaining very
accurate localization (in the order of the beam dimensions) is, nowadays, far from
being achievable and it will always come with an error. But, can we use this error
of localization to our advantage? In our hybrid 60GHz-Infrared approaches, we
model the 60GHz error as a Gaussian probability distribution. Using the error as
an input to the steering algorithm, we first designed 60Dens. This method showed
independence from the position of the devices. Furthermore, average connection
times below 10 milliseconds with localization accuracies close to the diameter of the
infrared beam were obtained. However, as the localization error increases, so does
the required time to correctly direct the beams to the devices. Looking for ways to
optimize and reduce the steering times at its best, we developed another algorithm
of this chapter, 60DensTu. It combines the error localization distribution informa-
tion with the laser’s tuning delays to reduce the connection times while optimizing
the number of tuning steps. The three presented approaches have been implemented
in an NS-3 based environment and in this chapter, we provide insightful results and
conclusions.
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3.1. Introduction

Localizing the user and selecting the most accurate wavelength is a very chal-
lenging task. First, the exact device location in the 3D space has to be determined
using the 60GHz radio subsystem. Next, the different PRAs need to determine if
they can reach the device and select the wavelength associated with the beam that
most closely points to the device’s receiver. Furthermore, this process needs to be
performed in a matter of milliseconds, in order to limit its effect on throughput.
This is a challenging problem, specific to beam-steered wireless optical systems,
that has received little attention in literature.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 3.2
presents a thorough analysis of currently used techniques for beam-steering both
in the radio part of the spectrum (with special attention to the mmWave Band of
60GHz) as well as for optical wireless. In this Section we also pinpoint the chal-
lenges that make the hybrid approach used as test-case special, interesting and
different from the state-of-the-art. Section 3.3 presents the envisioned steering
concept as well as describes the steps taken within the localization and steering
phase. It provides a set of requirements of such a steering system, for employment
in a real environment, and narrows down to the purpose of this chapter: finding
a suitable decision-making algorithm to steer beams to the room devices in the
smallest amount of time and minimum number of steps. As the natural next step,
we searched for the method that would provide the optimal solution. In order to
achieve this, we turn our view to artificial intelligent search techniques [72], in
particular to A* [73]. Section 3.4 provides the A* based formulation as well as
an in-depth description of the input parameters that can be used for the beam
steering process. While outputting the optimal solution, its immense complexity
requirements (exponential both in memory and time with the number of beams
and linear with the number of devices) make this approach unfit to use in any
kind of realistic network environment. However, this model provides the starting
point to develop simpler, but based on the same principles, solutions. The remain-
der of this chapter focuses on proposing, designing and developing three solutions
that can be employed in real-time situations and with low complexity. Before
providing in-depth description of the algorithms design and test, Section 3.5 gives
an overview of the simulated environment used in this chapter. Making use of
the NS-3 [74] network simulation environment, we have designed and developed a
hybrid radio-optical space using the latest state-of-the-art implementation of the
60GHz channel (802.11ad [75]). Sections 3.6 to 3.8 deal with the three differ-
ent beam organization approaches discussed in the chapter. The all-optical blind
approach (Section 3.6) shows the advantages and disadvantages of not using the
60GHz localization. Furthermore, it provides the benchmark for the localization
error based approaches. 60Dens, Section 3.7, takes advantage of the 60GHz local-
ization system to organize the beams to steer to. This approach showed promising
results, reducing the steering times from the second down to the millisecond scale.
However, this method showed some flaws as the error of the localization increased.
Furthermore, ordering the beams only in terms of the probability can lead to long
tuning times (long jumps between the current and the next beam on the steering
list) further increasing the steering algorithm time. Our final algorithm, 60Den-
sTu (Section 3.8), combines both the localization error and the laser tuning delays
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to provide an improved performance even when the localization error increases.
Section 3.9 provides a comparative discussion of all the approaches. Section 3.10
concludes the chapter.

3.2. Beam-steering techniques for optical wireless technologies

Visible Light Communication (VLC) is attracting much attention in the last
years, due to the fact that it can re-utilize existing LED illumination systems [19].
VLC systems are typically omni-directional, which implies capacity-sharing of the
light source by multiple user terminals. Furthermore, the eye safety limitations and
the fact that light intensity decreases with the square of the distance (the electrical
signal to noise ratio gets reduced by the fourth power) makes VLC very limited in
terms of reach. For this reason, links with a larger reach and higher capacity can
only be realized with directional collimated optical beams. Accurate and fast two-
dimensional (2D) beam-steering is required to address the semi-mobile devices [76].
Optical beam 2D steering systems have been reported using actively controlled
devices such as micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS)-actuated mirrors [76],
spatial light modulators (SLMs) [77], and an optical switch for coarse steering
followed by an SLM for fine steering [78]. However, this approach is highly com-
plicated and power consuming, due to the fact that each beam requires a separate
steering device. Hence, it becomes very difficult to scale to many beams. A sys-
tem using multiple narrowband Bragg gratings stored in photo-thermo-refractive
(PTR) glass volumes was reported in [79]; the number of beams supported equals
the number of Bragg gratings.

The concept proposed in BROWSE differs from all previous ones because the
full ultra-high capacity of the infrared beam is available to each terminal, and
neither congestion nor interference with other terminals occurs. The 2D beam-
steering is achieved using a novel concept deploying wavelength tuning and a pair
of crossed diffraction gratings. Adding wavelengths enables to steer additional
beams; thus the system can readily be scaled to many beams. This is the first
wavelength-controlled 2D beam-steered system demonstrated for ultra-high speed
multi-beam communication. The pencil beams directivity effectively alleviates
the reach limitations, and saves energy by spatial allocation of capacity on de-
mand [71]. However, the centralized control by the infra-structure, as well as the
lack of mechanical or electrical control to steer the beams, make the system more
challenging from the point of view of the management. Furthermore, the need of
a well suited, efficient and effective beam-steering algorithm is crucial as we will
show in the remaining of the chapter.

3.3. The BROWSE localization and beam-steering concept, its
requirements and the contribution of this chapter

As we introduced in the flow diagram of the Introduction of this thesis,
BROWSE envisions a hybrid system in which very high speed, infrared wireless
optical beams are steered to client devices spread all over an indoor set-up. To aid
the steering and communication system, the infrared downlink is combined with a
60GHz high speed uplink. In addition, the 60GHz system provides the estimated
localization of the devices. This information is meant to help the beam-steering
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MAC address.
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Figure 3.1 – Localization and beam-steering process for the envisioned hybrid ap-
proach, explained step by step.
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Figure 3.2 – Timing diagram of the connection process of BROWSE. This process
includes both the 60GHz localization and the beam-steering process.

system to aim to the device faster and more accurately. Initializing such a com-
plex system requires a set of actions to be performed in a timely manner, in such a
way that the user’s expectations and requirements are easily satisfied. Figure 3.5
presents, in 6 pictures, the process that takes place between the user entering the
room and being served with the correct beam. In order to provide a better grasp
of the timing required by the whole operation, we have included a time diagram
with an example of the sequential order of action for the case of one device and
one laser (Figure 3.2).

When a new user enters the BROWSE-enabled space, it first tries to regis-
ter in the 60GHz system (Figure 3.1a). According to the newly released WLAN
IEEE 802.11ad amendment [15, 16], this process consists of an initial beaconing
state, followed by a beam forming phase. In it, the antenna of the access point (in
this case the antenna installed on the ceiling) transmits in each of its sectors and
measures the response of the receiver’s antenna. When all the sectors have been
scanned, the AP antenna decides the best sector to use for transmission with the
device and establishes communication [75]. This process takes less than 1 millisec-
ond [75]. Furthermore, it is frequently repeated to update the best communication
antenna sector, in case there are physical or user changes. At the same time, the
60GHz localization system attempts to localize the device. Localizing through the
60GHz system is a crucial task as its accuracy will influence to a great extent the
required time to aim the correct beam to the user. For the remainder of the chap-
ter, this time is named as the steering time. Olivier et al. in [80] have provided
the most up-to-date state-of-the-art accuracy of mmWave communications. They
designed and implemented three types of localization algorithms normally used for
standard 2.4GHz Wi-Fi (triangulation, angle of difference arrival and fingerprint-
ing) and adapted them to the 60GHz band. They concluded that the triangulation
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methods are the most accurate, with a cumulative distribution that can be mod-
eled as a Gaussian probability distribution of 126,3mm of average error distance
and an standard deviation of 10 mm. These values will be used in the remaining
of the chapter as the state-of-the-art localization error. BROWSE envisions to
perform localization by means of null steering [81], i.e. the detection of nulls of
power between parallel antennas. The envision system is to have accuracies of the
order of 100mm [82].

Once the 60GHz channel has an established communication link to the user
and an estimated location of the user, this information (together with some kind
of identification, such as the MAC address of the user) is sent to the CCC installed
in the building (Figure 3.1b). As the CCC receives the information, it will register
it in its database and start the steering process. When the system is first installed
in the room, it is expected that it will go through an initial calibration phase. In
it, positions of the room are mapped to wavelengths and PRA to form a mapping
table (dubbed B in Figure 3.3). This table can be fully confectioned in this initial
calibration phase, and used as a static input to the steering and communication
system of the CCC. Another option would be to obtain a basic mapping table in
the calibration phase and perform dynamic updates as new devices and locations
appear. The methodology and creation of this table are out of the scope of this
thesis. Thus, in the studies presented here, we have assumed that the map is fully
configured before starting any type of steering process.

The steering process is shown in Figure 3.1c, in the block diagram of Figure 3.3
and in the schematic time map of Figure 3.2. To provide an easier explanation,
the time diagram and system pictures are shown for the case of one device and
one laser. In addition, the time required for the information to travel through the
optical fiber between the CCC and the PRA is considered negligible. The CCC
tunes the attached laser to the wavelength (λ) selected by the steering algorithm,
based on the insights of the algorithm (the Next λ-location decision block in Fig-
ure 3.3). Then, the steering system waits for the laser to finish tuning to the
desired wavelength (Figure 3.2). In the steered beam, information on the PRA
number and the wavelength steered is transmitted. Then, the algorithm waits for
a transmission time-out, before tuning the laser to the next position (Figure 3.2).
When the time-out occurs, the algorithm tunes the laser to the next wavelength
(position) and the process starts again. Transmitting this information within the
beam allows for the algorithm to move to a new position as soon as it has made
sure that the possible device pointed at has had enough time to receive the data.
This makes the steering process faster as the system is not required to wait for the
hypothetical response from the user (Figure 3.2). Thus, as it can be seen in the
time plot of Figure 3.2, the transmission time-out is set as the maximum time it
takes for a transmission from CCC to the client in the room plus the time it takes
the client to decode the information received. If the device receives the beam
(Figure 3.1d), it decodes the received information. Both PRA and wavelength
information are saved within the device’s memory and written to a new message
together with the MAC address of the device (for identification in the CCC). This
message is sent through the 60GHz channel back to the PRA the device is con-
nected to. The PRA, on receiving the steering message, forwards the data to the
CCC (Figure 3.1e). As the CCC receives a message of a found device (Figure 3.1f),
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Figure 3.3 – General diagram for a beam-steering algorithm installed in the CCC.

it first makes sure that the device is already registered in the network (for security
reasons). If that is the case, the PRA number and wavelength are noted next to
the device MAC address and used for the transmission phase. Furthermore, this
information could also be used as input for the steering process the following time
the same device or another enters the room with a similar location.

The whole process, from the user starting network registration in the 60GHz to
wavelength assignment to the user (and trigger-starting of the transmission phase)
(Figure 3.2) has to be very fast. In fact, for it to be comparable to standard Wi-
Fi and thus acceptable to the user, the delay has to lie within the millisecond
scale, better lower than 50ms and preferably within 10ms. Higher delays are not a
dramatic problem if the device has just entered the room and is, thus, initializing
the session. However, if the user moves inside the room, delays higher than 10 to
15 ms to fit to the new position could cause undesirable disruption of the service.

Within the process, the duration of the 60GHz beam-forming, user registering
and localization are fixed by the state-of-the-art solutions [75]. The tuning delay
required by the lasers to go from wavelength to the next are restricted by hardware
(the laser and infrastructure). Finally, the time taken by the optical beam to
transmit the messages (PRA and wavelength) from the ceiling to the floor, the
time required by the receiver to process the received data and subsequently, the
transmission time-out, are constrained by the building and room infrastructure
as well as the technology used. Thus, the only optimization point to ensure the
millisecond scale is to decide how to organize the wavelengths to which the beam
is steered, in a way that both the number of tuning steps and the steering time
are minimized. The focus of the remainder of this chapter and research track is to
propose solutions to efficiently, optimally and accurately organize the beams.

For illustration purposes, this section and the remainder of this chapter are
focused on the case in which one-user moves around within a BROWSE-enabled
area, and the area is assigned to one single laser. Extending this approach to
multiple devices and lasers can be performed in either a centralized or a parallel
manner. In both of the cases, the lasers transmission time needs to be fairly
splitted among the beam-steering search of the yet to be assigned users and the
communication with the already connected users. This means that the CCC needs
to perform a real-time allocation of the resources to the tasks, thus, organizing
which of the lasers are used for each of the task in each time interval. Further
information on the allocation of resources for communication can be found in
Chapter 4. In addition, in the future work of this PhD thesis, a block diagram
and in-depth description of the method for the CCC to distribute resources to the
two type of tasks is provided (Chapter 7).
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In a fully parallel approach, each new device would be provided its own in-
stance of the beam-steering algorithm. Then, the steering would be performed
simultaneously with as many beams as lasers assigned to the space (and to the
beam-steering tasks). Given the fact that each device has its own unique device ID
(its MAC address), as the CCC were to receive a new ‘device found’ notification,
the ID of the device would be saved together with the PRA and wavelength. Then,
the beam-steering algorithm instance would be removed. In the highly likely case
that more devices than lasers were assigned to the area, the lasers transmission
times would be split into time-slots, each of which would be allocated (by the CCC
intelligence) to one beam-steering process instance, until all devices are found and
all processes are finished.

If, on the other hand, a centralized approach were to be used, one single
instance of the beam-steering algorithm would be in charge of orchestrating and
organizing to which wavelength and position, the available beams (allocated lasers)
are iteratively steered (until finding the non-localized devices). In order to have
a general transmission time-out, the transmissions would be synchronized. In
the same way as the parallel approach, as users were to be localized and their
assigned PRA-wavelength known, they would be registered in the system. When
all devices would be correctly localized and their wavelength assigned, the beam-
steering process would be terminated.

3.4. Theoretical formulation of the beam-steering algorithm

As a first step, we approached the beam-steering challenge from a theoretical
point of view. In it, we defined input parameters and conditions available to the
CCC and the beam-steering algorithm, and modeled a theoretical formulation with
them.

In this Section, we introduce the input parameters of the model (Section 3.4.1).
These are used throughout the remaining of the chapter for the different algo-
rithms. There are multiple paths to formulate a theoretical model. In the following
chapter we will use Integer Linear Programming techniques for the formulation.
Here, given the fact that the purpose of the algorithm is to find the wavelength-
location which fits the device position optimally, we chose an artificial intelligence
search solution, A* [83,84]. The principles and formulation of this approach are
shown in Section 3.4.2. Finally, Section 3.4.3 discusses the applicability of the
theoretical formulation to a real situation.

3.4.1. Steering parameters

The time required by the system to find and give service to the user is heavily
dependent on the speed of the beam-steering algorithm. Thus, designing the fastest
possible beam-steering algorithm is crucial for the performance of the system. As
we hinted at in the previous section, the CCC is allowed access to some inputs that
can help the speed of the connection. These input parameters are classified in three
categories: Calibration parameters, hardware limitations and 60GHz subsystem
estimations (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 – Variables and Input parameters available to the beam-steering algorithm.

Variable Description
bt λ-position of the beam b in time t,

the position depends on the tuned λ and the PRA
B Set of possible λ-positions on the search plane
τto Transmission timeout: Time that a laser spends on the spot

before moving to the new beam location
ttl Tuning time of the laser (in ms/nm)
τbi,bj Time required by the laser to go from position bi and bj .
Pscs(b) Probability of success of b

As introduced in the previous section, the first time the system is installed
in an indoor area, it will trigger a calibration phase. In it, a map of wavelengths
to positions within the area will be confectioned (B). As we explained in the
previous section and in the time diagram (Figure 3.2, the transmission time-out
(dubbed τto here and in the all the following approaches of the Chapter) can
be theoretically calculated as the time it takes for the optical infrared beam to
transmit the steering message (PRA number and wavelength) plus the time it
takes for the receiver to process the data. Knowing the dimensions of the space, the
speed of the infrared transmission and the hardware limitations of the receiver, it is
possible to calculate this transmission time-out (τto). In addition, a dummy device
(with known location and wavelength attached to it) can be used to check that the
theoretical calculation, and thus, provide a further tuning of this constant. Both
B and τto provide fundamental information on the physical calibrated location of
the BROWSE enabled area. Thus, they are required to be included in an efficient
beam-steering algorithm.

Hardware has physical limitations. The processing time to take an action,
or the initialization process of hardware equipment can delay the process. In the
case of the infrared beam-steered system proposed by BROWSE, the lasers’ delay
to tune from one position to the next will influence the number of positions that
can be visited in the fastest time possible. Currently used commercial tunable
lasers specify a tuning speed (i.e. how many nanometers they can sweep within a
second). Based on this laser dependent specification, we modeled the tuning delay
ttl as the tuning time required by the laser to sweep one nm (in milliseconds).
From it, it is possible to model the time it takes for the laser to move from one
λ-position to the next as (τbi,bj , Equation 3.1). Using this delay as input to the
beam-steering algorithm provides it with the means to decide which order of the
beams to use according to the tuning time among them.

τbi,bj = |λbi − λbj | × ttl (3.1)

Finally, the 60GHz system is able to provide the CCC with the estimated loca-
tion of the user. Millimeter-wave (60GHz) frequencies have interesting implications
for the localization of radio terminals [80]. For this reason, in the radio-optical
wireless system envisioned, the localization task is performed by the 60GHz radio
channel. Its purpose within the hybrid system is to achieve the most accurate
position of the devices to aid the beam-steering system to minimize the number of
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Figure 3.4 – Gaussian distribution of the error for the 60GHz localization.

steps and time required until aiming the correct beam to the device. In the best
case-scenario, the localization provided by the 60GHz system is accurate enough
so that the estimated device location is as close as or less than a beam distance to
the real location. In such situation, the beam-steering algorithm only requires one
single step to aim the beam. However, this is an ideal case. In the current state-of-
the-art on 60GHz localization [80] errors close to average distances of 150-200 mm
have been shown. This means, that if we use a spot-beam diameter of 30mm [71],
this means that the estimated location is on average 5 to 6 beam-spots away from
the real location.

Herein, we propose to use the localization errors to our advantage, as part of
the input for the beam-steering process. The errors, while random, usually follow
a probability distribution pattern. In literature, the error distance distributions
are usually presented by means of the empirical error distribution [80]. Based
on the cumulative distribution, it is straight forward to derive a Gaussian prob-
ability distribution (Figure 3.4). These Gaussian shaped distributions have two
parameters: the average error distance (µ60) and the standard deviation (σ60).
In the calibration phase, the radio localization system is also calibrated, and the
error distance distribution is calculated. Then, as new devices enter the room, the
error distribution can be used to calculate the probabilities of each of the possible
λ-position (b) to be the best suited one (i.e, the one which position fits the device
location more accurate). We dubbed this probability as the probability of success
of the each possible beam location (Pscs(b)).

P (a < D < b) =

∫ b

a

f(dld60,bp/µ60, σ
2
60) = F (

a− µ60

σ60
)− F (

b− µ60

σ60
) (3.2)

The next decision was to design the best manner to measure the beam’s prob-
ability of success. As in any continuous distribution, the probability of an interval
[a, b] of a Gaussian probability is calculated as the area underneath the curve
between those two points (Figure 3.4). The area below a curve is calculated
as the integral of that function between the points (Equation 3.2). In order to
simplify this formulation (and avoid the integration), this probability is usually
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transformed to the standard normal distribution (µ=0,σ=1), using the Z-table1.
Based on this, our first approach consisted of assuming the beams’ probability
of success as the probability between the distance from the estimated location to
the center of the spot assigned to beam (dld60,b) minus and plus the radius of the
beam (P (dld60,b−Dbeam/2 < D < dld60,b+Dbeam/2)). However, due to small spot
size of the beams and the low granularity of the Z table (steps of 0.01 between
-3.4 to 3.4), this approach would lead to having multiple beams with exactly the
same probability. This would in turn require extra organization steps to select
the correct beams, adding an extra undesired degree of freedom. For this rea-
son we turned our view to the instantaneous value of the density of probability
(f(dld60,b/µ60, σ

2
60), Equation 3.3).

Pscs(b) = f(dld60,b/µ60, σ
2
60) =

1√
2πσ2

60

e
(−

(dld60,bp
−µ60)2

2σ2
60

)
(3.3)

Where dld60,b =
√

(xld60
− xb)2 + (yld60

− yb)2 + (zld60
− zb)2

3.4.2. AI-based formalization

There are many different approaches to formulate a model such as for the
optimal beam-steering algorithm case. The problem to solve is to find the best
fitting wavelength and position (beam spot b) to the spot where the device is
located by using the minimum number of steps (minimum number of times the
laser needs to be tuned to reach the position) and in the most efficient way. We
can formulate our problem as a search problem [73], where we have a set of states,
a set of operators, an initial state, and a goal criterion. In our case we can set
the search problem with an initial state of the starting wavelength-position of the
laser, our set of states are all the possible beams. The set of operators are steered
by the tuning delays and the probabilities of success of the beams, and the goal
criterion is to find the device in the shortest number of steps and time.

In small scale search problems, simple search techniques are sufficient to do
systematic search. However, our problem requires to systematically search for the
best route step after step. In such cases, the aim is to reduce the number of nodes
searched in seeking the goal. How do we do that? Search algorithms are good for
solving such problems. The problem could be a physical one, such as walking or
driving from A to B; or it could be abstract, such as a set of steps in a theorem,
which will allow us to derive a proof from a set of facts. The most widely used
among heuristic search methods is A* (pronounced A star). This method is used
to minimize the search cost in a given problem [72]. In our case, the problem
is the beam-steering challenge, and the search cost to minimize is the number of
steps and time to reach the device position. The aim of A* is to find the least-cost
path from a given initial node to the goal. It is an extended form of best-first
search algorithm, which aims to find a solution to minimize the total cost of the
search pathway. The main advantage of A* compared to other search methods is
that it takes into account the cost from the start and not simply the local cost
from the previously visited node. In short, the A* algorithm searches all possible

1http://www.stat.ufl.edu/~athienit/Tables/Ztable.pdf
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routes from a starting point until it finds the shortest path or cheapest cost to the
goal. In this way, for each step, A* evaluates all possible next nodes by means
of their total search cost. This total search cost is the combination of the real
shortest path cost up to arriving to that position (g) and the estimated cost of the
cheapest distance from the node to the goal (h). Then, it choses as next node, the
one with the minimum path cost (f), and the process starts again.

We can map this formulation to the definition of our problem. Our goal is
to visit all the beams in the most effective way, i.e. reducing the time to the
minimum. If we have a set of visited nodes at time t (πt, Equation 3.4), the total
search cost of πt (f(πt), Equation 3.5) is the sum of the real cost of the set (g(πt),
Equation 3.6) and the estimated cost from b, the next candidate beam, up to the
goal.

πt = [b1, ..., bt] (3.4)

f(πt) = g(πt) + h(b) (3.5)

The cost g is defined by means of the laser tuning delays and the probabilities
of success of the beams. The real cost of πt is the sum for all the beams in πt of the
tuning times required to go from position to position weighted by the probability of
that beam to be successful, i.e. the sum of all previous beams not to be successful
((1−

∑
j=1i−1 Pscs(bj))× Pscs(bi)).

g(πt) =
∑
bi∈πt

(1−
i−1∑
j=1

Pscs(bj))× Pscs(bi)× (i ∗ τto + τbi,bi+1) (3.6)

h(πt) is the estimated of cost of that minimizes the cost from beam b un-
til the goal node. This part of the equation can also be called heuristic func-
tion/estimation. In the optimal case h(πt) is substituted by the true minimal cost

to the goal from b (
∗
h(b), Equation 3.7), which recursively calculates the best path

from the current beam candidate (b ∈ B\πt) to the goal, in this case all the beams.

∗
h(b) = (1−

t∑
i=1

Pscs(bi))× Pscs(b)× ((t+ 1)× τto + τbt,b) + min
b′∈B\πt∪b

∗
h(b′) (3.7)

3.4.3. Discussion

In each step of the process (for each new beam that needs to be evaluated), A*
calculates all possible paths from the candidate beam to the goal (going through
all the beams in the minimum time). From all the possible solutions, it chooses
the beam that provides the minimum cost f, adds it to the beam path, and goes
to the next step, thus, repeating the process until all the beams have been evalu-
ated. This makes the complexity to grow exponentially with the number of beams
(nodes) to visit both in time and in space (memory occupation). Given this fact,
the approach is very limited in terms of the number of nodes that can be visited.
Furthermore, when a new device enters the room, it has attached to it its own
estimated localization (and probabilities of success). This triggers a new steering
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Figure 3.5 – Steering process explained step by step.

algorithm instance, making the algorithm complexity to grow not only exponen-
tially with the number of beams, but also linearly with the number of devices. In
this situation, this formulation, although theoretically optimal, cannot be deployed
in real environments.

With this first conclusion in mind, we set to look for possible beam-steering
algorithms with lower complexities, aiming at sub-optimality. Furthermore, the
theoretical analysis provided us the understanding of the input parameters that
could be used to achieve an efficient and powerful beam-steering algorithm.

3.5. Evaluation test-bed: An ns-3 approach

Before getting into details and analysis of the beam-steering approaches de-
veloped and tested in this thesis work, this section presents the simulation test
bed developed and used. For developing the test set-up we made use of the well-
known, state-of-the-art network simulator tool NS-3 [74]. Its ease of use and of
integration of new models, as well as the fact that it is open source, made it the
best candidate for our simulation environment. The space is composed by three
elements, the CCC (c), one PRA (p) and one device (d) (Figure 3.5a). Each of
these has its own MAC address for easy communication among them. One tunable
laser is integrated in the CCC. CCC and PRA are connected by means of a high
speed optical fiber link. In addition to this interface, the PRA has a communica-
tion interface to the device. Both the PRA and the device are hybrid devices with
reciprocal interfaces in the infrared wireless optics and in the 802.11ad (60GHz)
domains. Thus, while the device can only receive through the infrared optics link
and sends in the 60GHz band, the PRA only transmits on the infrared domain
and receives in the 60GHz band. In addition, the PRA has an additional 60GHz
communication interface which allows for the beam forming mechanisms of the
standard 802.11ad to happen.
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Figure 3.6 – Bitrate vs receiver sensitivity.

The 802.11ad channel and network stack were developed by Assasa et al. [75].
We used their implementation and integrated it in our hybrid BROWSE simula-
tion space. The 60GHz localization estimates are modeled following a Gaussian
probability distribution of the error [80]. So to say, when one device enters the
room and registers in the network, the device real locations are introduced to this
60GHz error model. It distorts the real device locations following the error distri-
bution and this distorted locations are provided to the CCC to start the steering
process.

We simulated the optical wireless channel based on the calculations shown by
Koonen et al. in [71]. Dimensioning the PRA area with the purpose of maximizing
its coverage (i.e. reducing the number of blind spots or spots not covered by any
beam) requires setting four parameters (Figure 3.5b). However, this selection
has to be done in such a way that we avoid stressing the physical limitations of
the system. First of all, the diameter of the scanning beam (Dbeam) determines
the area covered by each of the beams. Choosing a very small diameter value
would lead to infinite scanning steps both in the horizontal and vertical lines,
becoming infeasible to achieve with the current technology, as well as delaying
substantially the scanning and selection procedure. A value between 10mm and
10cm is acceptable for this parameter. Second, db−b is the in-line distance between
the beams. The more beams the PRA sets in a line the less blind spots in the
area. This value is limited not only by the commercially available tunable lasers
but also by the diameter of the beam. Setting this distance to the diameter of
the beam provides close to full coverage of the horizontal line. Third, dl−l is the
vertical distance between scanning lines. A value of at most the beam diameter
will reduce the blind spots in the service area. Finally, the receptor diameter
(DRx) has to be selected. Knowing the maximum bitrate that the system should
provide per user, the receiver sensitivity (PRx), i.e. the minimum power needed
to achieve the bitrate, is obtained from the curve of sensitivities and bitrates
depicted (Figure 3.6). This curve has been obtained based on the sensitivity-
bitrate coupled-values of commercially available optical systems [85] [86] [87].
From there, the DRx can be derived using the Equation 3.8.
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Table 3.2 – Table of all the constants names and definition used for the ns3 set-up
evaluation

Name Description Value
ABROWSE Dimensions of the BROWSE area 1.5mx1.5mx2.5m
Dbeam Diameter of the beams 30mm
db−b Distance between the beams within a line 30mm
dl−l Distance between the steering lines 30mm
Nb Number of beams distributed in the space 2500
DRX Diameter of the receiver 1mm
PBeam Transmission power 10dBm
τto Transmission time out 20ns
ttl Tuning time laser 5ms/nm
λmin Minimum wavelength of the laser 1505nm
λmax Maximum wavelength of the laser 1630nm
Sl Tuning step 0.05nm

DRx =

√
PRx
PBeam

∗ 1

DBeam
2 ∗ (1 +

(xp − xb)2 + (yp − yb)2

H2
(3.8)

In it, xp, yp and xb, yb are the x, y coordinates of the PRA and the projected
beam respectively. PBeam is the maximum power that the beam can provide,
which is stated by the ANZI-136 and international IEC 60825 standard to 10mW.
Further details on the dimensioning of the room can be found in [71].

Table 6.3 shows the parameters set for the analysis. The BROWSE area is
1.5x1.5x2.5 m3 covered by one PRA. The beam diameter Dbeam is set to 30mm
(according to [71]). Both in the horizontal (db−b) and vertical (dl−l lines, the
beams are spaced by their diameter, here assumed 30mm). Finally, as each beam
is to provide a maximum of 10Gbps per user (which corresponds to −20dBm,
i.e. 0.01mW receiver sensitivity), the receivers’ diameter is set to 1mm (according
to [71]).

As we explained in the previous section, the transmission time-out (τto) is
calculated as the time taken by the information to be received by the device (MAC
address, PRA number and wavelength) plus the time required by the receiver to
receive and decode it. The message amounts to a total of 16Bytes, which streamed
at an average of 10Gbps takes 12.8ns. To this time, we added an offset to amount
for the time the receiver would take in ideal circumstances to understand the
message and for possible wrong transmission. With this, the τto was set to 20ns.

CCC and PRA are connected through a very high speed optical fiber line and
the delay inflicted by it will affect all the communications in the same manner. For
this reason, for our evaluation we consider the ideal case in which the effect of the
fiber delay is negligible (i.e. very short fiber distances are considered). In the case
where long distances of fiber would be used, it would be required to add to the
results the delay inflicted times the number of communications required between
the CCC and the PRA. Finally the simulated tunable laser (included in the CCC)
follows the specifications of the Keysights 81960A, one of the fastest tunable lasers
in the state-of-the-art [88]. Wavelengths go from 1505 to 1630nm, tuning speed
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Figure 3.7 – Block diagram of the all-optical beam-steering algorithm.

is 5ms/nm (or 200nm/s). And, as the space is divided in 2500 beams, the tuning
steps between the spots are set to 0.05nm where the minimum wavelength (λmin,
1505nm) corresponds to spot 0 in Figure 3.5b and the maximum wavelength (λmax,
1630nm) to spot 2499.

The general evaluation of the algorithms works as follows. Every 10 seconds,
the device is set to one out of 250 λ-locations (the 10-multiple possible λ-positions
of the beam in the BROWSE space). The device registers in the 60GHz network
and its localization is distorted by the 60GHz error model. Then, the beam-
steering algorithm tries to find the correct λ-location. Depending on the error
location distribution under test, the parameters µ and σ of the Gaussian distri-
bution will be varied. After the device is found, the algorithm steering time is
calculated as the difference between the two timestamps, i.e. device found times-
tamp minus start of the steering process. In order to provide a fair comparison
among the steering times required in all the spots, the initial tuning times are not
accounted for. Thus, the simulations assume that the laser always starts on the
first beam to explore. Finally, to show statistical significance the device is set in
the same position 30 different times, each time with a different distortion error
from the same 60GHz error model distribution.

3.6. AllOp: All-optical beam-steering

In the worst-case scenario, either the 60GHz localization is non-existent or the
error is so high that it cannot really be used as input for steering. In this Section
we designed a simplistic approach covering that type of scenario. This method will
be considered the benchmark to improve. Furthermore, its simple design made it
the best manner to make an initial assessment of the simulated test-bed.

This Section presents, first the method’s working principles (Section 3.6.1).
Then, Section 3.6.2 provides the results.

3.6.1. AllOp method

The method is shown in Figure 3.7. The CCC starts the beam-steering process
in blind mode. This means that there is no information on the localization of the
device. Thus, the steering system can only make use of the mapping table (B) and
the laser (i.e. tuning times, τbi,bj). The next λ-location decision block consists of
performing the smaller tuning step from the current to the next position.

Algorithm 3.1 shows the process taking place inside the decision making block.
First, the algorithm calculates the tuning time between the current λ-location of
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1. Initialize the set of visited λ-locations (β) and the current λ-location (bt)

β = ∅ and bt = 0

1. Calculate the tuning time between the current λ-location of the beam (bt) and
all candidates (all locations that have not been visited yet (B \ β ∪ bt)

∀b ∈ B \ β ∪ bt

τb,bt = |λbt − λb| × ttl (3.9)

2. Pick the next λ-location (bt+1) to select as the one
with the lowest tuning time to the current bt

bt+1 = arg min
b∈B\β∪bt

τ(b, bt) (3.10)

3. Wait to steer and add selected λ-location to the list of visited λ-locations (β).

β = β ∪ bt+1 (3.11)

4. When the beam is steered to the current λ-location, prepare the next
λ-location to visit.

bt = bt+1

if B \ β 6= ∅ then
Go to 3

else
Stop steering

end if

Algorithm 3.1: All-optical next λ-location decision block.

Table 3.3 – Steering time required to aim to the device with the correct beam per
position for 25 selected spots. Time is given in milliseconds.

Pos. Steer Pos. Steer Pos. Steer Pos. Steer Pos. Steer
0 0.0024 50 12.5 500 125 1000 250 2000 500
10 2.5 60 15 510 127.5 1100 275 2200 550
20 5 70 17.5 520 130 1200 300 2300 575
30 7.5 80 20 530 132.5 1300 325 2400 600
40 10 90 22.5 540 132.5 1400 350 2490 622.5

the beam (bt) and all the possible candidate next positions that don’t belong to
the set of λ-locations already visited (b ∈ B \ β ∪ bt). Subsequently, the algorithm
picks the next λ-location (bt+1) as the one with the smallest required tuning from
the current one (bt) and waits for it to be steered (for the transmission time-out of
the current λ-location of the beam). The steering process continues while the CCC
doesn’t receive the notification of a found device or the set of candidate position
has still locations to steer to.

3.6.2. AllOp method evaluation

In order to evaluate this algorithm, we first set the laser to start on the first
spot (spot 0, 1505nm). Second, we applied the evaluation procedure presented
in Section 3.5. Given the fact that this algorithm completely ignores the 60GHz
localization, the error distribution parameters (µ60 and σ60) were set to 0.
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Figure 3.8 – Steering time required by an all-optical steering approach to reach each
of the sports in the BROWSE enabled space.

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.8 present the results of this first algorithm. While
Table 3.3 shows the individual steering times for 50 selected positions of the users,
Figure 3.8 provides an overall quantitative analysis of the trend of the steering
times for all the positions. As it was expected, the required steering time increases
linearly with the spot’s wavelength. This makes the algorithm fully dependent on
the device location and not really suitable for devices that are not close to the
laser’s starting position. However, this analysis carried with it very important
information. First, it showed a benchmark solution that we would like to improve
with better optimized and intelligent solutions. Second, it provided a full analysis
of the ns3 based test-bed. Third and most importantly, this evaluation gave us
the steering time value if the beam is aimed to the device on the first attempt, 2.4
µs (spot 0, Table 3.3). This is a very small steering value which would definitely
fulfill the purpose of the speed and optimization of the steering (within millisecond
scale). Thus, the purpose of the remaining two approaches was to obtain the most
first-attempt successes possible.

3.7. 60Dens: Using the 60GHz localization error to steer optical
beams

This Section presents 60Dens, the first of the two 60GHz error based ap-
proaches designed and developed. This is done by means of the λ-location’s prob-
ability of success (Pscs(b)) that we introduced in Section 3.4.1. In this Section, this
principle is used in the first 60GHz-aided beam-steering method (Section 3.7.1).
Evaluation, results and conclusions derived from this method are given in Sec-
tion 3.7.2.

3.7.1. 60Dens Methodology

Figure 3.9 presents the block diagram of the 60Dens beam-steering method.
As the device registers in the 60GHz network and its estimated location is sent
to the CCC, the beam-steering process starts. First, the λ-locations calibration
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Figure 3.9 – Block diagram of the 60Dens beam-steering method.

1. Calculate the distance between each of the possible λ-locations
(b) and the estimated user location (ld60) (dld60−b)

∀b ∈ B

dld60,b
=
√

(xld60
− xb)2 + (yld60

− yb)2 + (zld60
− zb)2 (3.12)

2. Calculate the probabilities of success of each of the λ-locations (Pscs(b))
and initialize list of visited λ-locations β

β = ∅
∀b ∈ B

Pscs(b) = f(dld60,b
/µ60, σ

2
60) =

1√
2πσ2

60

e
(−

(dld60,b
−µ60)2

2σ2
60

)

(3.13)

3. Pick next λ-location (bt+1) as the one with the highest probability of
success (Pscs(b)) in the list of candidate λ-location (B \ β)

bt+1 = arg max
b∈B\β

Pscs(b) (3.14)

4. Wait to steer and add λ-location to the set of visited λ-locations (β)

β = β ∪ bt+1 (3.15)

5. When the beam is steered to the current λ-location, prepare the next
location to steer.

bt = bt+1

if B \ β 6= ∅ then
Go to 3

else
Stop steering

end if

Algorithm 3.2: 60Dens Next λ-location Decision block

map is made available and used to calculate the probabilities of success of each of
the λ-location in the list (Pscs(b)) as the instantaneous error density of probability
of the distance between the estimated location and the center of each possible
λ-location (Equation 3.17). The beam is steered to location after location until
the device is found. Comparing this to the previous approach, while the AllOp
method made use of the tuning times, this one ignores this notion but focuses only
on the probability of success of the λ-location.
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Algorithm 3.2 provides further details on the process taking place within the
next λ-location decision block. First, the algorithm calculates the distances be-
tween each of the possible spot locations (λ-locations) in the calibration map
(B) and the 60GHz estimated location (Equation 3.12). Second, based on those
distances and the Gaussian distance error distribution (also obtained in the cal-
ibration phase), it computes the probability of success of each of the λ-locations
(Pscs(b), Equation 3.13). In addition, the list of visited λ-locations, β, is initial-
ized. The next λ-location where to steer the beam (bt+1) is the one with the
highest probability within the list of not yet visited λ-locations (B \ β). When
the beam is to be steered to a new λ-location (after the transmission time-out),
the algorithm issues the steering of the current λ-location and prepares the next
location on the list. If the list of candidates B \ β is not empty, i.e. there are
still λ-location to which the beam has not yet been steered to, the algorithm goes
back to step 3 and picks the λ-location with the next highest probability on the
list. This process continues until the CCC receives the notification that device
was found and requests the beam-steering process to stop, or in the worst-case
scenario in which the user is not found, when there are no more λ-location not yet
steered to.

3.7.2. 60Dens Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of this algorithm following the same procedure
explained in Section 3.5. The device was located in one out of 250 positions (the
10-multiple beams) every 10 seconds, the 60GHz error model distorted the real
location of the device. With the estimated location, the steering algorithm was to
attempt to steer the beam to the device based on the probabilities of success of
the beams. Each position was repeated 30 times for statistical significance. This
whole process was evaluated with different error distance Gaussian models (µ and
σ).

In order to understand the effect of the error in the localization on the method’s
performance, we repeated the above described process with different combinations
of Gaussian parameters µ60 and σ60 (a total of 81 cases, 9 values of average error
µ60 and 9 of standard deviation σ60). These values range from the optimal accuracy
(µ60=0, σ0=0.1) to the worst case scenario studied. In it, the localization error
has both an average and a standard deviation of 150mm (meaning the device is in
average 5 beams away from the estimated location with a variability of another 5
beams). We also included the values given by the state-of-the-art [80], µ60=120mm
and σ60=10mm. This whole evaluation process amounts to 607500 combinations
of position and location error to test our approach (250 spots, 30 iterations, 81
cases).

Table 3.4 shows the averages and standard deviations tuning for the 81 test
cases under scrutiny. As it can be seen, the algorithm shows very good performance
when the localization error is kept within the radius of the optical beam. In most of
the cases the beam is aimed at the first attempt (the same 2.4µsec that we saw on
the All-optical approach) or takes, in the case of localizing with one radius error
distance (15mm,15mm) a maximum of 3.2 ms (which is within the acceptable
range, ≤ 10ms). However, as the localization error increases both in terms of
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Table 3.4 – Average steering time for the 60Dens approach for different distributions
of the 60GHz localization error. Results are shown according to the µ60 and σ60 of the
corresponding distribution (in millimeters). Averages and standard deviations of the
steering times are shown in milliseconds. Cell colors give a qualitative view steering
times: green (lowest best, negligible); blue (lowest worst, up to 1ms); beige (average
best, 1 to 10ms); yellow (average worst, 10-50ms); orange (highest best, 50-100 ms);
and red (highest worst, 100ms-1s).

σ60
µ60 0.1 5 10 15 30 60 90 120 150
0 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.032 0.33 0.86 1.6 3.05

±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±0.6 ±2.1 ±3.6 ±5.4 ±8.7
5 0.0024 0.0024 0.006 0.02 0.18 0.75 1.42 2.19 3.05

±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±0.2 ±0.46 ±1.5 ±3.27 ±5 ±6.6 ±8.7
10 0.0024 0.042 0.32 0.45 1.16 2.25 3.25 4.28 5.23

±8.3e− 7 ±0.7 1.67 ±2.34 ±3.83 5.93 ±7.87 ±10.24 ±12.1
15 0.98 2.45 2.9 3.2 4.2 5.5 6.65 7.9 9.4

±3.35 ±4.9 ±5.4 ±5.8 ±7 ±9.2 ±12 ±14.4 ±18
30 1.66 5.9 8.3 10.4 15 22.32 28.5 34 39.2

±6.2 ±11.14 ±13.8 ±15.7 ±19.4 ±26.27 ±32 ±38 ±44
60 4.52 25.2 35.7 44 63.5 90.7 113.5 133.5 151.7

±13 ±34 ±42.2 ±49.2 ±65.2 ±88.1 ±107.6 ±126.5 ±143.4
90 8.9 59.4 83 100 142.6 204.4 252.5 293 328

±22.7 ±72.6 ±92.9 ±107.6 ±141 ±192 ±236.1 ±272 ±299
120 15 104 144 176 248.4 352 432 501 561

±33 ±116 ±150 ±174 ±237 ±327 ±397 ±456 ±508
150 28.4 171.2 240 284.2 398 561 687.4 791 892

±65.4 ±198 ±251 ±290 ±385 ±525 ±637 ±733 ±823

average and standard deviation, so do the steering times (even if still below the
all-optical approach). Furthermore, the standard deviations of the approaches also
worsen to a great extent. One reason for this, can be related to the fact that the
beams are only organized based on their probability of success. As no further
organization according to the laser’s tuning times is performed, it is possible for
the algorithm to suffer from long jumps between beams. For example, if there are
five beams (1505nm, 1540nm, 1510nm,1605nm and 1507nm) organized according
to their probability. The laser will jump from 1505 to 1540, then back to 1510 to
go further to 1605 and finish back in 1507. This is a non-optimal organization of
the beams which leads to extra undesirable times. Apart from this, this approach
achieves the objective of improving the average steering time of the benchmark.
The steering time of most of the cases is by far better than the average shown in
the previous Section (303ms).

The second characteristic that we pointed at in the all-optical approach was
the fact that it was fully dependent on the spot position of the devices. 60Dens
has been designed with the purpose of not depending on the spot of the device.
This is a very important feature due to the unpredictability of where the users can
be allocated in the room. To demonstrate this feature of our algorithm, Figure 3.9
shows the averages and standard deviations per spot for 6 out of the 81 error
distributions. In each of the four plots of the figure, we present a zoomed out
version of the previous one. While Figure 3.10a shows the results of three of the
best solutions (µ60 and σ60 within the 15mm radius of the spots), Figure 3.10b
shows these three, plus the case in which the error reaches the spot diameter
(30mm, 30mm). Figure 3.10c adds the variant with 120mm and 10mm (which was
set as the current state-of-the-art [80]). Finally, Figure 3.10d includes the worst
case scenario tested (150mm, 150mm). The first conclusion that we can extract
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from the plots is that, indeed, the spot location does not exert any real influence
on the steering time. This can be easily seen in the ideal and the first cases (green
and black lines). If there is no localization error, the steering time remains flat
at 2.45µsecs (the device is correctly directed at after 1 attempt). However, as we
already saw in the Table, as the error of localization increases the variability of
the steering time is greatly affected causing big spikes of deviations over the 30
iterations for each of the spots.

In the all-optical approach we saw how the laser’s tuning times exert a big
influence onto the steering times, meaning that the spots that required more tuning
steps would take longer to reach. Furthermore, in the theoretical formulation, the
combination of both parameters provides the optimal solution. With all this in
mind, and looking for ways to improve the steering times in general and reduce
the standard deviations in particular, we decided to combine the effect of both the
probabilities and the tuning times (Section 3.8).

3.8. 60DensTu: Combining the 60GHz localization error with the
laser tuning delays

In this final algorithm, we combine the probability of success principle (Sec-
tion 3.4.1) with the influence of the laser tuning delays, with the purpose of im-
proving the performance of both of the algorithms already presented in this chap-
ter. Herein, we first introduce the methodology and decision making algorithm in
Section 3.8.1. Second, Section 3.8.2 evaluates the approach.

3.8.1. 60DensTu Methodology

Figure 3.12 shows the block diagram of the beam-steering method. Its general
functionality works in the same way as the previous cases, when the CCC receives
the MAC address and estimated location of the user, it trigger-starts the beam-
steering process. The calibration λ-location map (B) is made available to the
beam-steering algorithm. This information is used for building up the λ-locations
probability of success table (Pscs(b)). Furthermore, it is used for calculating the
tuning delays between the possible locations to choose the best strategy to go from
λ-location to λ-location. One by one, the beam is steered to the λ-locations in
the room until the algorithm has been in all the positions, or the CCC has been
notified that the device was found and finishes the process.

Algorithm 3.3 describes in detail the process within the next λ-location deci-
sion block of the 60DensTu method. The first and the second steps are the same
as in the 60Dens case, as the CCC trigger-starts the steering process, the decision
maker calculates the distances between all the centers of the possible λ-locations
and the estimated user location. Based on them, it calculates the probabilities of
success of each of the λ-locations (by means of the density of probability values
of the distances). After that, the process differs from the Algorithm 3.2. While
the previous algorithm just organized the λ-locations per probability and would
steer the beam to them one by one, this one first divides the λ-locations in prob-
ability groups (probabilities of success within a certain threshold). Then, within
the groups, it organizes the λ-locations according to the lowest tuning steps times.
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(a) 60Dens performance for 60GHz local-
ization error distributions smaller than the
diameter of the beam spot.
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(b) 60Dens performance for 60GHz local-
ization error distributions up to the diame-
ter of the beam spot.
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(c) 60Dens performance for 60GHz lo-
calization error distributions up to the
state-of-the-art localization error presented
in [80].
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Figure 3.10 – Beam-steering time in milliseconds for each of the spots in the simu-
lated area for the 60Dens approach. Averages are shown with markers, while standard
deviations are shown with the shadowed regions.

For it, in step 3, it chooses the first λ-location (bbest, Equation 3.18) as the one
with best probability of success. In the case there were more than one λ-location
with very similar probability of success (Step 4, Equation 3.19), such as in the
presence of high localization error, the bbest can be modified to the λ-location
with the lowest distance to the last λ-location visited (bps). If this is the initial
λ-location which to steer the laser beam to, the λ-location chosen will be the one
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Figure 3.11 – Block diagram of the 60DensTu beam-steering method.

with shortest tuning time from the laser start, in any other case, bps is the last vis-
ited λ-location of the previous probability group. In this way, the algorithm avoids
long tuning jumps between groups. The best λ-location (bbest) is used as the first
λ-location of the probability group (BTh, step 5, Equation 3.20). BTh is defined
as the set of λ-locations with probability of success laying within a threshold Th
from the first λ-location of the group. Once chosen, the group is reorganized (Step
6) according to the tuning times. For example, if a probability group is com-
posed by five λ-locations (b) of wavelengths 1505nm, 1540nm, 1510nm, 1605nm
and 1507nm (organized from the highest to the lowest probability of success), af-
ter the tuning time based re-organization the λ-location would be steered in this
way: 1505nm, 1507nm, 1510nm, 1540nm and 1605nm. After re-organization of
the group (O(BTh)), the first λ-location in the group is picked to steer the next
(bt+1, Step 7). In addition, it is removed from the group (O(BTh)) (and all the
λ-location in the group are moved one spot earlier), added to the list of already
visited λ-location β and the algorithm waits to steer the beam. Finally, when the
beam is steered to the current λ-location (Step 8), the algorithm starts prepar-
ing the next λ-location. This means, to pick the first λ-location of the organized
probability group (O(BTh)), if the group is not finished (going back to Step 7),
to prepare a new probability group (going back to step 3) or to finish the steering
process in the case that all the λ-locations have been visited already.

3.8.2. 60DensTu Evaluation

In order to provide a comparative analysis of this algorithm, 60Dens and
the all-optical approach, we performed the same analysis as the one previously
followed. The device was set to one out of 250 positions (the 10-multiple λ-
locations) every 10 seconds, the 60GHz error model distorted the real location
of the device. With this information, the steering algorithm was set to steer
the beam to the device based on the probabilities in the smallest number of steps.
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1. Calculate the distance between each of the λ-locations (b) and the estimated
user location (ld60) (dld60,b

).

∀b ∈ B

dld60,b
=
√

(xld60
− xb)2 + (yld60

− yb)2 + (zld60
− zb)2 (3.16)

2. Calculate the probability of success of each of the λ-locations (Pscs(b)),
initialize the list of visited λ-location β and the last visited λ-location (bps).

β = ∅
bps = 0
bt=0
∀b ∈ B

Pscs(b) = f(dld60,b
/µ60, σ60) =

1√
2πσ2

60

e
(−

(dld60,b
−µ60)2

2σ2
60

)

(3.17)

3. Find the λ-location with the best probability (bbest).

bbest = arg max
b∈B\β

Pscs(b) (3.18)

4. If more than one λ-locations have an attached probability of success very
similar to bbest (difference ≤ 1e− 7), choose as bbest the λ-location with the
lowest tuning time from previous group last λ-location (bps).

∀b ∈ B \ β ∪ bbest

b = bbest ⇐⇒ |Pscs(bbest)− Pscs(b))| < 1e− 7 ∩ |λb − λbbp | < |λbbest − λbps | (3.19)

5. Select a set candidate λ-location (BTh) within a probability threshold
Thp of bbest.

∀b ∈ B \ β ∪ bbest, b ∈ BTh ⇐⇒ |Pscs(bbest)− Pscs(b)| ≤ Thp (3.20)

6. Sort the λ-location in BTh according to the tuning time among them O(BTh).

[obest, ..., oi, ..., on] ∈ O(BTh) s.t. oi+1 = arg min
b∈BTh\[obest,...,oi]

|λoi − λb| (3.21)

7. Pick the first λ-location of the set, add it to the set of visited λ-location (β).
Remove it from O(Bth) and move all positions. Wait for steering.

bt+1 = O(Bth(0)) O(BTh(0)) = 0∀i ∈ |BTh|O(BTh(i− 1)) = O(BTh(i)) (3.22)

β = β ∪ bt+1 (3.23)

8. When the beam is steered to the λ-location, prepare the next location
bt = bt+1

if BTh 6= ∅ then
Go to 7

else if B \ β 6= ∅ then
bps = bt+1

Go to 3
else

Stop steering

end if

Algorithm 3.3: 60DensTu Next λ-location Decision block

Each position was again repeated 30 times for statistical significance and the whole
process was evaluated on the same 81 location error models (9 µ60 and 9 σ60), also
including the values of the state-of-the-art [80], µ60=120mm and σ60=10mm.

Table 3.5 presents the overall results of this approach. As in the previous case,
very low localization errors (upper three rows and columns) provide negligible
tuning times, meaning that the beam is successfully aimed at the first attempt
(2.4µs) or at the most (worst case of 15mm of mean and deviation) the average
steering time is kept under 0.5 ms with a maximum deviation of 2 ms. Compared
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Table 3.5 – Steering times (averages and standard deviation) of the 60DensTu ap-
proach for different distributions of the 60GHz localization error. Results are shown
according to the µ and σ of the corresponding distribution (in millimeters). Averages
and standard deviations of the steering times are shown in milliseconds. Cell colors
give a qualitative view steering times: green (lowest best, negligible); blue (lowest
worst, up to 1ms); beige (average best, 1 to 10ms); yellow (average worst, 10-50ms);
orange (highest best, 50-100 ms); and red (highest worst, 100ms-1s)

σ
µ 0.1 5 10 15 30 60 90 120 150
0 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.032 0.33 0.84 1.54 2.23

±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±0.6 ±2.1 ±3.46 ±5.13 ±6.5
5 0.0024 0.0024 0.0058 0.02 0.175 0.74 1.36 2.1 8

±8.3e− 7 ±8.3e− 7 ±0.21 ±0.46 ±1.46 ±3.22 ±4.74 ±6.3 ±15.11
10 0.0024 0.04 0.22 0.432 1.113 2.17 3.12 3.97 4.8

±8.37e− 7 ±0.7 ±1.67 ±2.3 ±3.8 ±5.7 ±7.5 ±9.1 ±10.8
15 0.9 2.29 2.74 3.04 3.86 5.07 6.11 7.13 8

±3.25 ±4.8 ±5.3 ±5.6 ±6.7 ±8.7 ±11 ±13 ±15.12
30 1.6 5.54 7.7 9.5 13.1 16.58 20.1 22.4 23.7

±6 ±10.5 ±12.7 ±14.4 ±17 ±19.8 ±24.2 ±27.3 ±29.5
60 4.4 21.8 28.5 33 38.8 41 48 51 49.5

±13 ±30 ±34 ±37 ±42 ±47 ±66 ±75 ±76
90 8.73 43.9 52 56 61 69 61 52 44.78

±22 ±54 ±58.3 ±64 ±73 ±102 ±99 ±86 ±65
120 14.6 67.53 74 77 85 72 227 428 489

±32 ±78 ±85 ±92 ±124 ±121 ±340 ±473 ±527
150 24 90.3 99 105 101 288 592 723 833

±49 ±109 ±125 ±141 ±169 ±454 ±657 ±760 ±848

to the 60Dens results, this is already an improvement (Table 3.5 showed for the
same localization error and average of 3 ms with deviations of 5ms). Going down
and right in the table, we see that, as it was happening for 60Dens, worsening of
the error distributions causes increases of the steering times. However, thanks to
the effect of including the tuning times, the steering times are dramatically reduced
and only increase above the 100ms for the worst cases of localization error.

In order to show and compare the performance per beam, Figure 3.12 provides
the same type of analysis as Figure 3.9. As for 60Dens, very low distance errors in
the 60GHz distribution provide nearly ideal situations of steering times (success
after the first attempt and 2.4µs of steering time). Again, as the errors increase,
so do the deviations and averages per spot location. However, improvements to
60Dens (Table 3.4) are easily spotted. In here, the steering times increase in a
slower and smoother manner than in the previous algorithm. While in Figure 3.10c
the error location of 120mm, 10mm (the state-of-the-art in 60GHz localization)
directed the correct beam to the device in steering times between 150 and 250 ms,
in Figure 3.12 the times are significantly reduced by 100 ms on average, with lower
deviations.

These results reinforced our claim that using the distribution of probability
of the error provides a very useful tool to organize the beams to steer to the
users. Furthermore, intelligently organizing the beams according to the laser’s
tuning time provides a significant improvement of the steering times even when
the 60GHz localization completely fails to provide an accurate position of the user.
This method provides a fast and efficient solution which can be used in real-time
for dynamic environments.
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(a) 60DensTu performance for 60GHz lo-
calization error distributions smaller than
the diameter of the beam spot.
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(b) 60DensTu performance for 60GHz lo-
calization error distributions up to the di-
ameter of the beam spot.
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(c) 60DensTu performance for 60GHz lo-
calization error distributions up to the
state-of-the-art localization error presented
in [80].
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Figure 3.12 – Beam-steering time in milliseconds for each of the spots in the sim-
ulated area for the 60DensTu approach. Averages are shown with markers, while
standard deviations are shown with the shadowed regions.

3.9. Discussion: Are these steering methods applicable to
real-scenarios?

After providing a quantitative assessment of the three algorithms, this section
gives a qualitative analysis of the feasibility of each of them in real-deployments.
For it, we calculated the empirical cumulative distribution of the three methods
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Figure 3.13 – Empirical cumulative probability distribution (CDF) curves for the
selected approaches and 60GHz error localizations probability distributions.

for the different variants plotted in Figures 3.7, 3.9 and Figure 3.12. The empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) provides the curves of probability of the
steering time to be equal or smaller than a certain value. Figure 3.13 shows
the CDF curves of a selection of the approaches and Table 3.6 the cumulative
probabilities per time interval.

Are these steering methods fast enough? In order to answer this question two
possible deployment scenarios were thought. In the first one, the hybrid system is
deployed in a meeting room. In it, people enter, sit down around a meeting table
and after a time (when the meeting is over), they move out of the room. This
would present a semi-static situation. In the second one, the deployment takes
place in one of the exhibition rooms of the “Van Abbemuseum” in Eindhoven. In
it, people enter the room, stop to admire a piece of modern art (a painting or a
contemporaneous installation) and three to five minutes later move to the next
piece. This case corresponds to a very dynamic scenario with moving people and
obstacles.

In the first case, a set of 12-14 people enter the room every new slot of time
(ranging from 30 minutes to 3 hours depending on the urgency and importance
of the meeting). Each of them brings his/her own mobile device (a laptop or
smartphone) that starts the registration and steering process on power up. These
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Table 3.6 – Cumulative probabilities for each of the approaches at certain time
points. Times are shown in milliseconds.

Method ≤ 0.001 ≤ 10 ≤ 50 ≤ 100 ≤ 500 ≤ 2
60Dens(0,0.1) 1 1 1 1 1 1

60DensTu(0,0.1) 1 1 1 1 1 1
60Dens(5,10) 0.999 0.999 1 1 1 1

60DensTu(5,10) 0.999 0.999 1 1 1 1
60Dens(15,15) 0.68 0.75 1 1 1 1
60Dens(15,15) 0.7 0.76 1 1 1 1
60Dens(30,30) 0.34 0.49 0.92 0.99 1 1

60DensTu(30,30) 0.35 0.5 0.94 0.998 1 1
60Dens(120,10) 0.176 0.2 0.33 0.49 0.97 1

60DensTu(120,10) 0.2 0.28 0.49 0.664 0.997 1
60Dens(150,150) 0 0.05 0.092 0.14 0.42 0.89

60DensTu(150,150) 0.11 0.16 0.23 0.25 0.45 0.9
Allop 0.004 0.016 0.08 0.16 0.8 1

devices rarely change their position during the duration of the meeting. Thus
connection will, in most of the cases, happen only once. If we have a look at
the Table 3.6 and the Figure 3.13, in the best cases (ideal or within the beam
size localizations) there is 75% to 100% probability that the devices are correctly
located and aimed at in less than 10ms (purple and green dashed and full lines
of Figure 3.13, columns 1 and 2 with the first 4 rows in Table 3.6). Furthermore,
the totality of them will be discovered within the first 100ms. If the localization
error would increase until the current state-of-the-art (120mm, 10mm), 99% of the
devices would be aimed at within the first 500ms (blue lines in Figure 3.13 and
rows 9-10 in Table 3.6). And, even in the worst cases, in which localization is very
bad or non-existent (150 mm or even with the all-optical approach), 80% to 100%
of the devices are correctly located within the first 2 seconds (brown and grey lines
in Figure 3.13 and last three rows in Table 3.6). These times are still reasonable
and acceptable in a semi-static situation.

Now, BROWSE is installed in the exhibition room of the “Van Abbemuseum”.
At different times, the users enter the room, and issue a registration in the 60GHz
network. After three to five minutes, the user moves to a new position within the
room and so on until leaving the room to another area of the museum or to leave
it. Again, in the best cases, 75%− 100% of the devices are discovered within the
first 10ms (purple and green dashed and full lines of Figure 3.13, columns 1 and
2 with the first 4 rows in Table 3.6). However, localization errors closer to the
state-of-the-art would rise the connection times to the 500ms or in the worst case
to the 2 seconds(blue lines in Figure 3.13 and rows 9-10 in Table 3.6). If the users
move after certain short periods, this would mean the process to start again and
other 2 seconds would be lost in re-connections. Furthermore, obstacles would add
an extra difficulty to overcome both for the 60GHz localization and the steering.
Situation would become even more complicated if, as it occurs in most museums
nowadays, some of the users were to follow any kind of online guided tour requiring
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continuous coverage. In these cases, the 100ms to 500ms and even the 10ms (if
the devices are not using good buffering mechanisms) would feel unmanageable.

The hybrid system proposed by the BROWSE project, envisions to support
the full range of situations from semi-static to fully dynamic. For this reason,
our next line of work in this research track goes in three directions. First, we go
back to the theoretical formulation to look for a good heuristic function (h(b′))
to reduce the complexity of the algorithm while obtaining the optimal solution.
Second, we research on the possibility to use the found beams as a feedback loop
to the 60GHz subsystem and thus, improving the hardware accuracy by software
means. Finally, we aim to find ways to speed up the steering by means of tracking
the users’ movements within the enabled areas. Further details will be provided
in the Future work (Chapter 7).

3.10. Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented our contribution to solve the beam-steering
challenge proposed by the hybrid radio-optical wireless system proposed in the
context of the BROWSE project.

First, after providing solid motivation and describing the state-of-the-art, we
have introduced our proposed initialization procedure. 60GHz registering and
localization are followed by a beam-steering process. From it, we have provided
the driving motivation of the chapter, i.e. to find the fastest and most efficient
method to steer the beams to the user.

We have theoretically formulated the optimal beam-steering solution in which
beams are visited one after the other according to their probability and tuning
delays in the most effective manner. However, due to the massive time and memory
requirements, this type of approach is impractical in real-cases. For this reason,
we have proposed, studied, and tested (in an NS-3 based test-environment) three
more effective beam-steering algorithms.

In the worst-case scenario, the 60GHz localization system is either missing or
its error is too high to become useful. The system is required to organize and steer
the beams with only the information of the tuning speed of the lasers. Section 3.6
has provided the working principles as well as the evaluation of this approach. The
results from this analysis gave the benchmark to improve. Furthermore, they put
to test the full test-bed as well as providing the quantitative value derived from
correctly aiming to the device on the first attempt (2.4µs). However, the position
dependence of this approach as well as the dramatic linear increase of the steering
times with the tuning steps proved not feasible in a real-time environment. The
purpose of the remainder of the chapter has been to design algorithms that would
improve this benchmark.

In order to optimize the steering times, we have proposed to use the localiza-
tion provided by the 60GHz system as an input to the system. As it has already
been shown in the state-of-the-art, localizing with radio techniques in general and
in the 60GHz band in particular leads to a localization error. Instead of designing
algorithms that would work against it, in our approaches we have used the error
as an input to help us steer the beams, generating the probability of success of the
beams. For it, we have modeled this error as a Gaussian probability distribution.
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60Dens, our first 60GHz error based approach (Section 3.7), has shown the poten-
tial of this type of methodology. We have tested the approach with 81 different
error localization distributions. Results have shown the position-independence of
the method as well as providing better steering times than the all-optical bench-
mark.

To further improve the efficiency of the steering process, 60DensTu combines
the two notions available in the CCC, i.e, the laser tuning delays and the prob-
ability of success. This approach provided the best steering times of the three
approaches. Furthermore, it showed improved steering times even when the local-
ization error is very high.

Finally, we have asked ourselves if these naive deterministic approaches are
fast enough for a real deployments. In the last Section, we have discussed each of
the presented approaches in a comparative analysis. From it, we have pinpointed
their strengths and limitations of performance. Furthermore, we have hinted at
possible solutions and lines for future work both to improve the accuracy of beam-
steering algorithms and to use the selected beams as a feedback loop to improve
the accuracy of the 60GHz localization system.
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CHAPTER 4

Resource Allocation of Beam-Steered Optical
Wireless Networks

Once the users in the room have been localized and the wavelength best-suited
to the spot where each of the devices are has been chosen, the system needs to solve
the problem of allocating the resources to the devices. Two complementary models
are introduced in this chapter, by means of Integer Linear Programming techniques
(ILP). As the energy consumption increases so does the bandwidth provided to the
users which is directly influencing the quality of the service. However, this relation
between energy and quality is not linear, thus, understanding the trade-off between
energy consumption and quality provided to the users is fundamental. Thus, our
first model formulates a combined energy-efficient and QoS-aware resource allo-
cation model that trades off energy consumption against throughput. In addition,
given the limited number of simultaneously available wavelengths, it provides TDM
(Time Division Multiplexing) capabilities to effectively serve densely deployed de-
vices. The results obtained out of this model, particularly the TDM modeling, lead
to the second model of this chapter. This models a realistic implementation of
the TDM approach, taking into account the hardware limitations of the system.
In addition to maximizing the throughput transmitted to the devices, our method
provides a fairness feature by which the resources are equally shared among all the
devices. The combined action of these two ILPs forms the basis for a MAC layer
protocol suited for Beam-Steered communication systems.

4.1. Introduction

The wireless optical beam-steered approach envisioned by BROWSE proposes
a radio-optical hybrid system. It is envisioned to provide downstream services
by means of narrowly confined optical light beams accurately directed to the de-
vices, achieving interference-free ultra-high data rates (a minimum of 10Gbps per
beam [9]). This downstream is combined with a shared 60GHz radio channel for
the upstream. BROWSE poses requirements that are not yet addressed in wire-
less LAN technologies, including hybrid optical-radio communications, a limited
number of simultaneous beams, and the need to accurately align beams to de-
vices. Consequently, there is a need for novel intelligent control and management
solutions that can cope with these characteristics [89], while at the same time
satisfying the BROWSE performance and energy requirements. In the previous
chapters we have explored the world of the beam steering algorithms. There, we
saw the implications that longer steering times could have on the worsening of the
service. However, once the wavelengths are correctly set, the real measure of the
performance of the downstream system will be determined by the distribution of
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the resources. Deciding to which device, when and with how much energy a laser
needs to be connected in order to maximize system performance poses a great
challenge for the resource optimization process.

In this chapter, we provide two complementary solutions for the resource allo-
cation problem for the optical beam-steering principle in the context of BROWSE.
Making use of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) techniques, we have developed
two formulations tackling different aspects of the downstream communication in
the BROWSE system. Our first model provides a general formulation meant to
tackle the challenges of distributing services to all the devices in an energy-efficient
and a quality-aware manner. Furthermore, this model solves the resource alloca-
tion problem in congested environments due to densely populated and limited
resources situations (i.e. limited number of simultaneous beams) by means of
time-division multiplexing (TDM). The satisfactory results of the TDM feature
of this model, led us to the formulation of a second resource allocation model.
This model explores in-depth the effects of the hardware limitations (the lasers’
tuning delays) on the service provided to the different devices distributed all over
the BROWSE area. It focuses on maximizing the service provided to the devices
while maintain a fair distribution of the resources. This becomes specially crucial
in dense environments with limited resources.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives a short
overview on the state-of-the-art of optical wireless technologies, the techniques for
resource management currently used, and how they compare to the BROWSE sys-
tem. Section 4.3 gives a short introduction to mathematical optimization and ILP
programming. The input ingredients of a resource allocation model of BROWSE
are provided in Section 4.4. The first resource allocation model is presented and
assessed in Section 4.5. In order to provide a complementary analysis of the ef-
fects of the TDM-service and the limited number of lasers, Section 4.6 presents
the second ILP-based model. Section 4.7 discusses the applicability of this type of
ILP-based models in a real scenario. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 4.8.

4.2. Resource allocation techniques for Wireless Networks

Reducing network congestion and interference while achieving ultra-high ca-
pacity are major challenges in wireless transmissions. Cognitive Radio and Soft-
ware Defined Radio intend to solve these challenges within the current radio spec-
trum. These techniques propose to dynamically select available radio channels to
achieve congestion-free transmission. Examples of these are the Quality of Service
analysis approach of Ishibashi et al. [17] or the more recent Heterogeneous Cloud
Radio Access Networks resource sharing technique by Marotta et al. [18]. How-
ever, although efficiently dealing with the congestion, intelligent approaches in the
radio part of the electromagnetic spectrum fail to provide the interference-free and
ultra-high speed communication that the future services and users will require. In
light of the radio spectrum bottleneck, time has come to seriously consider the
upper parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. Optical Wireless technologies
(OWs) [5].

As we have already introduced in the Thesis, the BROWSE approach [1]
proposes a system which provides ultra-high capacity (transmission of 42.8Gbps
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per link has been demonstrated in [21]) and interference-free transmission. In-
side a BROWSE building, the rooms are equipped with pencil radiating anten-
nas (PRAs), each one able to emit multiple optical infrared pencil beams (in
the 1.5-1.6µm range) simultaneously. In addition, a shared 60GHz radio chan-
nel is proposed to cover the upstream needs as well as the task to localize the
users (Figure 1.1a). The BROWSE concept does not suffer from interference, but
instead requires a clear line of sight, which may result in degradations due to
obstacles and user mobility. In addition, it needs high-precision user’s localiza-
tion (in the order of a centimeter, as we saw in the previous chapters), which,
to our knowledge, has not yet been achieved (algorithms using triangulation [90]
or fingerprinting [91] techniques have reported localization accuracy in the order
of a decimeter). These characteristics, as well as the extremely high achievable
throughput, make BROWSE differ significantly from traditional wireless LAN
technologies, therefore calling for novel control and management mechanisms in
order to unlock its full potential.

Especially critical is the task of allocating the resources, which will vary de-
pending on the network under study. Extensive research has been performed on
resource allocation in optical networks. However, in the field of fiber optics the
focus of attention has mostly been on how to allocate resources in optical transport
networks. Such are the cases of the scalable dimensioning approach of Thysebaert
et al. [92] or the Virtualization algorithm of Vilalta et al. [93]. Extensive research
has been done in radio resource allocation, ranging from TDMA/FDMA [94] to
Game Theory [95]. On the topic of indoor infrared OW resource management,
already in 1996 Marsh et al. [96] studied the use of traditional radio channel
reuse techniques, such as TDMA and CDMA, for indoor optical infrared com-
munications. Further on, Dimitrov et al. [97] discussed the importance of the
Signal-to-Interference ratio (SIR) while dealing with indoor infrared optics. Based
on these results, Ghimire et al. [98] presented an algorithm for indoor infrared
light networks. These cases focus their effort on solving the interference problem
among channels and users. Furthermore, diffuse light, absence of obstacles and
user localization were assumed. In contrast, allocating resources for the beam-
steered technique of BROWSE requires selecting the beam which provides perfect
user-beam alignment, obstacle detection, ultra-high capacity control and optimal
integration with the 60GHz radio uplink. Furthermore, energy consumption and
optimal management of the limited resources (i.e. the number of possible simulta-
neous beams) are key factors to solve in our resource allocation problem. In this
case, the allocation of resources becomes a mathematical optimization problem, in
which given the input conditions (number of lasers, receivers sensitivities, location
of the users and PRAs, etc.) an objective is to be maximized or minimized.

4.3. Mathematical Optimization and Linear Programming

Mathematical optimization is defined as the selection of the best element (with
regard to some criterion) from some set of available alternatives [99]. In the sim-
plest case, an optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing a real
function by systematically choosing input values from within an allowed set and
computing the value of the function. The generalization of optimization theory
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and techniques to other formulations comprises a large area of applied mathe-
matics. More generally, optimization includes finding ”best available” values of
some objective function given a defined domain (or input), including a variety of
different types of objective functions and different types of domains.

The most common used technique for mathematical optimization is Integer
Linear Programming (ILP). An integer programming problem is a mathemati-
cal optimization or feasibility program in which some or all of the variables are
restricted to be integers. In many settings the term refers to integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP), in which the objective function and the constraints (other than
the integer constraints) are linear. Equation 4.1 shows the canonical represen-
tation of an ILP model, where A is an integer matrix and, b and c are integers
vectors. Thus, an ILP formulation is composed by an objective to maximize, a set
of constraints for the maximization of the objective and a set of decision variables
on which to optimize the objective. In the case that any of the decision variables
is not an integer, the model is called Mixed integer linear programming (MILP).

maximize
x

cTx

subject to Ax ≤ b
x ≥ 0

and x ∈ Zn

(4.1)

With the canonical formulation of the ILP in mind, our next step is to formu-
late the resource allocation problem of the BROWSE optical beam-steered down-
stream as a linear optimization model. Section 4.5 and 4.6 present two different
complementary models based on the ILP optimization. But first, Section 4.4 pro-
vides a small introduction and description of the different input parameters of the
BROWSE system.

4.4. Input parameters of the BROWSE resource allocation problem

Before getting into the details of how the ILP models of this chapter deal with
the different resources, it is important to introduce each of the input parameters
of the system. This Section aims to present and clarify each of the elements, their
interactions and the effect they have on the allocation of resources (Table 4.1).

A BROWSE enabled space is characterized by a set of PRAs (P). Each of
the PRAs (p) has its own coverage area determined by a set of possible of beam-
locations (Bp). In addition, a set of lasers (L) is allocated to serve the area, which
can range from part of a room, a room to a full building. When a new device (d)
enters the area, it is included in the set of devices (D). Each cycle (tc) of duration
(τc) the device (d) is allocated and provided service by one laser (l) through one
PRA (p) using a beam-location or wavelength (b). In addition, the data rate
provided by the PRA (p) to (d) is dependent both on the power that the laser
can provide to that location (εb) and on both the locations of the PRA (locp)
and of the device (locd) [71]. Finally, the lasers require certain tuning time to go
from position to position within the coverage space of the PRAs which is ruled by
the wavelength of the location and the tuning delay per nm (ttl) that we already
introduced in the beam-steering chapter (Chapter 3).
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Table 4.1 – BROWSE’s resource allocation input parameters.

Name Description
τc Duration of a time cycle
Tc Set of time cycles
tc time cycle (tc ∈ Tc)
P Set of PRAs in one room
p PRA p
locp Location of PRA p
Bp Set of possible beam-locations covered by PRA p
b beam-location
L Set of available lasers
l laser l
ttl tuning delay of the lasers in ms/nm
εb Power provided from laser l to beam-location b
D Set of devices in one enabled space
d device d ∈ D
locd Location of device d within the enabled space
rp,d Received power by device d through PRA p

Any resource allocation model is required to deal with these input parameters
and physical constraints towards the optimization of a defined objective. Different
objectives can steer the system’s optimization towards one performance feature
or another. In the next two sections, the optimization of different objectives is
shown. While Section 4.5 deals with the optimization of resources using the trade-
off between user’s quality and energy-efficiency, Section 4.6 optimizes the received
bandwidth and provides an optimal organization of the order in which the lasers
address the users.

4.5. Energy efficient and QoS-aware allocation of resources

As soon as a device has been localized within the room and its service needs
have been identified, a resource allocation algorithm assigns a wavelength and laser
that fits both its position and requirements. The system needs to decide which
wavelength, laser and how much bandwidth to provide to the user, while ensuring
the desired service quality and energy efficiency. Devices request a downlink
(a beam) for different purposes and applications, ranging from low bandwidth
browsing to the futuristic bandwidth hungry applications introduced in Chapter 2.
On the one hand, providing each of the devices with the same bandwidth can lead
to under or over-provisioning. On the other hand, optimizing the bandwidth to
adapt to the required quality enables not only the redistribution of non-required
bandwidth to other users, but also the reduction on the energy consumption.
Thus, satisfying the quality needs of the devices is the first objective to fulfill. In
addition, energy efficiency is fundamental for this type of high consumption system.
A system is efficient if the infrastructure is adapted to the number of devices and
current requirements, thus, reducing power if not needed and enabling the sleep
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Table 4.2 – Symbols and notation used for the energy-efficient and quality-aware
resource allocation model.

Variable Description
τs Simulation duration in milliseconds
τc Cycle duration in milliseconds
Tc Set of cycles (0, τs

τc
)

tc Cycle interval (tc ∈ Tc)
P Set of PRAs in one room
p PRA (p ∈ P)
locp Location of PRA p
D Set of devices in one enabled space
d Device (d ∈ D)
L Set of available lasers
l Laser (l ∈ L)
τq Quality assessment period duration in milliseconds
Tq Set of time intervals (0, τs

τq
)

NTDM TDM factor, number of time cycles (tc) of duration (τc)
in a Quality assessment period (τq) (τq/τc)

Bp Set of possible beam-locations covered by PRA p
b beam-location (b ∈ Bp)
locb Location of beam b assigned to PRA p
εb Maximum power possible from laser l at beam-location b
Ep Energy consumed by PRA p when powered up
ρd Minimum bandwidth required by device d
etc,b,d Real decision variable between 0 and εb;

Power intensity delivered by PRA p
to device d in time interval t

ctc,b,d Binary decision variable;
Device d is connected to beam-location b (b ∈ B) in tc

stc,p Binary decision variable (1-Active, 0-Idle);
Status of PRA p in time cycle tc

Qd(rtc,b,d, locp, locb) Quality function for device d
α energy-quality trade-off variable [0,1]

mode in the equipments. The fulfillment of these two objectives was the purpose
of this first optimization formulation.1

In the remainder of this section, we first present the formal model (Sec-
tion 4.5.1), including the variables, objective definitions and the system con-
straints. The model has been evaluated in a simulated C++ based environment
which is briefly described in Section 4.5.2. Two evaluations have been performed
to assess performance and suitability. Then, Section 4.5.3 provides an in-depth

1This section is based on: M. Torres Vega, J. Famaey, A. M. J. Koonen and A. Liotta: Re-

source Allocation in Optical Beam-Steered Indoor Networks. in proc. of the IEEE/IFIP Network
Operations and Management Symposium (NOMS2016), 25-29 April 2016, Istanbul (Turkey)
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evaluation of the trade-off between energy efficiency and provided service perfor-
mance. Finally, Section 4.5.4 evaluates the performance of the TDM feature of
the system, as the number of available resources varies.

4.5.1. Model formalization

As introduced in Section 4.3, formalizing an ILP model consists of defining
three types of variables. First, the decision variables provide the parameters with
which the decisions are made. Second, the objective function gives the aim of
the model, i.e. what feature is to be maximized or minimized. Finally, the con-
straints define the set of rules that the decision variables need to follow to achieve
the model’s objective. Table 4.2 presents the symbols and notation used for the
formulation and analysis of this ILP model.

Decision Variables: Our model relies on three types of decision variables.

(1) Beam-device-power: Power intensity delivered by beam b to device d in
time cycle tc. The power ranges from 0 to the maximum power available
(εb). Given the fact that this decision variable is not an integer, our
model is considered a MILP (mixed ILP).

etc,b,d ∈ [0, εb] (4.2)

(2) Beam-device-Connectivity: It is set to 1 if beam b ∈ Bp provides service
to device d ∈ D in time cycle tc.

ctc,b,d = {0, 1} (4.3)

(3) PRA Status: If set to 1, the PRA is in active mode in time cycle tc.
Otherwise, it is in sleep mode (low consumption mode). The optical
section of the PRA is passive. This means that no power is consumed
on it. However, the 60GHz radio upstream is composed by active. Thus,
this sleep mode aims to set the 60GHz equipment in sleep mode, from
which wakes up when a new device enters in the area and needs to be
localized.

stc,p = {0, 1} (4.4)

Objective function: The purpose of this resource allocation model is to
fulfill two objectives. First, reducing energy consumption to its optimal minimum
is fundamental. Second, it needs to maximize the service quality experienced by
each user per device and application.

(1) Energy efficiency and consumption: BROWSE’s energy consump-
tion is linearly dependent on the number of PRAs, beams and power per
beam used to connect to the devices. In addition, the active part of the
PRA (the 60GHz equipment) adds an extra residual energy when they
are active (Ep), i.e. providing service to at least one device.

EO =
∑
tc∈Tc

∑
p∈P

(stc,p ∗ Ep +
∑
b∈Bp

∑
d∈D

etc,b,d)) (4.5)
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Figure 4.1 – Bitrate utility function.

(2) User’s quality: Quality can be defined through different Quality of
Service (QoS) attributes and parameters, depending on the type of ap-
plication which is being analyzed [100]. Delays, expected responses and
bandwidth have been considered among the parameters which determine
the quality received by the user. Given the fact that the system at hand
provides interference-free communication and speed of light transmission,
we considered that the service quality mainly depends on the bandwidth
provided by the beam to the user (rt,b,d). The delivered bitrate depends
on the energy provided to the device, et,d,p, as well as the location of
the PRA (locp) and that of the beam in use (locb). The experienced
service quality increases with the bitrate. However, it heavily depends
on the application’s requirements and, in most of the cases, it will satu-
rate after the point in which the devices have their bitrate requirements
fulfilled. For this reason, we defined a Utility function U (in the range
[0,1]) representing the dependence of service quality versus the received
bitrate [101]. Figure 4.1 shows the utility function of the quality-bitrate,
whereby rd,min is the minimum bitrate required by the device in order
for the quality to be at threshold (=0) and rd,max is the maximum bi-
trate needed by the device to achieve full quality (=1). An utility close
to 0 means that the bitrate received is far from fulfilling the user’s re-
quirements. On the other hand, an utility close to or 1 means that the
service’s quality is achieved in terms of the measured bitrate and higher
bitrate will not improve the service.

Qd(r(et,d,p, locp, locb)) = U(r(et,b,d, locp, locb)) (4.6)

Finally, the quality function consists of maximizing the experienced
service quality, for each quality assessment period (period of time used to
assess the served quality, which is typically set to 1 second due to the fact
that the bitrate is analyzed in Gigabits per second), for all devices (Equa-
tion 4.7). We use TDM techniques in order to avoid over-provisioning
and serving the maximum number of devices possible per time interval.
This means that a beam is only during a time cycle (tc) to a device and
in the next cycle may be directed to another device (thus, changing the
steering wavelength). In this model we defined tc as the time cycle in
which the beam is directed to the device d. As the purpose of this ob-
jective is to maximize the received quality of all the devices in the area
over the simulation period, we also defined the quality assessment period
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τq. The ratio between these two values is called TDM factor (NTDM )
and determines the granularity of the TDM scheme. Thus, the quality
is calculated fit to the bitrate provided to the user in the whole quality
assessment period, i.e. as the averaged sum of the bitrates supplied in
each of the TDM cycles within the quality period. During the cycles in
which the device is not provided service, this bitrate will be zero. On the
other hand, when the beam is to be aligned to the device, the bitrate will
be the one set by the laser’s power. Through this method we maximize
the quality perceived by the user per quality assessment.

QO =
∑
tq∈Tq

∑
d∈D

Qd(
∑
p∈P

∑
b∈Bp

(tq+1)∗(NTDM )−1∑
tc=tq∗NTDM

1

NTDM
∗ r(etc,d,p, locp, locb)) (4.7)

Finally, energy efficiency and quality awareness are combined in a linear man-
ner (Equation 4.8). The constant α determines the weight of each of the objectives.

max(α ∗QO − (1− α) ∗ EO) (4.8)

General Constraints: This resource allocation model is limited by the fol-
lowing constraints.

(1) Unique provisioning: For each cycle interval (tc), device (d) can only be
served by 1 beam (Equation 4.9), and each beam (b) can only serve one
device (d) (Equation 4.10).

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀d ∈ D :
∑
p∈P

∑
b∈Bp

ctc,b,d ≤ 1 (4.9)

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀p ∈ P, ∀b ∈ Bp :
∑
d∈D

ctc,b,d ≤ 1 (4.10)

(2) PRA energy policy: For each cycle interval (tc), if PRA (p) is providing
service to at least one device (d), then it is set to active mode (Equa-
tion 4.11). Otherwise it is in sleep mode (low power consumption mode).

∀tc ∈ Tc,∀p ∈ P, ∀b ∈ Bp :
∑
d∈D

ctc,b,d ≤ stc,p ∗ |D| (4.11)

(3) Connectivity: For each cycle interval (tc), if a PRA (p) is not providing
energy to a device (d), it cannot be connected to it.

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp,∀d ∈ D : etc,b,d ≤ ctc,b,d ∗ εb (4.12)

(4) Limited resources: For each cycle interval (tc), the maximum number of
concurrent beams is limited by the maximum number of available lasers
(L).

∀tc ∈ Tc :
∑
p∈P

∑
b∈Bp

∑
d∈D

ctc,b,d ≤ |L| (4.13)
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(5) Minimum bandwidth: For each quality assessment interval (tq), a de-
vice (d) requires to be served at least with a minimum bandwidth (ρd)
(Equation 4.14).

∀tq ∈ Tq, ∀d ∈ D :
∑
p∈P

∑
b∈Bp

(tq+1)∗( τq
τc

)−1∑
(tc=tq∗

τq
τc

)

τc
τq
∗ r(etc,d,p, locp, locb) ≥ ρd (4.14)

4.5.2. Evaluation set-up and methodology

In order to dimension the room, we used the same approach we already showed
for the ns-3 evaluation set-up in Section 3.5 [71]. We dimensioned a room of
3x3x2.5 m3. 4 PRAs are uniformly distributed in it, each one of them covering
a volume of 1.5x1.5x2.5 m3 (Figure 4.2). The beam diameter (Dbeam) is set to
3cm (according to [71]). In the horizontal line (db−b), the beams are spaced by
their diameter (3cm). In the vertical line (dl−l) they are separated by the beam
radius (Dbeam/2=1.5cm) (Figure 4.3), in order to have full coverage and minimize
the blind spots in the area. Finally, as each beam is to provide a maximum of
10Gbps per user (which corresponds to −20dBm receiver sensitivity, i.e. 0.01mW),
the receivers’ diameter (DRx) is set to 1mm (according to [71], Equation 3.8).
Looking at Equation 4.15 it can be seen that the received power is influenced by
the device and PRA’s position. This means that different positions will provide a
slightly different received power and as a consequence, a different bitrate. This is
not really an issue for our model due to its being ruled by the quality objective. If
the bitrate received within one cycle is not enough to fulfill the quality objective,
an additional cycle will be allocated for the same device.

DRx =

√
PRx
PBeam

∗ 1

DBeam
2 ∗ (1 +

(xp − xb)2 + (yp − yb)2

H2
(4.15)
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Table 4.3 – User categories.

Category Bandwidth Limit Bandwidth Limit
Low (Gbps) High (Gbps)

(rd,min) (rd,max)
HB 1 10
LB 0.1 1
BE 0.005 0.1

Table 4.4 – Case studies.

Type Dev. HB LB BE
All 10 10 0 0
HB 40 40 0 0
All 10 0 10 0
LB 40 0 40 0

HB, LB 10 3 3 4
& BE 40 13 13 14

Table 4.5 – Constant values used
for the experiments.

Exp.1 Exp.2
τc 100ms 10ms− 1s
τs 1000ms 1000ms
τq 1000ms 1000ms

NTDM 10 1, 2, 10, 100
εp 10mW 10mW
Ep 0.1mW 0.1mW
|L| 40 1− 40
α 0− 1 0.8
ρd rd,min 0

In the near future some applications will require an ultra-high bandwidth
(1Gbps and more). For example 8K TV, in some of its forms (3840x2160 pixels,
120fps), requires bandwidths of up to 500Mbps per video or UHDTV1 and 3D-
Stereoscopic videos expect transmissions of 1Gbps and 10Gbps [13], respectively.
In addition, lower bandwidth services, such as high quality browsing, HD and SD
video streaming or video conferencing, will still be in use and co-exist with the
ultra-high bandwidth ones. Thus, we defined three device categories according to
the user’s bandwidth demands: High bandwidth (HB), low bandwidth (LB) and
best effort (BE) (Table 4.3). We set the high and low bandwidth limits according
to the predicted bandwidth requirements of future multimedia services. In this
way, a HB-user would want to receive UHDTV1 video streaming, which requires
at least 6Gbps per ultra-high quality video transmission [102] and a minimum of
1Gbps for low quality transmission. The LB-user would require 1Gbps, i.e. lower
quality UHDTV1 or 8K and in its default, HD video streaming, high quality brows-
ing and conferencing [103]. Finally the BE-user would be provided a maximum
bandwidth of 0.1Gbps (equivalent to HD video streaming, browsing and conferenc-
ing) and a minimum of 5Mbps, which is the value typically assigned to browsing
and low quality traffic [103]. It is important to notice that these bitrates cannot
be achieved with the current state-of-the-art Wi-Fi technologies. The new stan-
dard 802.11ac reports a theoretical throughput of close to 7Gbps [14]. However, in
practice only a bandwidth of at maximum 600Mbps has been achieved [104] [105].

For the purpose of these experiments, we designed six use cases in which the
number of devices and user requirements change (Table 4.4). Each of the cases
has either 40 or 10 devices and follows one category type (All HB, All LB and
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HB, LB & BE). The devices are uniformly distributed in the room and are fixed
in location during the simulation.

4.5.3. Evaluation of the trade-of between the energy efficiency and QoS
awareness

The value of α steers the objective function to emphasize the energy mini-
mization or the quality maximization. While high values of α lead the resource
allocation model to prioritize quality maximization, low values of α steer the de-
cision towards a more energy-efficient use of the resources. Finding the α value
leading to the optimal allocation solutions, both in terms of energy efficiency
and quality maximization, depends not only on the physical characteristics of the
system (i.e., number of PRAs, beam positions, lasers) but is also influenced in a
substantial manner by the number of users, their requirements and positions in the
room. Thus, the purpose of this first experiment was to understand the trade-off
between energy and quality optimization by means of the α constant. Moreover,
we aimed to understand how this relation was affected by the changing conditions
of the users in the room.

Table 4.5 column Exp. 1 shows how we configured the parameters for this
evaluation. The quality assessment period τq is set to 1000ms as our quality is
measured in Gigabits per second. The TDM factor NTDM is set to 10, i. e.
each cycle interval (τc) lasts 100ms. Due to the fact that each TDM interval (tc)
is independent from the previous ones, we set the simulation period (τs) to the
same value as τq (1000ms). The number of available lasers is set to 40 (each of
them providing a maximum of 10Gbps) which means that we assume unlimited
resources in all cases. Finally, the minimum bandwidth required per user ρd is
set to the applications lower bandwidth limit (rd,min), i.e. 0.5Gbps, 0.1Gbps and
0.005Gbps for HB user, LB user and BE user respectively.

Figure 4.4 shows the average user bitrate and average energy consumption (i.e.
how much energy needs to be allocated per user in the system), for different values
of the constant α. While Figures 4.4a, 4.4c and 4.4e show the full range of α-s for
the three cases, Figures 4.4b and 4.4d zoom-in at the inflexion points of the HB and
LB cases. It can be observed that within each of the cases, independently from the
number of the devices, both performance and energy follow a very similar α-trend.
However, if we compare the three cases, the critical α points and the curve-trends
are completely different. In the All HB cases (Figures 4.4a and 4.4b) both values
are at their constant minimum until α reaches 0.46. From that moment, energy and
average bitrate start increasing until their maximum at α 0.487. They maintain
the maximum for the remaining α values evaluated. The All LB cases (Figures 4.4c
and 4.4b), in contrast, have their inflexion points at α 0.074 and α 0.084. Finally,
the miscellaneous case (Figure 4.4e) combines the behavior of both the HB and
LB cases, roughly 0.46 and 0.08 respectively, plus an extra critical point at 0.04,
which corresponds to the BE users being optimally served. The sharp transitions
that can be observed can be explained by the

From these results we concluded that the optimal value of α depends only
marginally on the number of users and is rather more sensitive to the user’s quality
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(a) Trade-off between quality and en-
ergy for the scenarios with all the users
requesting the highest profile (HB).
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(b) Zoom-in on the trade-off between
quality and energy for the scenarios with
all the users requesting the highest pro-
file (HB).
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(c) Trade-off between quality and en-
ergy for the scenarios with all the users
requesting the medium profile (LB).
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(d) Zoom-in on the trade-off between
quality and energy for the scenarios with
all the users requesting the medium pro-
file (LB).
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Figure 4.4 – Results of the evaluation of the trade-off between the energy efficiency
and the quality awareness.
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Figure 4.5 – Results of the second experiment: effect of the limited resources on the
TDM factor. For the cases (a) All LB; and (b) Miscellaneous.

requirements. This fact is in itself already an advantage compared to the state-
of-the-art on Wi-Fi technologies, 802.11ac. Dianu et al. reported in [105] a
decrease of throughput of 30-40% (600Mbps to 400Mbps) due to interference of
other channels. Furthermore, due to the energy consumption remaining relatively
constant, choosing a value of α within certain range to fulfill a service quality
would suffice. Integrating an automatic selection of the α of the system could be
done by means of machine learning tools based on the users’ behavioral patterns.

4.5.4. Evaluation of the effect of the system’s limited resources

Providing service to a device by means of a beam requires one laser to be
tuned to the corresponding wavelength which aims at that location, making the
laser occupied and not available for serving other users. As a direct consequence,
the maximum number of users serviced in each interval is equal to the number of
lasers available for the room. If the number of available lasers were not considered
as a limiting factor, the system would be able to service as many users as possible
positions in the room. However, in a real-life BROWSE enabled space, where
lasers are not only shared by the PRAs within one room but also among the
rooms, providing unlimited resources is unfeasible both from the economical and
from the spatial point of view. We approached this problem by means of time-
division multiplexing techniques. Within a single quality evaluation interval (τq)
each user is serviced a number of time cycles (tc). The purpose of this experiment
was to quantify the need for TDM techniques in scenarios with limited resources
(i.e. limited number of lasers). Furthermore, we aimed to determine the impact
of the TDM factor (NTDM ), i.e. the number of cycles within a quality assessment
period, on the performance.
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In order to analyze the influence of the TDM scheme on the overall perfor-
mance, we chose the All LB and the miscellaneous cases in their 40 users’ variants.
The reason for not experimenting with the All HB case, comes from the fact that
these users require the beam full-time to fulfill their requirements. Thus, the
number of devices served is equal to the number of lasers available for the room,
independently from the TDM granularity (NTDM ). The value α was set to 0.8
(Table 4.5, Exp. 2 column) ensuring maximum quality for all the cases while re-
ducing energy (i.e. switching off the active equipment of the PRAs when not in
use, etc.). The minimum bandwidth required by the users ρd is set to 0. In this
way, we ensured that the optimization algorithm allocates users even if not all
them can be serviced (i.e., the resources are not enough to allocate all the users).
If the ρd were to be set as in the previous experiment, no optimal solution could
be found in certain cases (very low resources, many users). During the tests, the
TDM factor, NTDM , takes values ranging from 1 to 100. The number of lasers
used ranges from 1 to the number of users in the room (40). Each laser provides
a maximum of 10Gbps.

Figures 4.5a, 4.5b compare the overall performance, in terms of users optimally
serviced (QoS=1) in relation to the number of lasers used and the TDM factor
NTDM . In both cases, as the number of TDM slots (NTDM ) increases, so does the
number of devices serviced by a small amount of lasers. 15 and 5 lasers are required
to allocate 40 users for the miscellaneous and the All LB cases, respectively.

These results made us conclude that the TDM feature would provide optimal
resource utilization. Thus, this was the path to take in order to deal with very
congested environments. However, it also made us realize that this model’s TDM
feature implementation, while confirming the feasibility of the approach, provides
an idealistic solution. The fact that it does not take into account the hardware
limitations, such as the lasers’ tuning delays (that, as we saw in the previous
chapters, is one of the crucial system parameters), makes the modeling of the
TDM feature too simplistic. In addition, it also prevents the model from making
the optimal decision of which laser to assign to which devices and in which order,
towards maximizing the provided service. The second model presented in this
Chapter comes to solve these issues.

4.6. Fair, time-divided allocation of resources

Resources are not infinite. In any network, wired or wireless, one of the most
important angles to optimize is how to provide more with less, i.e., how to share the
resources. Time, frequency or even wavelength division multiplexing are always
the best candidates to provide a shared service. BROWSE, as we have seen, is no
exception to this. Wavelength division is performed to reach the different positions
in the space. In addition, TDM can be used to optimize the usage of the lasers,
as we demonstrated in the ideal approach of the previous optimization model. In
the case that no quality requirements are provided from the users, the purpose
of distributing the limited resources is to provide all the devices with the same
opportunities of service. However, their position within the room, distance to the
PRAs or time required for the lasers to tune to that position can constraint the
performance in a great manner. To solve this, it is required an optimal model
to organize the services (defined as the amount of data provided to a device in a
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Table 4.6 – Symbols and notation used in the fair, time-divided distribution of
resources specifically for the second model.

Variable Description
τs Simulation duration in milliseconds
τc Cycle duration in milliseconds
Tc Set of time cycles (0, τsτc )

tc Time cycle (tc ∈ Tc)
P Set of PRAs in one room
p PRA (p ∈ P)
locp Location of PRA p
D Set of devices in one enabled space
d Device (d ∈ D)
L Set of available lasers
l Laser (l ∈ L)
τφ Duration of a fairness assessment period in seconds
Tφ Set of fairness assessment periods (0, τs

τφ
)

tφ Fairness assessment period (tφ ∈ Tφ)
λp,d Wavelength at which PRA p points at device d
rp,d Bitrate if device is given service by PRA p

through λp,d
ttl Tuning time specification of the laser (ms/nm)
ctc,l,p,d Binary decision variable;

Device d is connected to laser l and PRA p for tc
ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di Auxiliary binary decision variable;

Laser l which was previously connected to
PRA pi and device di is now connected
to PRA p and device d

βtc,d Data transmission function
Bits transmitted to device d in tc

φtφ,di,dj Fairness function, difference in bits transmitted
between di and dj in fairness interval tφ

γ Bandwidth-fairness trade-off variable [0,1]

given time interval) to the devices distributed over the space in a way that they
all receive the same or similar service. The purpose of this model is exactly that.
It aims to maximize the service provided to all the users while minimizing the
differences among the devices (i.e., making it fair). This means that all the devices
in the area are provided service in equally (i.e. the same amount of data). As an
extra feature, our method is able to decide which laser source to use to which
device in order to minimize the tuning transitions. The remainder of this section
presents the formalization, implementation and evaluation of this model.
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4.6.1. Model formalization

As we introduced before, the objective of this model is to provide a realistic
TDM approach (taking the hardware constraints into account) while being fair, i.e.
all the users receive the same amount of service (throughput). The realistic TDM
feature is done by adding the effect of the lasers’ tuning delays and wavelengths
assigned to each of the locations when calculating the service that each of the
devices receives. Where service is defined as the amount of data received by the
devices per cycle. Fairness is achieved by making sure that the differences among
the services provided to the users is minimal. This Section presents the decision
variables, objectives and constraints of the ILP model. Table 4.6 shows the symbols
and notation used by this model and Section.

Laser-PRA-Device-Connectivity decision variable This model requires
only one type of binary decision variable which defines the connectivity between
the laser and the device through the PRA (Equation 4.16). Thus, this decision
variable is set to ‘one’ if in the cycle interval (tc), the laser (l) is connected to
the device (d) through the PRA (p). If we remember, in the first model (Sec-
tion 4.5) we also defined a connectivity binary decision variable. In that case,
the connectivity was defined per beam-location (belonging to a PRA) and device
(Equation 4.12). The reason for updating this variable is two folded. First, substi-
tuting the beam-location (b) by the laser (l) and the PRA (p) allows for the model
to optimize the utilization of the lasers (that for example, users closer together,
with close wavelengths are served by the same laser). This was not possible to
control in the first model. Second, defining the connectivity in the terms presented
here provides a fewer number of variables of this type and thus, faster solutions.
For example, for a setup with 4 PRAs (each one with 2500 possible beams), 3 lasers
and 10 devices assessed for 10 cycles, the energy-quality model requires 1,000,000
(4x2500x10x10) beam-device connectivity variables. For the same setup, this fair-
ness aware model requires the assessment of 1,200 (4x3x10x10) laser-pra-device
connectivity variables. This allows for a faster solution.

ctc,l,p,d = {0, 1} (4.16)

Objective function: The purpose of this resource allocation model is to
provide a fair distribution of resources (all the users are provided the same service),
in a TDM manner, while optimizing the steering of the lasers (i.e. minimizing the
tuning delays between positions). This means to maximize the service provided to
each of the devices while providing a fair distribution of the service (minimizing
the difference among the services provided to each of the devices). This means we
again have two objectives: Service and Fairness.

(1) Service: We define service (βtc,d) as the amount of data received by
the device (d) per interval cycle (tc). In the ideal case, the service could
be directly calculated as the data rate provided to device (d) times the
interval cycle (tc). However, the lasers require some time to tune from one
position to the next. This means that effective transmission time will be
reduced by the tuning time to reach to that position. If we name this time
as the effective spot-time (τspottc,l,p,d

), the service is the data rate provided
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by PRA (p) to device (d) (rp,d) times the effective spot-time (τspottc,l,p,d
). In

addition, given the fact that there can be multiple combinations of lasers
and PRAs per device, the value is multiplied by the laser-PRA-device-
connectivities (ctc,l,p,d) and summed over all lasers (l ∈ L) and over all
PRAS (p ∈ P) available in the area. As already explained before, the
laser-PRA-device-connectivities are binary variables, set to ‘zero’ if the
device is not connected and ‘one’ if connection is established. In addition,
the data rate (rp,d) is only set to a value larger than zero if the device
(p) is visible by the PRA (p). If visible, the value of the data rate will
depend on the distance from the device (d) to the PRA (p), the device’s
receiver sensitivity and the transmitted power (Equation 4.17).

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀d ∈ D : βtc,d =
∑
p∈P

∑
l∈L

ctc,l,p,d × rp,d × τ
spot
tc,l,p,d

(4.17)

Where the effective spot-time for a combination of laser (l), PRA
(p) and device (d) (τl,p,d) is defined in Equation 4.18). This is time that
the laser (l) is effectively connected to the spot where the device (d)
is located through the PRA (p). It is calculated as the cycle interval
duration (τc) minus the portion of the cycle that the laser takes to tune
from the previous wavelength (λpi,di) to the current device wavelength
(λp,d). Same as for the previous chapter, we use ttl as the tuning delay
of the laser (the time it takes in ms for the laser to tune one nm).

τspottc,l,p,d
= τc − |(

∑
pi∈P

∑
di∈D

ctc−1,l,pi,di × λpi,di)− ctc,l,p,d × λp,d| × ttl (4.18)

(2) Fairness: A fair distribution of services means that all the devices in the
area receive the same (or similar) service (i.e. the same or similar amount
of data). Translating this concept in our model, fairness aims to minimize
the differences in the service provided to the several devices distributed
within the space. Formally, it is the absolute difference between the
service provided to two devices (di, dj , βtc,di and βtc,dj ) for all the devices
in the area (φtφ,di,dj ). In the most common case, there will be a higher
number of devices than number of laser. In such case, fairness cannot be
assessed per cycle interval (τc), given the fact that in each cycle only a
number of devices (equal to the number of lasers available) can be served.
To solve this, we define the fairness period (tφ) of duration τφ, where τφ
has a duration multiple of the one of the interval cycle τc. Equation 4.19
shows our formulation of fairness per fairness period (tφ) and pair of
devices (di, dj) as the sum of the absolute differences among the devices
(organized in pairs) of the service per cycle (βtc,p,l,d) for all the cycles
(tc) within the fairness assessment period (tφ).

∀tφ ∈ Tφ, ∀di, dj ∈ D s.t. di 6= dj : φtφ,di,dj = |
(tφ+1)∗

τφ
τc
−1∑

tc=tφ∗
τφ
τc

βtc,di − βtc,dj | (4.19)
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With the definitions of service βtc,d and fairness φtc,di,dj , the objective is
to maximize the individual services while also providing a fair distribution of
the services (i.e. minimizing the differences among the services provided to the
different devices). Equation 4.20 proposes this objective formulation where γ is
the trade-off constant between maximizing the individual services and the fair
distribution of services among the devices. Thus, for all the cycles in the session,
the objective of the model is to maximize the service (amount of data transmitted)
to each of devices per interval cycle while minimizing the differences among the
services provided to the devices per fairness assessment period.

max (γ ×
∑
tc∈Tc

∑
d∈D

βtc,d − (1− γ)×
∑
tφ∈Tφ

∑
di∈D\dj

∑
dj∈D\di

φtφ,di,dj ) (4.20)

General Constraints: This resource allocation model is limited by the fol-
lowing constraints.

(1) Device unique provisioning: For each cycle interval (tc), one device (d)
can only be served by one laser (l) through one PRA (p) (Equation 4.21).

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀d ∈ D :
∑
l∈L

∑
p∈P

ctc,l,p,d ≤ 1 (4.21)

(2) Laser unique provisioning: For each cycle interval tc, laser l can only
serve one PRA p and one device d (Equation 4.22).

∀tc ∈ Tc,∀l ∈ L :
∑
p∈P

∑
d∈D

ctc,l,p,d ≤ 1 (4.22)

4.6.2. Linearizing the model for implementation

When we unfolded Equation 4.17 we realized that its formulation caused some
non-linearities. In particular, in Equation 4.23, there are two sets of multiplications
of variables (ctc,l,p,d × ctc−1,l,pi,di and ctc,l,p,d × ctc,l,p,d = ctc,l,p,d). The second
one, ctc,l,p,d × ctc,l,p,d is actually a binary variable to the power two, which is
equal to the same variable (ctc,l,p,d × ctc,l,p,d = ctc,l,p,d). However, the first one,
ctc,l,p,d × ctc−1,l,pi,di , cannot be simplified.

βtc,d =
∑
p∈P

∑
l∈L

ctc,l,p,d × rp,d × (τc − (
∑
pi∈P

∑
di∈D

ctc−1,l,pi,di × λpi,di)− ctc,l,p,d × λp,d| × ttl)

=
∑
p∈P

∑
l∈L

ctc,l,p,d × rp,d × τc − |rp,d × ctc,l,p,d ×
∑
pi∈P

∑
di∈D

ctc−1,l,pi,di × λpi,di−

rp,d × ctc,l,p,d × ctc,l,p,d × λp,d| × ttl
(4.23)

Non-linearities are against the premises and implementation of ILPs. Thus,
we were forced to linearize it in order to solve it. To do that, the auxiliary binary
decision variable (ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di , Equation 4.24) was added. This variable is set to
1 if in time cycle tc, laser l, which was connected to PRA pi and device di in the
previous cycle, is connected to PRA p and device d. This variable is equivalent to
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the original multiplication of the two variables. Thus, there is no deviation from
the optimal solution of the original model. This variable transforms Equation 4.23
into Equation 4.25.

ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di = {0, 1} (4.24)

βtc,d =
∑
p∈P

∑
l∈L

ctc,l,p,d × rp,d × τc − |rp,d × (
∑
pi∈P

∑
di∈D

ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di × λpi,di)

−ctc,l,p,d × rp,d × λp,d| × ttl
(4.25)

In order to include ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di in the model, three extra rules were required.
These are shown as follows.

∀tc ∈ Tc,∀l ∈ L,∀p ∈ P, ∀d ∈ D, ∀pi ∈ P, ∀di ∈ D : ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di ≤ ctc,l,p,d (4.26)

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀l ∈ L, ∀p ∈ P,∀d ∈ D, ∀pi ∈ P, ∀di ∈ D : ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di ≤ ctc−1,l,pi,di (4.27)

∀tc ∈ Tc, ∀l ∈ L, ∀p ∈ P, ∀d ∈ D, ∀pi ∈ P, ∀di ∈ D : ιtc,l,p,d,pi,di ≤ (ctc,l,d,p+ctc−1,l,pi,di+1)
(4.28)

4.6.3. Evaluation set-up

In order to evaluate this model, we took the same simulation space used in
the previous model (Figure 4.2). The room has dimensions of 3x3x2.5 m. In it, 4
PRAs are each covering uniformly distributed areas of 1.5x1.5 meters. In contrast
to the previous evaluation, we distributed the beams with non-overlapping regions
(Figure 4.6), i.e. in each 1.5 x 1.5 area 2500 beams are uniformly distributed. In
this way, the device is visible by one and only one PRA. This follows the same
approach that we took in the beam-steering chapters of this Thesis. In addition,
for this evaluation, the model assumes that the beam-steering phase, as described
in Section 3.3 has been completed, meaning that the CCC knows where the devices
are and has a set of device-PRA-wavelengths, based on which it can perform the
allocation of resources.

4.6.4. Evaluation of the model for devices in different positions of the
room

The purpose of this evaluation was to assess the performance of the resource
allocation model when devices are spread all over the area. In order to assess
the sensitivity of the model towards the lasers’ tuning times and the positions
(wavelengths) withing the area, we evaluated the model in six different device set-
ups (Table 4.7). For simplicity, in these six distributions the users are set within
the coverage area of one PRA. Extending it from one to four PRAs does not require
any extra time delay as the model assumes an ideal switching between PRAs (if
λpi,di = λpj ,dj , there is no transition delay). Each of the six cases brings a new
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Figure 4.6 – Beam distribution on the PRA coverage area.

Table 4.7 – Device distributions.

Config Dev. Spot Case Dev. Spot
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 100

1 2 2 4 2 200
3 3 3 300
0 0 0 0
1 10 1 500

2 2 20 5 2 1000
3 30 3 1500
0 0 0 0
1 50 1 833

3 2 100 6 2 1666
3 150 3 2499

Table 4.8 – Parameters configura-
tion for the evaluation of the model.

Param. value
τs 8s
τφ 4s
τc 1s
rp,d 10 if p sees d
|L| 1-4
|D| 4

l 5ms/nm
λmin 1505nm
λmax 1630

degree of difficulty with it. The first case shows devices whose receivers are very
close together within one steering line (positions between 0 and 3). The second,
stays within the steering line but the positions are each separated by 10 beam
distance from the next (positions 0, 10, 20, 30). The third case, shows devices
located in the same position but of consecutive lines, thus the lasers are required
to jump directly from line to line (50 spots jump). The fourth provides jumps of
two lines at a time (spots 0, 100, 200, 300). The case 5 shows devices located in
different lines, spread all over the space (0, 500, 1000, 1500). Finally, the last case
shows devices on the first and the last spots of the area (spots 0 and 2499). The
remaining two devices are uniformly distributed within the PRA coverage space
(spots 833 and 1666).

The experiments consisted of positioning the four devices in 1 out of the 6
configurations and evaluating the performance of the model as a function of the
number of lasers and the effect of the addition of fairness to the model. Each con-
figuration was assessed without and with fairness (γ = 1 and γ < 1), respectively.
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This means that if γ = 1 the model is only maximizing the service (maximizing
the amount of data in bits transmitted to the sum of all the devices). On the other
hand, if γ < 1, the model aims to maximize the service while minimizing the dif-
ferences among the services provided to all the devices. Each of the configurations
were evaluated with a decreasing number of lasers. This means, the first iteration
was performed with the same number of lasers and devices (4): the next with one
laser less (3); and so on down to one laser. This made a total of 8 experiments
per configuration (2 values of γ times 4 laser conditions). Moreover, evaluating
6 device configurations gave us 48 conditions to evaluate the performance of the
model.

The remaining parameters used for the evaluation can be seen in Table 4.8.
Each of the experiments had a duration of 8 seconds (τs), split up in intervals of 1
second of duration (τc). Fairness was evaluated twice during the simulation period,
i.e. τφ was set to 4 seconds. While in the previous model we were interested in the
fulfillment of certain quality requirements, in this case our aim was to provide a
theoretical maximum of data transmission. For this reason, the bitrate (rp,d) was
set to ‘10’ (10Gbps) for the PRA and wavelength with full visibility of the device
(previously discovered by the beam steering algorithm) and ‘0’ otherwise. Chang-
ing this to the real datarate value would just consist of applying Equation 4.15 to
calculate the power received and then transform it to the corresponding received
datarate. Regarding the lasers’ characteristics, we used the same configuration as
for the beam-steering algorithms. The tuning delays was set to 5ms/nm (200nm/s
of the Keysights 81960A [88]) and, as the space is divided in 2500 beams, the
tuning step between the spots was set to 0.05nm where the minimum wavelength
(λmin, 1505nm) corresponds to spot 0 in Figure 4.6 and the maximum wavelength
(λmax, 1630nm) to spot 2499.

Figures 4.7a to 4.7f show the results of the evaluation of the model for the six
different configurations of devices. While the Y-axis presents the average trans-
mitted amount of data per time cycle (second) (Gbps), in the X-axis the number
of lasers (from 4 to 1) can be seen. The average transmitted data is shown per
device, whereas each device-trend is shown with a different color. Finally, for each
of the sets of plots, the left figure presents the results in absence of fairness (only
the individual βs’ are maximized) and, the right one shows the same situation but
introducing fairness (reducing γ from 1 to 0.99).

In all the cases, the left figures only maximize the bitrates of the devices. This
means that, as the number of lasers decreases, so does the number of serviced
devices. Due to the effect of the tuning delays, the model tends to provide service
to the devices that are closer to their starting position (λ0). All the left plots
of the figures (Figure 4.7) show that with four lasers all the devices receive the
most data possible (always constrained by the tuning time required to reach that
position). As the number of lasers decreases, the model stops allocating slots for
the furthest devices. Finally, with one laser, only the devices in very low positions
are provided service.

If we now have a look at the right side plots (fairness), the situation is com-
pletely different. Four lasers provide maximum service (in terms of amount of data
received per cycle) for all the devices. As the number of lasers decreases, all the
devices suffer the same reduction in their services. For example, with three lasers,
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Figure 4.7 – Results of the evaluation of the second model.

each of the four devices is provided roughly 7.5Gbps, with two, 5 Gbps, and with
one, 2.5Gbps. This demonstrates the strength of employing the fairness approach.
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It is also interesting to see the effect that the tuning delays, i.e. the distance
between the devices that need to be allocated, have on the overall performance.
In Figures 4.7a and 4.7b achieving the fully fair approach (all devices are provided
the exact same service) is very easy; as the distances between the devices increase,
the model difficulties to provide a fully fair approach increase, making devices
located further away from the origin to receive lower service per cycle (amount
of data in Gigabits per cycles of 1 second). Figures 4.7d and 4.7f show clear
examples of this. In them, already with 3 lasers, the model allocates lower service
rates for more distant devices (lines red, green and blue). Counter-intuitive is the
behavioral pattern for the furthest devices in both Figures 4.7d and 4.7f. As the
number of lasers decreases, these furthest devices are provided with better service
than the ones in the middle of the configuration (still far devices). The reason for
this comes from the fairness feature of the model. As the model tries to provide
the fairest service possible, it compensates the longer tuning delays by providing
these furthest device with more allocated slots. This has a negative effect on other
devices, thus causing a slight reduction of their service.

These results show the outstanding performance of our model. It is able
to provide optimal split of the resources in a TDM enabled environment, when
the devices are randomly distributed over the coverage area. In addition, the
evaluation of this model made us see the effects of the distance and tuning delays on
the bandwidth distributions. This made us reflect on the possible implementations
of this type of approaches in a real environment.

4.7. Discussion: How can these models be used and combined in a
BROWSE system?

Once the two optimization models have been presented, formalized and eval-
uated, the question is: Can these models be used in a real BROWSE deployment?
And if so, how to combine them and use them?

Let’s imagine two BROWSE-enabled rooms of the library of the Eindhoven
University of Technology. One of them is a small conferencing room with a small
capacity, while the other is a big study room where the students study, download
slides, follow online courses, etc. In addition, the first room has allocated one full
laser while the other has allocated two full lasers while sharing a third one when
too many students are making use of it.

In the first room, devices are requesting the same service (and quality). In
this case, the central administrator could first run a QoS-aware and energy-efficient
resource allocation model (Section 4.5) for regulating the power required from the
laser assigned to the room for the conditions (number of users and bandwidth
requirements). Once this is assessed, the second model could be used to both
provide a fair distribution of the laser transmission time and to optimize in which
order the laser is to address the users demands.

The second room presents a mixed environment, in which users with different
requirements need to be served with two lasers. In this case the administrator
could take a mixed approach, in which both models would work together. This
means that the quality of the service is optimized (as with the first model) while
the tuning delays and organization of the lasers is also enabled. Alternatively, the
same procedure as for the small room could take place, i.e. first quality model
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followed by the fairness model. The difference here would be that before the
deployment of the fairness model, the central administrator could group same-
requirements users in groups and use the fairness model to organize where the
lasers visit the different users.

4.8. Conclusion

In this chapter we have proposed our contributions to solve the resource-
allocation problem for optical beam-steered wireless systems. These models are
envisioned in the context of the BROWSE project.

After a thorough state-of-the-art description we have presented our optimiza-
tion path. We have taken an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) approach to solve
the problem from two points of view.

First, the optical wireless downlink requires to provide an accurate control
between the energy consumption and the quality provided to the devices in the
area where the BROWSE system were to be made available. The trade-off between
energy and quality is a very sensitive task. In our first model, we have provided a
general formulation to model this trade-off. From the results from this algorithm,
we have not only shown the working boundaries of the energy and the quality
components but also introduced the possibility to use TDM techniques to be able
to further split the already limited resources, i.e. the lasers, to the maximum
number of users. This gave us the idea for the second model.

In the second model we have explored the effects of the hardware constraints
on the provision of service to the devices spread all over a BROWSE enabled
area. Our model aims to maximize the service provided to the devices (in terms
of amount of data transmitted to them) while making sure that a fair distribution
of the resources is done, i.e. that the differences among the service provided to
the devices is minimized. Our results in six different distributions of users show
the optimal performance of this resource allocation method and provided us with
the limitations concerning user locations.

These models could form the theoretical basis for a MAC protocol of beam-
steering systems. Our early results provide the seeds for future research tracks on
this topic.
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CHAPTER 5

Mapping network QoS onto end-to-end QoE

When dealing with lossy networks, performance management through conven-
tional Quality of Service (QoS) based methods becomes difficult and is often in-
effective. In fact, in this case quality emerges as an end-to-end factor, for it is
particularly sensitive to the end-user perception of the overall service, i.e. the
user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). To better explore the value of assessing QoE
alongside QoS in high-speed, lossy networks, this chapter proposes a new network
monitoring method in which QoS and QoE combine their strengths towards an
integrated end-to-end quality assessment. In this chapter, we first provide the gen-
eral overview of the envisioned method and present two real networks examples
where we have put the methodology to test. Second, in order to provide a general,
systematic study of the effect of networks on quality, we present an experimental
evaluation setup able to perform monitoring of quality of video streaming services
simultaneously with network metrics, in a controlled environment. This method-
ology provides the means to map network QoS to service QoE, with the aim to
perform a combined network-service assessment. Studies on three video sets are
shown. The ReTRiEVED video set gives the means to understand the most im-
pairing effects on networks. Furthermore, it triggered the idea to create our own
sets, specialized on the most impairing conditions for 2D and 3D: the LIMP Video
Quality Database and the 3D-HEVC-Net Video Quality Database. All together,
they conform a comprehensive map of the effects of networks on video quality.
Furthermore, our study and methodology are meant to provide service providers
with the means to pinpoint the working boundaries of their video-sets in face of
different network conditions. At the same time, network operators may use our
findings to predict how network control policies affect the user’s perception of the
service.1

5.1. Introduction

The era of the Internet of Things (IoT) is bringing with it an exponential in-
crease in the number of wireless interconnected devices [3]. In it, satisfying users,
devices and services’ requirements becomes fundamental. In this situation, being
able to monitor applications, and act upon them when improvements are required,
is essential [106]. Particularly crucial is the case of video streaming services. New
streaming protocols increase bandwidth requirements and transmission complex-
ity, which are critical elements for service and network providers. This task has

1This Chapter is self contained and is integrally based on: Torres Vega, M., Perra, C., and

Liotta, A. Resilience of Video Streaming Services to Network Impairments. Currently under
journal review
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traditionally been studied in the context of network Quality-of-Service (QoS) man-
agement. However, due to the variability in channel conditions, streaming over
wireless networks incurs quality degradations even when there is sufficient nominal
capacity. QoS factors reflect the status of individual networks but do not compre-
hensively capture the end-to-end features that affect the overall quality delivered
to the user. To address these elements, Quality of Experience (QoE) management
is the best suited alternative.

Today, humans are quality meters [107], and their expectations, perceptions
and needs carry a great value. The overall goal of QoE management is therefore
to optimize the end-user QoE (end-user perspective), while making efficient use of
network resources (current and future) and maintaining a satisfied customer base
(provider perspective) [107]. Successfully managing QoE for a specific application
requires understanding and identifying multiple factors affecting it (subjective and
objective), from the point of view of various actors in the service provisioning
chain. Among all factors, QoS impairments have demonstrated to have a great
influence on QoE [108]. Understanding the relationship between network-based
QoS parameters and user-perceived QoE provides important input for the QoE
management process, in particular to network providers with control over network
resource planning and provisioning mechanisms [107].

Extensive research has been put onto finding the relation between QoS and
QoE [109]. However, the effect of QoS on QoE is highly non-linear. Thus, devel-
oping a generic model that could work over a broad range of conditions becomes
a challenging task. In this work, we have focused on investigating, developing and
evaluating a general experimental methodology to map the effects of QoS on QoE.
Our work has been specialized on video streaming services, given the fact that
they are the most widespread multimedia internet service [22]. Generalizing our
framework to other types of services (such as interactive multimedia systems or
video conferencing) would, however, be straightforward.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives an
overview of the state-of-the-art on QoE management, its influencing factors, as
well as discussing the two main currently used techniques for mapping of QoS
onto QoE. Section 5.3 presents the general block diagram of the envisioned QoS-
QoE quality assessment methodology. It also shows two network case-scenarios
in which our approach improves the network assessment process (Sections 5.3.1
and 5.3.2). Looking for a general, systematic and comprehensive methodology to
map the effects of QoS parameters onto QoE, we set up the controlled evaluation
environment presented in Section 5.4. Sections 5.5 to 5.8 provide with quantitative
results of the deployment of this experimental evaluation, considering a broad
range of video contents. Section 5.9 is meant to provide further insights on the
non-linear relations between QoS and QoE, as well as setting a group of boundary
rules for the benefit of network and service providers. Finally, Section 5.10 draws
key conclusions and provides with hints to future work.

5.2. QoE Management, QoE Influence Factors and QoS-QoE relation

The European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) defines QoE as
a measure of user performance based on both objective and subjective psycho-
logical measures of using an ICT (Information and Communications Technology)
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service or product [110]. QoE has therefore multiple dimensions, encompassing
both objective (e.g., performance related) and subjective (e.g., user related) as-
pects [111]. As such, QoE has been considered in relation to both QoS (which
is primarily a technical, objective, and a technology-oriented concept), as well as
to User Experience (UX) (which is a user-oriented concept) [107]. The former
focuses on the impact of network and application performance on user quality
perception, while the latter primarily deals with the individual users experiences
that are derived from encounters with systems and are, impacted by expectations.
All the parameters that affect user perception of services have been dubbed as
QoE Influence Factors (IF) [112].

A QoE IF, as defined in [112], is a characteristic of a user, system, service,
application, or context whose actual state or setting may have influence on the
Quality of Experience for the user. As such, the definition includes all kind of
factors affecting QoE in one way or another. To make a clear differentiation, the
Qualinet consortium [112] presented a classification in three categories: Context,
System and Human. Context IFs embrace any situational property of the user’s
environment as physical, temporal, and social. Thus, they are difficult to model
due to their strong dependence upon the individual (momentary) state of the
user. System IFs, on the other hand, refer to the properties and characteristics
determining the technically produced quality of an application of service, i.e, it
includes all of the QoS parameters such as loss, delay, jitter, bandwidth and some
content related ones such as the content resolution, etc. Finally, Human IFs
present any variant or invariant logarithmic relationship between QoE and QoS.
In [112], the authors argued that the relation can be explained on behalf of the
Weber-Fechner Law (WFL) [113] or psychometric curve fit [114]. This law studies
the perceptive abilities of the human sensory system to a physical stimulus in a
quantitative fashion, and states that the just noticeable difference between two
levels of certain stimulus is proportional to the magnitude of the stimuli.

Among all the wide range of IFs, system QoS parameters have been pinpointed
by many research tracks as the most affecting parameters to QoE [109]. Several
studies, such as the one of Reichl et al. [115], have identified a logarithmic re-
lationship to understand the sensitivity as a reciprocal function of QoS. On the
other hand, Fiedler et al. [109] formulate the sensitivity of QoE as an exponential
function of a single QoS impairments factor. In this work, we go one step fur-
ther, aiming to find the relation of individual QoS parameters to QoE by means
of sigmoid psychometric curve fitting [114].

5.3. QoS-QoE Quality Assessment of Complex Network: a General
Methodology

This section introduces the envisioned general methodology to perform a com-
bined real-time QoS-QoE assessment of complex wireless networks (such as the
hybrid Radio-Optical wireless system introduced in the BROWSE project). To
support our claim, we have selected two network case-scenarios in which the de-
ployment of this type of monitoring tool provides greater insights than a standard
QoS analysis (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2).

Figure 5.1 shows the general block diagram of our envisioned QoS-QoE net-
work evaluation system. A video server streams videos over the network to a video
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Figure 5.1 – QoS-QoE Network Performance Evaluation.

client. On reception, the client performs instantaneous QoS measurements, such
as throughput, delay, packet loss, and jitter, on the received packet stream. At
the same time, the received video sequence quality is evaluated by means of its
quality index, that is its QoE score.

Providing a fast and accurate QoE assessment is still an open area of re-
search. Due to its subjective essence, the legitimate judges of visual quality are
the humans, whose opinion can be obtained through subjective analyses [116]. In
practice, presented stimuli (for example impaired video sequences) are rated by
subjects under controlled conditions [117]. These ratings express the subjective
QoE (sQoE) described typically by the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). However, due
to the time-consuming nature and bias of subjective experiments [118], in the last
years, great effort has been placed onto developing objective quality metrics which
could provide with a valid alternative, i.e. objective QoE (oQoE) [119]. In this
work, we have explored the latter avenue, which allows not only to automate the
QoE measurement and control loop but, also do so in real-time.

The ultimate goal of the oQoE metrics is to provide the best possible correla-
tion to subjective studies and the human vision system (HVS) by means of only
the reference (original) and the received material. Depending on the amount of
reference information necessary to perform the assessment, the oQoE approaches
belong to one of these three categories: Full-Reference (FR), Reduced-Reference
(RR) and No-Reference (NR). FR metrics require the original material to perform
their assessment. Thus, they are, in general, considered more accurate than the
other two categories [120]. One simple example of these metrics is the Peak-Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [120] algorithm, which relies on the root mean square error
(RMSE) for its assessment. Although very simple and computationally efficient,
PSNR fails to provide an accurate enough assessment, particularly when videos
have been distorted by network impairments [121].

The Structural Similarities (SSIM) algorithm [122] has shown better corre-
lation to the HVS. SSIM was originally developed to assess still images, but was
later adapted to video. It is based on the observation that a natural image or
frame in a video is highly structured [123]. Structural information is defined as
the attributes that represent the structure of objects in the scene, independent of
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the average luminance and contrast. Hence SSIM combines comparisons in terms
of luminance, contrast and structure. Since the HVS is highly adapted to struc-
tural information, the performance of SSIM is better correlated with sQoE than
other simple oQoE metrics such as PSNR.

Due to its good correlation with subjective values, the Video Quality Metric
(VQM) [124] is broadly chosen when subjective studies are not available. The
VQM calculation involves extracting perception based features (spatial alignment,
valid region estimation, gain and level offset calculations and temporal alignment),
computing video quality measurements, and combining the parameters to provide
the overall quality measurement. This process is computationally more expen-
sive than SSIM and PSNR. Thus, VQM is commonly used as the benchmark FR
metric [125] or when real-time measurements are not required.

Finally, another very accurate FR model is the MOtion-based Video Integrity
Evaluation algorithm (MOVIE) [126]. MOVIE integrates both spatial and tem-
poral aspects of distortion in its assessment. It uses explicitly motion information
from the reference video and evaluates the quality of the test video along the
motion trajectories of the reference video. Despite its accuracy, MOVIE is so
computationally demanding that it can hardly be used on large video datasets.

Given the inaccuracy of PSNR and the computational requirements of MOVIE,
we selected both VQM and SSIM as possible benchmark metrics for our methodol-
ogy. These metrics provide complementary results, given the fact that SSIM per-
forms a frame-to-frame analysis and VQM outputs an overall quantitative degra-
dation of the quality. Depending on the network and applications’ requirements
one or the other can be used.

We applied this type of evaluation to real networks, demonstrating its value
(Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). Its successful application to real networks trigger-
started the next part of our research, i.e. investigating a fully integrated QoS-QoE
network performance methodology, which could in turn be applicable not only to
the BROWSE optical wireless system under scrutiny, but also as a general network
evaluation metric for wireless networks.

5.3.1. Virtual Machine Migration on SDN/NFV Networks

In [127], the proposed methodology was tested in a Software Defined Network
(SDN) context, involving the emerging Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
paradigm. The main motivation behind this choice is to assess the impact that
resource sharing and virtual network function management procedures have on
QoE. These are specific of SDN/NFV scenarios, which are bount to introduce
additional service degradation, if compared to traditional network paradigms. In
particular, the experimental setup consists of two virtual machines (VMs) imple-
menting a video-on-demand server and an access router, respectively. The virtual
access router connects a client device to the virtual video server. While a given
end-user is watching a video stream coming from the virtual server, the network
provider moves both VMs from a physical host to another. This is a usual practice
in SDN/NFV networks, for example, to perform data center resource maintenance
and server consolidation, to follow a mobile user to a different network region where
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Figure 5.2 – Video and throughput results on the moment of the migration in the
VMs.

more bandwidth resource is available, or to apply any of the flexible network re-
source management techniques made available by SDN/NFV. A more detailed
explanation of this setup is given in [128]. Under these conditions, the proposed
methodology was used to evaluate how the sequential migration process of the two
VMs affects the quality of the video perceived by the end-user on the client device.
For streaming, we used a high quality video with a high level of motion, encoded in
H.264/MP4 format, at 25 frames per seconds, and with the length of 6651 frames
(the original raw video obtained from the LIVE Video Quality Database [129]).
QoS was measured by means of the throughput and network jitter. Given the
fact that the move of the VMs was realized during the streaming of the video, a
frame-by-frame analysis was required. Thus, the QoE evaluation was performed by
means of SSIM [122]. In addition, as the purpose of this analysis was to monitor
the effect of the network migration on the video, the SSIM was applied between
the original compressed video and the received impaired version of it. In this way,
the effect of the network is isolated from the possible compression effects.

Figure 5.2 presents the results of one of the scenarios tested with this type
of assessment. In it, both the cloud server implementing the video streaming and
the client computer were connected through a low latency local area network. In
order to benchmark the performance, the test was performed twice. In the first
iteration, the VM migration was performed during video streaming. In the second,
the VM was not migrated. These situations are shown comparatively, zoomed
in around the migration moment (Figure 5.2). The overall quality degradation
measured with SSIM averaged over all frames was 0.9865 showing the close to
perfect transmission system. Still, when the migration was performed, a total of 78
frames went missing. Hence, the user did not receive the stream for approximately
3 seconds. In addition, for further 3 seconds around the migration phase, the
received quality is also degraded. In turns, this shows the limitations of a mere
QoS approach (Figure 5.2a), which would have not been able to give a sufficiently
accurate insight of this situation, spotting only the 3-seconds drop. Per contra,
the QoS-QoE method places quality degradation in frame-by-frame time-line and
directly in relation to the network (migration) dynamics.
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5.3.2. Radio-over-Fiber Indoor Networks

This second network example explores the complex world of indoor optic-based
wireless [106]. In it, we applied the methodology to an indoor radio-over-fiber
(RoF) test bed.

Due to a booming need for indoor wireless connectivity as well as through-
put, conventional standards such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are already congested
in the wireless spectrum. In order to meet a raising demand for connectivity,
one promising solution is to create an indoor optically-fed network consisting of
many wireless picocells [130]. By means of such a RoF technique, each picocell is a
simple antenna site which only converts the radio signals between optical and elec-
trical domain, while all the signal processing functions are centralized via the fiber
backbone [131]. Due to the fact that it does not require any additional interfac-
ing such as up and down-link conversions, the backbone is transparent to various
wireless services [132]. In addition, since the radio frequency can be reused among
these non-overlapping picocells, the total network capacity is increased. However,
when stressed to the limits of its resources, losses increase and the quality can be
affected. Furthermore, its set-up characteristics and possible external interference
can have a negative influence on the network performance. These conditions make
RoF perfect to demonstrate QoS-QoE evaluations.

Figure 5.3a presents the set-up of the used RoF system [106]. A computer
server was used to generate IP packets and video streams. To emulate a simplified
Fiber To The Home (FTTH) access network, we used a pair of commercial small-
form factor (SFP) transceivers distributing the signal to the residential gateway
(RG) over 25 km duplex standard singlemode fiber (SSMF). The wavelengths of
downlink and uplink were set to 1490 nm and 1310 nm, respectively. A Hurricane II
PacketStorm IP network emulator [133] was included to emulate further IP layer
impairments. The residential gateway RG provides the interfacing between the
FTTH network and the in-building network. A conventional wireless router was
used to translate the gigabit Ethernet signal to the IEEE 802.11n signal, which was
modulated by a direct modulation laser (DML) at 1310 nm. After transmission
over GI-MMF, the signal was detected by a photodetector (PD) and amplified by
a bi-directional power booster (PB) at the remote antenna unit (RAU). The signal
was finally radiated to the air via an omni-antenna. A multimode vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) source operating at 850 nm and PD were used for
the uplink stream. Finally, we installed the integrated QoS-QoE method at the
mobile device (MD).

The 10 seconds, 25fps, 1080HD video “Shields” of the Live Video Data-
base [129] was used for the evaluation. Its average characteristics in terms of
both temporal motion and spatial complexity [134] made this video suitable for a
general analysis in a wide range of conditions. Due to the RoF network’s time vari-
able conditions, the original video streamed over the network consisted of a 6-times
repetition of Shields in raw format, thus having a total duration of 1 minute. Dur-
ing the streaming session, the target video was first encoded to Part.10 H.264/MP4
at a desired bitrate and then streamed to the client using the Real-Time Protocol
(RTP) over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Further details of the streaming
procedure can be found in [121]. QoS was evaluated by means of the received
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Figure 5.3 – QoS-QoE analysis on RoF networks.

stream throughput and jitter. As in the previous case, in order to provide the
frame-to-frame evolution, we made use of SSIM to evaluate QoE.

Evaluating the influence of the RoF physical characteristics on the received
video QoE and comparing it with the physical QoS in an ideal single-user scenario
became the objective of the analysis shown here. Since multimode fiber can sup-
port more than one propagation mode, due to the larger core-size, the bandwidth-
distance product is severely limited by modal dispersion. For this reason, in our
experiment we studied how this relationship affected performance, evaluating the
set-up using fiber lengths of 200 m, 1.3 km and 2.4 km, respectively.

On the first stage of the tests, we aimed to estimate the optimal throughput for
each of the three lengths. Optimal throughput is defined as the maximum bitrate
possible with low or close to no packet losses and stable jitter. In this direction we
carried out a cross-layer UDP packet analysis. The optimal throughputs for the
studied cases can be seeing in Figures 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d, and are, respectively: 25
Mbps for 200 m; 20 Mbps for 1.3 km; and 14 Mbps for 2.4 km. The jitter gradually
increases from approximately 0.5 ms (in the case of 200 m) to a maximum of 1.3
ms (for 2.4 km). The average packet loss is below 2% in all three cases.

This QoS analysis made clear that the bandwidth-distance factor limits the
maximum throughput available. This means that, within the bandwidth limits
(25Mbps for 200 m; 20Mbps for 1.3km; and 14Mbps for 2.4km) the received quality
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must be guaranteed. In order to validate this statement, we applied our QoS-QoE
method. Encoding the target video for the optimal throughputs, we streamed the
three videos. Figures 5.3e, 5.3f and 5.3g show the received SSIM values against
the instantaneous throughputs, respectively for 200 m, 1.3 km and 2.4 km. In
these three cases, the SSIM index starts at a level between 80% and 90% and is
maintained between these limits until a throughput drop occurs. The less stable
behaviour on the 200 m result can be explained by the influence of external WLANs
in the building. Having a closer look at the point when the throughput drops,
and comparing it with the SSIM degradation for each of the cases, we find some
unexpected results. In the 200 m case (Figure 5.3e) a throughput drop of around
4% can be observed in the overall SSIM index. On the other hand, a similar 4%
drop in the 1.3 km case (Figure 5.3f) causes a drop of close to 20% on the overall
SSIM index. This behavior becomes more evident for the case of the 2.4 km. In
it, a throughput drop of nearly 12% induces an instantaneous drop of 60% in the
SSIM index. The stabilization of the throughput and video buffering help the
SSIM index to increase to a definite 65%, nearly 30% less than at the beginning
of the session.

These results made us conclude that the bandwidth-distance factor not only
limits the throughput but, as the fiber distance increases, the QoE gets degraded
even faster. A combined QoS-QoE analysis brought us further on the network
performance assessment.

5.4. QoS-QoE Mapping: An Experimental Systematic Methodology

In the previous section, we presented the general block diagram of the envi-
sioned end-to-end quality assessment method. Furthermore, our claim was sup-
ported by two network case-scenarios. Our next research question was to under-
stand the influence of the different QoS parameters on video streaming services
on a broad, general and systematic manner. Such an analysis is meant to pro-
vide video and network managers with the means to perform actions, both on
the videos streams and on the network control plane (such as in the case of the
beam-steered system of the BROWSE project). However, due to the changing
conditions of real-network systems, it is extremely difficult to obtain a benchmark
solution. This makes necessary to have a controlled environment in which network
and video conditions can be assessed in an isolated manner. Herein, we present
our controlled evaluation set-up.

We engineered the indoor network video evaluation system shown in Fig-
ure 5.4. A video server is connected to a video client. Between client and server a
network emulator is located. This emulator (Hurricane II from PacketStorm [133])
is able to emulate network conditions in real-time as well as full ITU network
impairment models. On video reception, the client performs an objective video
quality assessment by means of a FR comparison between the original and the
impaired materials. At the same time, the network emulator provides a real-time
assessment of the conditions employed. Finally, both QoS and QoE assessments
are used to provide a map as to how the first affects the second one. This analy-
sis consists of the overall quality degradation assessment value, quality colormaps
in which conditions and videos are unfolded. In addition, as introduced in the
Section 5.2 (background), the relation between QoE and QoS can be modeled by
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Figure 5.4 – Method for evaluating the QoS-QoE Evaluation.

means of psychometric curves [109]. In this QoS-QoE evaluation we include a
final sigmoid psychometric fit.

In the remainder of this chapter, this evaluation methodology is applied to
different network conditions and video types. In them, we provide an in-depth
analysis of the effect of the most impairing type of network conditions, both on
2D and 3D videos.

5.5. Making Objective the Subjective Perception of Impaired Videos

QoE is inherently subjective [112]. As introduced in Section 5.3, the most
extended procedure to measure perceived quality is by means of MOS indexes.
However, subjective studies, while providing accurate measurements are unsuitable
to perform quality analyses at large scale. Furthermore, their biased essence makes
them difficult to map to a general viewer condition. In these cases, objective
metrics, which focus on the objective degradation of videos, are better suited to
measure quality degradations. For this reason, the first investigation we performed
in this track was to try and find an objective metric that would fit the user’s
subjective experience.

In Section 5.3 we introduced the four candidate selected methods, i.e. PSNR,
SSIM, VQM and MOVIE and discarded PSNR (for its lack of accuracy), and
MOVIE (for its complexity and inapplicability for a large-scale analysis - up to
20 hours are required to analyze a standard definition 10-sec video sequence). In
this Section, we perform a compared study of the suitability of SSIM and VQM
to substitute the subjective analysis.

In order to assess the accuracy of these two FR metrics, we picked the Re-
TRiEVED Video Quality database [135, 136]. This set is composed by 184 test
videos, obtained from 8 different original sources (Table 5.1). These videos (en-
coded to MPEG2) are characterized by a broad range of spatial and temporal
information, which allows drawing general conclusions out of the assessment. The
8 original videos are then subjected to practical transmission impairment scenar-
ios, generated by a Network Emulator (NETEM) and Video LAN [137]. Packet
loss rate, jitter, delay, and throughput have been considered as possible distor-
tions resulting from video transmission, whereas their values are chosen based on
ITU and ETSI recommendations [135,137]. Each of the impaired videos of this
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Table 5.1 – ReTRiEVED Video Dataset parameters in terms of video types
(acronym, name, frame rate, length and description) and network impairments [135,
136].

Video type Network condition
Ac. Name Size FR L. Description Del. Jit. Throu. PLR

[Pixel] [fps] [s] [s] [ms] [Mbps] [%]
cr Crowdrun 704x576 25 9 Still; forest; people rung 0 0 No 0
do Duckstakeoff 704x576 25 9 Still; water; ducks 0.1 1 5 0.1
hb Harbour 704x576 30 9 Still; water; Sailing boats 0.3 2 3 0.4
ic Ice 704x576 30 7 Still; ice rink; people skate 0.5 3 2 1
pj Parkjoy 704x576 25 8 Hor. tor; river; people run 0.8 4 1 3
sc Soccer 704x576 30 7 Hor. tor; football match 1 5 0.5 5
re Restaurant 720x576 25 9 Hor. tor; bar; man drinks 8
ru Running 720x576 25 8 Hor. tor; forest; people run 10

dataset was evaluated by a set of 40 people using the well-known standardized
MOS scoring system.

VQM and SSIM indexes were obtained for all the videos of the video set.
While the SSIM measures the level of quality from zero (no quality) to one (full
quality), VQM measures degradation, meaning that zero is full quality and one
is full degradation. With the purpose of quantitatively comparing the values of
the two metrics in the same scale, the VQM values were inverted so as to provide
quality levels, i.e. one for “full quality” and zero for “full degradation”. The
40 individual MOS scores per video are averaged to provide one single subjective
score. In addition, for the same reason as for the VQM, the MOS values are also
scaled between zero and one. Finally, the accuracy of the FR assessments was
evaluated by means of the Pearson Correlation Index (PCC) [138] to the average
MOS. The PCC were performed along the impairment level. This means that to
assess the accuracy of one of the FR metrics (for example, VQM) at a certain
impairment level (for example, 2% PLR), means to perform a PCC correlation
between the FR values and the re-scaled MOS scores up to that impairment level.

Table 5.2 presents the overall correlation values of VQM and SSIM to MOS,
considering all the videos of the dataset and network conditions. While each of
the columns corresponds to the results of the videos subjected to a particular
impairment, the rows show the averaged PCC per video type. Overall correlations
across all network conditions and video types are shown in the last column and
the last row, respectively.

The first conclusion from this analysis is that VQM clearly outperforms SSIM
in most of the videos and conditions. Only three out of the 8 videos of the delay
assessment provide better correlation with SSIM than with VQM. Furthermore,
VQM has an overall correlation of over 70% in the whole dataset. This gives al-
ready an idea of the good performance of VQM. However, the standard deviation
is close to 40%. The reason for this behavior can be found looking at the impair-
ments one by one. While the results on jitter (column 2), throughput (column 3),
and PLR (column 4) are very good (reaching values between 85% and 95%), the
overall correlation in the case of the delay barely reaches 20%. This come from the
fact that the perception of delay on videos varies greatly among subjects, while
the objective metric gives a more general (more objective) measurement.

In order to explore these discrepancies in greater detail, Figure 5.5 shows
the correlation results unfolded for the level of the impairment both for VQM
(Figure 5.5a) and SSIM (Figure 5.5b). Each of the four colormaps shows one
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Table 5.2 – PCC indexes of the FR metrics VQM and SSIM to the subjective
MOS for all videos of the ReTRiEVED data set averaged per video type and network
condition. Cell colors give qualitative correlation levels: green (best); and red (worst).

VQM SSIM
V. Network Impairment Network Impairment
T. Delay Jitter Throu. PLR ALL Delay Jitter Throu. PLR ALL
cr 0.308 0.994 0.954 0.842 0.775 -0.162 -0.425 0.776 0.394 0.146
do -0.32 0.747 0.754 0.78 0.49 -0.341 0.71 0.649 0.335 0.337
hb 0.112 0.996 0.99 0.923 0.755 -0.05 0.749 0.726 0.14 0.392
ic 0.7553 0.971 0.974 -0.456 0.871 0.756 0.836 0.535 0.186 0.578
pj 0.7323 0.895 0.928 0.879 0.859 0.412 0.83 0.894 0.238 0.594
sc -0.773 0.985 0.934 0.887 0.508 -0.73 0.777 0.529 0.283 0.217
re -0.42 0.98 0.98 0.828 0.59 -0.486 0.823 0.795 0.623 0.439
ru 0.507 0.95 0.99 0.86 0.83 0.695 0.887 0.86 0.77 0.803
All 0.113 0.9398 0.939 0.84 0.709 0.0134 0.648 0.72 0.371 0.438

±0.57 ±0.08 ±0.08 ±0.05 ±0.4 ±0.55 ±0.44 ±0.14 ±0.22 ±0.19
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Figure 5.5 – PCC colormaps of the two FR candidates to MOS on the ReTRiEVED
Video Quality database.

impairment type (Delay, Jitter, Throughput and PLR) in the two figures. The
x-axes indicate the impairment level for each of the four conditions, while the y-
axis labels each of the video types with a different number (1 to 8). Dark blue
is presented for very high or close to 1 PCC correlation between the metrics.
When the correlation starts degrading, the blue starts fading to yellow (0 or no
correlation) to a final red (-1 or anticorrelation).

Looking at the colormaps provides a more evident reasoning behind the low
correlations in the delays. Basically the videos ‘sc’ (6th line) and ‘re’ (7th line)
show full anticorrelation to the MOS in the case of delays, while the correlation
of the video ‘do’ degrades dramatically after 0.3 ms. Apart from that, colormaps
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5.6. DISCOVERING THE MOST IMPAIRING NETWORK QOS CONDITION:
ASSESSING THE RETRIEVED VIDEO QUALITY DATABASE

Table 5.3 – Quality degradation by means of the benchmark quality (1-VQM) for
all the videos and conditions of the ReTRiEVED Video quality Database. Videos
are organized from the least to the most resilient. Lines are set to separate the three
behavioral classes.

V. Network Impairment
T. Delay [s] Jitter [ms] Throu. [Mbps] PLR [%]

0.1 0.5 1 0.1 0.3 0.5 5 2 0.5 0.1 3 10
do 0.55 0.549 0.52 0.49 0.27 0.14 0.67 0.65 0 0.53 0.35 0.12
pj 0.65 0.54 0.54 0.52 0.24 0 0.68 0.68 0 0.59 0.43 0.206
cr 0.67 0.6 0.68 1 0.12 0 1 1 0.1 0.6 0.49 0.21
hb 0.91 0.96 0.96 0.88 0 0 0.41 0.46 0.1 0.91 0.62 0.31
ic 0.96 0.961 0.96 0.95 0.15 0.09 0.84 0.78 0 0.96 0.59 0.345
sc 1 0.993 0.9 0.86 0.07 0 0.56 0.52 0 0.97 0.48 0.17
re 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.85 0.02 0 0.64 0.64 0 0.88 0.62 0.41
ru 1 0.87 0.98 0.93 0.1 0 0.9 0.7 0 0.96 0.46 0.03
All 0.83 0.78 0.8 0.81 0.098 0.01 0.71 0.7 0 0.8 0.5 0.22

±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.15 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.18 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.1

are dominated by blue, indicating an overall good (but not perfect) correlation
to the subjective assessment results (MOS). This imperfect correlation between
objective (VQM) and subjective (MOS) metrics is well-known and certainly within
the acceptability boundary. These results gave us the confidence to use VQM as
the benchmark quality for the remainder of our studies both in this and the next
chapter.

5.6. Discovering the Most Impairing Network QoS condition:
Assessing the ReTRiEVED Video Quality Database

Once the benchmark quality was selected, the next step was to pinpoint the
most affecting conditions on video streaming services. To achieve that, we again
turned to the ReTRiEVED video quality database [135, 136], which focuses on
the effect of the most known impairments on Standard Definition (SD) videos,
following the same evaluation method of Section 5.4.

We first calculated the VQM indexes for all the videos on the dataset. As
we explained in the previous Section, VQM assesses the degradation of videos,
returning zero (no degradation) or one (full degradation) [124]. In order to provide
a more intuitive assessment in terms of quality, the VQM values are inverted and
normalized. In this way, the benchmark quality index returns one if the video
when the highest achievable quality and zero when the degradation is complete.

Table 5.3 provides the quality results of all the videos on the four different
network conditions. In order to provide a better understanding of the evolution of
each of the videos as the network conditions worsen, for each of them we have in-
cluded three transition points, namely, minimum impairment, medium impairment
and maximum impairment. Furthermore, the videos have been reorganized from
the least resilient to the most resilient one. In addition to the table, Figure 5.6
presents the colormaps that show the evolution of the quality from unimpaired to
fully-impaired network conditions.

The first striking effect is that the least impairing artifact is the delay. Only
three of the videos seem to be fully affected by it, while the other 5 provide good
resilience (average of 0.8 quality with maximum averages delays of 1 second).
Second, the jitter seems to affect most of the videos in the same way. Nearly full
quality up to 1 ms to full degradation for any further impairment. The reason for
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Figure 5.6 – Benchmark quality in all the videos of the ReTRiEVED Video Quality
Database.

this comes from the buffering effect of the encoders on the receiver side. Jitter
affects the most when the buffer is full but data is still missing. In that case, quality
is completely lost. More recent encoding techniques (such as H.264 and H.265)
already show buffering mechanisms to counter the effects of the jitter. Finally,
the throughput and packet loss provide the most extensive range of impairing
conditions and variations. As a general rule, in terms of transmission/compression
shrinking (throughput), as the band reduces down to 1Mbps, the quality is lost
for more of the videos. Regarding the packet loss, most of the videos still have
reasonably good quality up to 3% drops. However, three of the videos start loosing
quality already with 0.4% (quality decreases down to roughly 0.6). It is also worth
noting that this dataset is compressed to MPEG2 that, due to the lack of I, B and
P frames, is not a robust encoder. For all these reasons, as a first general conclusion
we can see that the most affecting impairments are throughput (compression and
transmission effects) and packet loss [121].

5.7. Broad Analysis of 2D-SD Videos: Generating and Assessing the
LIMP Video Quality Database

Given the lessons learned from the assessment of the ReTRiEVED dataset [135,
136], the purpose of this further analysis was to develop and assess a video quality
database focusing on the effect of packet loss and bandwidth compression. For it,
we made use of the test-bed presented in Section 5.4 and streamed the LIMP (Loss
Impaired) Video Quality Database [139].

Ten original raw high quality videos were obtained from the Live Quality Video
Database [129, 140]. Each of these videos is of a different dynamic composition
and type (Table 5.6). These videos were compressed to H264/MPEG4 with a
resolution of 768x432 at 8 different bitrates (64kbps, 640kbps, 768kbps, 1024kbps,
2048 kbps, 3072kbps, 4096kbps and 5120 kbps). We selected MP4 given its higher
robustness and efficiency than MEPG2. The selection of the compression bitrates
was done to obtain the most diverse variety of video qualities. For example, very
low quality transmissions (64kbps) are nowadays, with the currently used systems
and Internet speeds, highly unlikely to occur. However, they could still be used
in mobile devices in a very congested network. With this variety of bitrates, our
dataset covers a broad range of video types, which allows a comprehensive QoS-
QoE analysis.
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5.7. BROAD ANALYSIS OF 2D-SD VIDEOS: GENERATING AND ASSESSING
THE LIMP VIDEO QUALITY DATABASE

Table 5.4 – Video dataset parameters range in terms of video types (acronym, name
and description), compression and network packet loss ratio (960 samples in total).

Video Type Bitrate PLR
Ac. Name Description [Kbps] [%]
bs1 Blue Sky Circular motion; Blue sky and trees 64 0
mc1 Mobile Calendar Pan, horizontal tor train; Calendar vertical 640 0.5
pa1 Pedestrian Area Still; People on intersection 768 1
pr1 Park Run Pan; Person across a park 1024 1.5
rb1 River Bed Still; River bed, pebbles in the water 2048 2
rh1 Rush Hour Still; Rush hour traffic on the street 3072 2.5
sf1 Sunflower Still; Bee over sunflower 4096 3
sh1 Shields Pan, still, zoom; Person across display 5120 3.5
st1 Station Still; Railway track, train and people 4
tr1 Tractor Pan; Tractor across the fields 4.5

5
10

Packet loss has been demonstrated to be the main cause of degradation in
RTP video transmissions [121, 141], as we also showed in the previous Section.
Thus, for the generation of the full dataset, 80 original videos (10 types at 8 quality
levels each) were transmitted from server to client through a lossy network. Each
video type and bitrate was streamed through the network 11 times. Each video was
subjected to all different levels of packet loss (0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%, 3%, 3.5%,
4%, 4.5%, 5% and 10%). This means that we generated a video set consisting of 960
videos, obtained from 10 original videos, each encoded at 8 different bitrates and
12 different conditions (1 compression degradation + 11 compression degradation
and packet loss).

As in the previous case, we performed a VQM assessment of all the videos.
The original reference video was obtained from the original 10 videos of the Live
Video Quality Database encoded at maximum quality (given by the encoder ffm-
peg [142]). Once all values were obtained, they are re-scaled (inverted) to measure
quality instead of degradation.

Table 5.5 presents the quantitative results of each of the videos for the different
compression rates. In this case, as there are more packet loss levels, five sensing
points are given (0%, 1%, 3%, 5% and 10%). The videos are again organized
from the least to the most resilient ones. Two sets of colormaps present the
views of the data focused on the video type (Figure 5.7a) and the compression
rate (Figure 5.7b). Finally, averages per video types and bitrate are provided in
Figure 5.7c and Figure 5.7d. These five elements provide a comprehensive analysis
of the effect of packet loss and compression on 2D SD videos.

First, we can have a look at the effect of networks losses and compression on
each of the video types. We can see that some of them are more resilient than
others. While sh1 is the most impaired video (Figure 5.7a, first row first column)
provides a very impaired pattern during both sweeps of compression and packet
loss, bs1 (Figure 5.7a, second row, fifth column) maintains good levels of quality
(over 70%) up to 3% packet loss. This gives an idea of the variety of the videos of
the set.

However, looking at the video averages (Figure 5.7c), it is clear that the videos
can be classified according to their behavioral pattern. On the least resilient ex-
treme, the videos sh1 and pr1 show already from the start, very bad performance
(meaning that they are heavily influenced by the compression impairment). Fur-
thermore, their average quality drops below 0.4 from 2% packet loss on. On the
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Table 5.5 – Quality degradation by means of the benchmark quality for all the videos
and conditions of the LIMP Video Quality Database. Videos are organized from the
least to the most resilient to packet loss and compression.

V. Bit. PLR [%] V. Bit. PLR [%]
T. [M] 0 1 3 5 10 T. [M] 0 1 3 5 10
sh1 5 0.61 0.53 0.44 0.32 0.1 pr1 5 0.78 0.65 0.5 0.46 0.25

4 0.6 0.54 0.35 0.29 0.01 4 0.75 0.64 0.46 0.36 0.21
3 0.58 0.47 0.43 0.36 0.06 3 0.64 0.55 0.44 0.4 0.24
2 0.55 0.49 0.5 0.38 0.24 2 0.56 0.47 0.45 0.39 0.29
1 0.5 0.55 0.4 0.31 0.23 1 0.4 0.38 0.34 0.32 0.22
0.768 0.47 0.41 0.33 0.33 0.2 0.768 0.36 0.33 0.3 0.27 0.27
0.64 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.17 0.64 0.33 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.24
0.064 0.024 0.011 0 0 0 0.064 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03

rb1 5 0.79 0.64 0.54 0.45 0.42 tr1 5 0.89 0.63 0.51 0.34 0.15
4 0.74 0.61 0.52 0.44 0.4 4 0.86 0.7 0.45 0.4 0.09
3 0.67 0.58 0.49 0.47 0.39 3 0.81 0.6 0.47 0.33 0.18
2 0.6 0.51 0.46 0.44 0.36 2 0.74 0.61 0.51 0.36 0.22
1 0.46 0.44 0.42 0.4 0.37 1 0.59 0.48 0.41 0.4 0.29
0.768 0.42 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.768 0.53 0.41 0.32 0.37 0.31
0.64 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.64 0.49 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.27
0.064 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.21 0.064 0.02 0 0 0.01 0.01

pa1 5 0.94 0.58 0.42 0.33 0.18 mc1 5 0.88 0.69 0.41 0.34 0.12
4 0.91 0.64 0.4 0.34 0.15 4 0.85 0.62 0.35 0.29 0.18
3 0.86 0.61 0.44 0.34 0.19 3 0.81 0.66 0.43 0.32 0.09
2 0.78 0.575 0.44 0.39 0.29 2 0.76 0.67 0.46 0.4 0.17
1 0.59 0.51 0.4 0.36 0.29 1 0.67 0.56 0.34 0.35 0.21
0.768 0.51 0.45 0.35 0.33 0.25 0.768 0.62 0.49 0.47 0.32 0.27
0.64 0.47 0.41 0.35 0.31 0.28 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.41 0.37 0.25
0.064 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.064 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14

rh1 5 0.96 0.74 0.52 0.36 0.17 st1 5 0.94 0.81 0.61 0.47 0.3
4 0.94 0.64 0.53 0.3 0.16 4 0.91 0.78 0.53 0.5 0.32
3 0.9 0.69 0.5 0.31 0.14 3 0.88 0.81 0.62 0.55 0.36
2 0.83 0.74 0.51 0.41 0.17 2 0.83 0.75 0.65 0.45 0.43
1 0.67 0.58 0.52 0.36 0.24 1 0.71 0.65 0.57 0.56 0.44
0.768 0.59 0.47 0.38 0.39 0.28 0.768 0.67 0.6 0.58 0.51 0.39
0.64 0.54 0.44 0.38 0.35 0.19 0.64 0.64 0.56 0.54 0.47 0.29
0.064 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.1 0.064 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.19 0.21

sf1 5 0.96 0.84 0.59 0.52 0.31 bs1 5 0.95 0.85 0.61 0.51 0.29
4 0.96 0.77 0.7 0.54 0.23 4 0.94 0.81 0.6 0.52 0.45
3 0.93 0.84 0.61 0.48 0.29 3 0.91 0.8 0.58 0.49 0.4
2 0.88 0.76 0.67 0.53 0.36 2 0.87 0.8 0.64 0.55 0.41
1 0.78 0.67 0.62 0.61 0.39 1 0.78 0.69 0.64 0.52 0.44
0.768 0.72 0.65 0.57 0.51 0.36 0.768 0.74 0.67 0.6 0.59 0.46
0.64 0.69 0.56 0.59 0.49 0.37 0.64 0.71 0.62 0.57 0.51 0.5
0.064 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.1 0.07 0.064 0.3 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.29

other extreme, bs1, sf1 and st1 maintain average quality values higher than 0.5%
up to 5%. In between those two patterns, rb1 has the flattest pattern of all, dur-
ing the full packet loss sweep the quality degrades barely 20%. This gives the
impression that the complexity of this video is more affected by video compression
than by network losses. The final four videos have a similar trend keeping average
values over 0.5 up to 2%. It is worth noting that the low average results come
from the influence of the 64Kbps version of the videos, which brings the average
qualities down.

Now if we look at the behavior from the compression point of view, as a general
note, as the bitrate decreases, the videos’ robustness to network losses increases.
This can be seen on Table 5.5. Bitrates from 768Kbps to 64Kbps suffer a maximum
of 30% degradation over the full packet loss sweep, while higher bitrates, such as
5, 4 or 3 Mbps, suffer 70% degradation in the least. This effect can also be seen in
the figures (the three last colormaps on Figure 5.7b and the grey, brown and cyan
lines of Figure 5.7d). In addition, all of the averaged qualities except the 64Kbps,
are kept over 0.4 up to 5% packet loss.
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(a) Quality colormaps of the LIMP Quality Database organized per video type.
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(b) Quality Colormaps of the LIMP Video Quality Database organized per bitrate com-
pression.
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Figure 5.7 – Quality results for all the videos, bitrates and packet loss levels of the
LIMP Video Quality database. The videos are organized from the least to the most
resilient to impairments. The bitrates go from lowest to highest compression.
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Table 5.6 – Video dataset parameters range in terms of video types (acronym, name
and description), compression and network packet loss ratio.

Video Type Bit. PLR
Ac. Name Description [Mbps] [%]
bg Barrier gate Still on gate. Barrier opens, car passes. 0.5 0
bk Basket Still on basketball game; Pan, action from one side to another. 1 0.1
bx Boxers Still on boxer training;still on two boxers fighting. 1.5 0.2
hl Hall Still on hotel hall from ceiling;two people meet in one corner. 2 0.5
lb Lab Still on two scientists working on a lab. 3 1
nr News Report Still on two men sitting behind table, reading the news. 4 3
pc Phone Call Still on man behind a table picking up the phone. 5
sc Soccer Still from behind the soccer goal; men scoring. 10
tb Tree Branches Still on tree branches; leaves moved by the wind.
ul Umbrella Still; man opens umbrella and starts turning it.

As in the case of the videos, the bitrates can be easily classified according to
their strength against packet loss. 64Kbps, as it was expected, provides the lowest
quality at all times. 640Kbps and 768Kbps provide very low quality but similar
quality. In the same way 1 and 2 Mbps have their own performance group and
the highest bitrates (5, 4 and 3 Mbps) as well. Putting all these notions to service
and network providers could provide many hints as to how to use certain videos
and networks, as we show in Section 5.9.

5.8. Broad Analysis of Stereoscopic 3D Videos: Generating and
Assessing the 3D-HEVC-Net Video Database

3D video streaming application are booming, to fulfill the demand of high-
quality media [143]. However, with their high quality and bandwidth require-
ments come more stringent constraints on networks [3]. In this situation, it is
fundamental to understand how the network limitations impact quality [106]. For
this reason, we studied the non-linear distortion effects that lossy networks have
onto 3D videos. Furthermore, we showed how 3D streams are more sensitive than
2D videos [144].

A freely available dataset [143] of high quality 3D Stereoscopic video sequences
was chosen for the proposed experimental analysis. The dataset was composed
of 10 high definition stereoscopic sequences. The resolution of the sequences is
1920 × 1080 pixels, the color sampling Y UV 420, the frame rate 25fps, and the
duration 16s for all the sequences except for one (13s). The stereoscopic video
sequences was first processed in order to obtain a side-by-side dataset of Full-HD
videos.

Common formats for 3D video are conventional stereo video (CSV), mixed
resolution stereo (MRS), and video plus depth (V+D) [145]. For the generation
of the dataset, we chose the CVS format with frame-compatibility in side-by-side
arrangement [146]. The frame-compatibility approach combines the left and the
right views into a standard 2D video format, keeping in this way the compatibility
towards 2D video coding tools. The stereoscopic frames can be arranged in a 2D
frame in several ways. Common approaches are side-by-side, top-and-bottom, row
interleaving, column interleaving. A side-by-side frame is obtained by subsampling
the left and the right frame of a stereoscopic sequence along the horizontal axis
by a factor of two. Hence the new left and right views embedded in a side-by-side
had resolution 960× 1080.
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5.8. BROAD ANALYSIS OF STEREOSCOPIC 3D VIDEOS: GENERATING AND
ASSESSING THE 3D-HEVC-NET VIDEO DATABASE

Table 5.6 provides a description of the video types, descriptions, bitrates and
network conditions. We compressed each of the original stereoscopic, 3D, two-
views, 10 sequences to H.265/HEVC [147] at six compression levels (0.5Mbps,
1Mbps, 1.5Mbps, 2Mbps, 3Mbps, and 4Mbps) with a GOP of 15 frames (1 I,
3 P, 11 B). Subsequently, each of the compressed sequences was merged into a
single stream for each bitrate. Each stream (total length 157s) was sent over the
emulated network configured at 7 levels of packet loss (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%,
3.0%, 5.0%, 10.0%), for a total of 42 testing condition. Each streaming experiment
was repeated 10 times for each bitrate and for each drop rate. On reception, the
video sequences were split and assessed in a full-reference manner. This made a
total of 4200 videos for analysis (10 iterations of 10 videos at 6 compressions and
7 packet loss levels).

As in the previous two cases, we performed a VQM assessment of all the
videos. For it, the original reference video was picked on the highest bitrate
HEVC versions of the videos (i.e. 4Mbps). In this way, 1/6 of the data set
(videos encoded at 4Mbps) evaluated only the effect of the network, while the
remaining 5/6 provided compression and network loss assessment. Furthermore,
we used VQM due to its demonstrated good performance in 3D Stereoscopic 2
view videos [144]. Subsequently, values were re-scaled (inverted) to assess quality
instead of degradation.

As for the 2D videos, we show a two-folded (videos and compression) analysis
by means of five elements. Table 5.7 presents the quantitative results of each
of the videos at the different compression rates. In this case, as there are more
packet loss levels, six points of the evolution are given (0%, 0.5%, 1%, 3% , 5% and
10%). The videos of the table are organized from the least to the most resilient to
drops. Two sets of colormaps present the views of the data focused on the video
type (Figure 5.8a) and the compression rate (Figure 5.8b). Finally, we presents
the averages over the video types and bitrates across all videos (Figure 5.8c) and
bitrates (Figure 5.8d).

As in the 2D case, we can first have a look at the effect of networks losses
and compression on each of the video types. Similarly to 2D videos, some of the
3D videos present more resilient patterns than others. While ‘tb’ (Figure 5.8a,
first row first column) degrades dramatically already for low packet loss (with a
0.5% of losses, its quality is already down to 0.3) for all its compression variants,
‘pc’ (Figure 5.8a, second row, fifth column) maintains acceptable levels of quality
(higher than 0.5) up to 3% packet loss.

In the same way as it occurred with the 2D videos, it is still possible to classify
the behavioral pattern of each of the videos within different categories, taking into
account their performance against the network impairments. On one side of the
spectrum, the video ‘tb’ conforms its own category having the worst performance
of all from the start. It keeps average values below 0.15, from 1% packet loss. On
the other end, ‘nr’ and ‘pc’ provide values close to 0.7 for 1% and only drop below
0.5 for losses higher than 3%. In between those two patterns, ‘sc’, ‘hl’ and ‘ul’
outperform ‘tb’. Finally ‘lb’, ‘bg’, ‘bk’, and ‘bx’ are in average degraded to their
50% with more than 1% packet loss.

Studying the behavior from the point of view of the compressions provides the
first striking result. Unlike, 2D videos, in which the quality was gradually dropping
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Table 5.7 – Quality degradation by means of the benchmark quality for all the videos
and conditions of the 3D-HEVC-Net Video Quality Database. Videos are organized
from the least to the most resilient to packet loss and compression.

V. Bit. PLR [%] V. Bit. PLR [%]
T. [M] 0 0.5 1 3 5 10 T. [M] 0 0.5 1 3 5 10
tb 4 1 0.3 0 0 0 0 hl 4 0.9 0.5 0.4 0 0 0

3 0.8 0.3 0 0 0 0 3 0.9 0.5 0.4 0 0 0
2 0.7 0.4 0.3 0 0 0 2 0.8 0.5 0.4 0 0 0
1.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0 0 0 1.5 0.7 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
1 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0 0 1 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0
0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0

sc 4 1 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 ul 4 1 0.6 0.2 0 0 0
3 0.9 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 3 0.8 0.5 0.3 0 0 0
2 0.85 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0 2 0.7 0.45 0.4 0 0 0
1.5 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1 0 0 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0 0
1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0 1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1

bk 4 1 0.7 0.5 0 0 0 lb 4 1 0.6 0.4 0 0 0
3 0.9 0.6 0.45 0 0 0 3 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.1 0 0
2 0.8 0.5 0.45 0.15 0 0 2 0.75 0.4 0.4 0.1 0 0
1.5 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0 1.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.2 0 0
1 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0 1 0.6 0.45 0.35 0.2 0.2 0
0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1

bg 4 1 0.6 0.4 0 0 0 bx 4 1 0.7 0.6 0.2 0 0
3 0.85 0.5 0.4 0 0 0 3 0.85 0.6 0.5 0.2 0 0
2 0.8 0.55 0.4 0.1 0 0 2 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.1 0
1.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0 0 1.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1
1 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0 1 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.25 0.1
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

nr 4 1 0.8 0.7 0.4 0 0 pc 4 1 0.8 0.6 0.3 0 0
3 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.2 0 3 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.2 0
2 0.9 0.75 0.7 0.4 0.3 0 2 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.1
1.5 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1 1.5 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.2
1 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3
0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.35 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3

as the losses increased, 3D videos show dramatic drops, going from qualities of 0.9-
0.8 at 0.1%-0.2% to roughly 0.5 for 1% packet loss and down to 0.25 for 3%. The
reason for this comes from the higher resolutions of the videos and bitrates, apart
from the fact that 3D videos transport more complex information within the two
views. In addition, as in the 2D case, as the bitrate decreases, the resilience of the
videos to packet loss increases (Figure 5.8b).

Finally, as in the case of the videos, the bitrates can be easily classified ac-
cording to their strength against packet loss. The highest compression (500Kbps)
provides the lowest quality of the group, up to 3%. From that moment on, it over-
passes all the other compressions. This proves again the statement that lower
compressed videos are more resilient to network losses. The second highest com-
pression (1Mbps) has a similar behavioural pattern but with a higher slope, pro-
viding lower quality than all the lower compressions (1.5 Mbps to 4Mbps) up to 1%
losses. After that, it offers better performance than all of them together. The be-
havioral pattern of each of the other compressions can be classified in two groups.
Medium-low compression (1.5, 2 Mbps) starts lower than the highest bitrates, but
provides a better average performance than the highest rates up to 1%. Finally,
3Mbps and 4Mbps conform their own category with a very similar pattern. This
also interesting, given the fact that 4Mbps only carries network degradation, while
3Mbps has degradations from both compression and drops.

These notions and the ones extracted from the 2D videos can be used in a real
network or video server to obtain a grasp of the state of their network and videos
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5.8. BROAD ANALYSIS OF STEREOSCOPIC 3D VIDEOS: GENERATING AND
ASSESSING THE 3D-HEVC-NET VIDEO DATABASE
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Figure 5.8 – Quality plots for all the videos, bitrates and packet loss levels of the 3D-
HEVC-Net Video Quality database. The videos are organized from the least to the
most resilient to impairments. The bitrates go from lowest to highest compression.

and adjust in case it is necessary. The next section provides some hints for a real
case scenario.
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Table 5.8 – Classification of the videos and bitrates of the LIMP video quality
database and the 3d-HEVC-Net video quality database. Video classes are organized
from 1 (least resilience to network drops) to 4 (most resilient to packet loss. Bitrates
classes are organized in four categories: VHC (Very High Compression, very low
bitrates), MHC (Medium High Compression, medium low bitrates), MLC (Medium
Low Compression, medium high bitrates) and VLC (Very Low Compression, very
high bitrates).

SD-Videos 3D-HD Videos
Video Class Video Class

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4
sh1 rb1 tr1 st1 tb sc lb nr
pr1 pa1 sf1 hl bg pc

mc1 bs1 ul bk
rh1 bx

Comp. MP4/H.264 Part 10 HEVC/H.265
VHC MHC MLC VLC VHC MHC MLC VLC
64Kbps 640Kbps 1Mbps 3Mbps 500Kbps 1000Kbps 1500Kbps 3000Kbps

768Kbps 2Mbps 4Mbps 2000Kbps 4000Kbps
5Mbps

5.9. Discussion: Hints for Service and Network Providers

This section of this chapter provides insights of the studied datasets that
could, in turn be useful for video service providers, network providers, or for the
BROWSE network management loop, which is a key aim of this thesis.

Suppose a video service provider that has video content both on 2D-SD and
3D-HD formats. For illustration purposes we have focused on the LIMP and
the 3D-HEVC-Net datasets. In order to adapt the streamed videos to the network
and client requirements, the content and compressions available could be classified.
Tables 5.8 shows the classification of the videos and bitrates of all the datasets, in
line with the in-depth analysis we performed in Section 5.7 and 5.8. Eight video
classes and eight compressions classes are shown.

The next step would be to understand the sensitivity of the videos and com-
pression classes to network losses. As we explained in the background of this
chapter, the mapping of QoS parameters to QoE has shown to perform as fitting
a psychometric curve. With this notion, the raw data of the videos and the clas-
sifications performed, it is possible to map a sigmoid psychometric curve to the
classes. Figure 5.9 shows the psychometric fits of the two sets of videos divided in
terms of video and compression classes.

The information contained in this type of plots brings the understanding of the
trade-off between video classes and compressions to the next level. Such an analy-
sis, could be used from the point of view of the network provider to adjust/improve
the quality of the network, when a given video class and compression type are re-
quired by a client. One example of this type of assessment and management can
be found on Table 5.9. This table presents the best performing combination of
video class and compression per network sensing interval. This table can be anal-
ysed both on a network provider and on a video service views. On the one hand,
from the point of view of the video service provider, a client requests to receive a
3D-HD video of class 2, the will only be transferred on the highest quality if the
network is clean (0%). However, if any disturbances are sensed on the network,
the video provider could decide to transmit the video on a higher compression rate
instead of risking the client to loose full quality of the requested video. On the
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Figure 5.9 – Psychometric fits for the videos of the two video datasets. a) LIMP
Video Quality Database; b) 3D-HEVC-Net Video Quality Database.

other hand, if we look at it from the point of view of a network manager, if the
requested video class 2 is set to the maximum transmission rate (the client re-
quests the best quality for its 3D video transmission), the network manager needs
to make sure that the network will stay clean (i.e., having virtually no losses)
during the whole streaming session. If this cannot be guaranteed by the current
state of the network, improving actions will need to take place. Such actions can
range from prioritizing the client’s traffic in the case of end-to-end networks. In
the case of an indoor network, such as the one proposed by the BROWSE project,
improving actions would mean increasing the transmission power or the slot of the
time divided service, or in the worst case scenario, try to re-steer the beam to the
user from a free of obstacles position.

5.10. Conclusions

When dealing with lossy networks such as indoor wireless networks, a mere
QoS-based analysis comes insufficient. In this chapter we have proposed a new
network performance evaluation method based on integrated QoS-QoE metrics,
particularly useful in lossy networks. We have shown how a combined QoS-QoE
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Table 5.9 – Video and compression class combinations depending on the sensed
network conditions interval. Videos from the two selected sets 2D-SD (LIMP) and
3D-HD (3D-HEVC) are shown classified according to the video and bandwidth classes
presented in Table 5.8. PLRs are divided in five intervals: no packet loss (0%); low
packet loss (0.1-1%); medium packet loss (1-3%); high packet loss (3-5%); very high
packet loss (5-10%).

Videos PLR Interval [%]
Set Class 0 0.1-1 1-3 3-5 5-10

1 VLC VLC VLC VLC MLC
2D 2 VLC VLC VLC VLC VLC
SD 3 VLC VLC VLC MLC MHC

4 VLC VLC VLC MLC MHC
1 VLC MLC VHC VHC VHC

3D 2 VLC MHC VHC VHC VHC
HD 3 VLC VLC MHC VHC VHC

4 VLC VLC MLC MHC VHC

analysis provides further insights into the criticalities, limitations and character-
istics of wireless networks.

Herein, we have first introduced the general envisioned combined QoS-QoE
management methodology. Based on it, we have showed examples of application
on real network setups.

Second, looking for a systematic experimental methodology to evaluate the
effect of QoS on QoE, we have developed an experimental methodology in a con-
trolled environment. In it, the effect of QoS impairments can be isolated and their
effect on QoE mapped.

Three datasets have been evaluated following this experimental procedure.
Through this process, we have pinpointed the most impairing QoS artifacts, the
most resilient video types, compression rates and parameters.

Finally, as we introduced at the beginning of the chapter, our study and
methodology are meant to provide service providers with the means to pinpoint
the working boundaries of their video sets in face of different network conditions.
Based on the results shown on the video sets, we have used psychometric functions
to provide with a comprehensive analysis of the implications this type of evaluation
can have for service and network providers.
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CHAPTER 6

Measuring end-to-end quality in real-time

In the previous chapter, we saw how combining the efforts of QoS and QoE
assessments provides a more insightful performance evaluation, particularly under
the uncertainty, variability and complexity of hybrid wireless networks. Under-
standing how network impairments affect end-to-end quality is the first step to-
wards autonomic control. Herein we make another one, introducing a new method
that allows measuring QoE in real-time, with a view to close the network loop.
In order to achieve that, our research focuses on real-time, client-based quality
measurements, i.e. computationally efficient Reduced-Reference (RR) and No-
Reference (NR) assessment. This chapter provides first an in-depth overview of
the state-of-the-art on RR and NR techniques. Based on it, we present an exper-
imental survey of classical NR metrics. In addition, two novel predictive quality
assessment methods based on machine learning are presented. Evaluation of all
the approaches is performed on the LIMP Video Quality Database.

6.1. Introduction

Video streams are affected by network protocols and impairments (such as
delay, jitter, bandwidth throttling or packet loss) according to non-linear quality
degradation functions, often in unexpected and unpredictable ways [3]. Thus,
assessing video degradation has become the subject of many studies, especially by
means of Quality of Experience (QoE) tools [148].

However, as it was shown in the previous chapter, the complexity and time
requirements of existing QoE algorithms make them unfeasible for real-time set-
tings, such as in complex wireless networks. In such situation, No-Reference (NR)
and Reduced-Reference (RR) metrics are the best candidates. Their biggest asset
is the fact that they do not rely on highly complex comparisons among streams
but on measurements of external factors to model the multimedia quality. These
metrics, which base their quality assessment on analysis of video features at the
bit-stream level (bitrate, scene complexity, video motion and other parameters in
the codec) or at the frame pixel level (blur, noise, blockiness), provide a very fast
or even real-time assessment while allowing deployments in lightweight environ-
ments [11]. Despite this fact, their accuracy in assessing video degradations and
their correlation to subjective analysis are still open issues. This situation makes
it particularly hard to automate the assessment of real-time streams that have
been subjected to network packet loss.

The purpose of this work has been to explore the suitability (in terms of real-
timeliness, accuracy, adaptability and scalability) of simpler RR and NR QoE
models in the context of video streaming services over complex networks such as
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Figure 6.1 – General diagram for video quality assessment.

in BROWSE. Furthermore, we have proposed and developed new models which
can be applied to this type of networks in an accurate and real-time manner.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides
the general description of the requirements for our envisioned real-time quality
method. Furthermore, it provides an in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art
of this type of metrics. Section 6.3 presents our evaluation methodology. This
methodology is used for assessing the three types of real-time quality metrics pro-
posed in this chapter. Section 6.4 proposes the first contribution of this chapter.
In it, a group of representative widely used NR features are put to test and their
accuracies to highly complex QoE algorithms assessed. The second type of pro-
posed methods is introduced in Section 6.5. This adopts supervised learning (SL)
to improve the accuracy of other, simplistic NR metrics. It achieves almost per-
fect mimicking to FR metrics. However, they require a pre-benchmarked set of
samples (i.e. labeled with their ground-truth quality assessment). This makes SL-
approaches limited in terms of scalability. Section 6.6 proposes a solution to this
problem by means of unsupervised deep learning (UDL) techniques. Section 6.7
offers a comparative discussion on the different presented methods in terms of
computational complexity vs accuracy. Finally, conclusions and future work paths
are to be found on Section 6.8.

6.2. General methodology proposal and background

Figure 6.1 shows the desired block diagram of the real-time video quality as-
sessment methodology. The video server streams video sequences belonging to
its video content library. The streaming goes through the network. The network
topology can range from a simple cable, a wireless access point or a more com-
plex indoor setting (such as the BROWSE network) to a full end-to-end system
(server-Internet-client). On the client side, a video quality assessment model re-
ceives the impaired video sequences and performs a real-time analysis (per video
sequence) of the received data. These quality values can be used as a feedback
loop injected both to the video server and to the network management unit (to
perform the required adjustment controls). In the best of cases, the client requires
none or close to no information from the server to perform an accurate assessment
of the received material. Furthermore, given the variety of clients (HD video sys-
tems, personal computers, smart-phones, etc.), the computational complexity of
the quality method at the client side should be reduced to the minimum. For all
these reasons, we turned our view to simple NR metrics.

NR metrics were first classified by Reibman et al. [149] as either stemming
from statistics derived from pixel-based features, NR pixel (NR-P), or computed
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directly from the coded bitstream, NR bitstream (NR-B). Further on, Shahid et
al. [116] upgraded the classification to add a third category in which approaches
combining both pixel and bitstream assessments are included, i.e. Hybrid NR-P-B
metrics.

NR-P methods have focused their attention on the employment of certain
artifacts related to specific types of degradation of the visual quality. Blur, noise,
blockiness or temporal impairments have been quantified for measuring the end-
user’s quality. Blur, measured frame by frame, appears as a loss of spatial detail
and a reduction of edge sharpness [150]. Examples of blur based NR video quality
assessment can be found in [151], [152] and [153]. Noise has also been used to
assess quality, like in the block-based approach of Rank et al. [154]. Blockiness
manifests itself as a discontinuity between adjacent blocks in images and video
frames [155]. Several research lines have focused on blockiness, examples of that
are the Block-Edge metric of Wu et al. [156] or the HVS-based blocking method
of Liu et al. [157]. Finally, temporal impairments incur by the network through
delay or packet loss. These result in a degradation of the video in the form of
jerkiness (non-fluent and non-smooth presentation of frames) [158], frame freezes
or jitter. Due to the fact that videos can be affected by more than one artifact at
a time, methods combining contributions of different artifacts appeared, such as
the linear combination of noise and blur components of Choi et al. [159].

NR-B methods are relatively simpler to compute and quality scores can be
obtained in the absence of the full decoder. But, they tend to have a limited
scope of application as they are usually designed for specific coding techniques,
for example H.264/AVC [160]. Another issue is to find the correlation between
the bitlayer parameters and quality, without increasing the complexity. Learning
tools have proven to be a promising solution for this type of approaches. Shahid
et al. [161] proposed a model combining different bitstream-layer features using
an Artificial Neural Network to estimate the quality.

The performance of NR-B metrics can be enhanced by adding some input form
of NR-P based quality assessment. These methods are called hybrid methods.
Shanableh et al. [162] suggest a multipass prediction system based on stepwise re-
gression using features included in the coding information of a Macro Block (MB),
some relative measures of motion vector of neighboring MBs, and some numerical
values related to textures of the MB. This method has shown good correlation to
SSIM but its complexity makes it not quite fit for online analysis. Another inter-
esting approach is the one provided by Keimel et al. [163]. They measure quality
by linearly combining bitstream and pixel related features. Despite substantially
reducing complexity, their approach does not, however, correlate well with either
PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) or SSIM, two of the state-of-the-art objec-
tive metrics in current use. However, most of the metrics fail to accurately assess
quality over a broad range of videos and conditions.

Specifically to improve the performance accuracy of these type of metrics, in
the last decade several researchers have explored the artificial intelligence and ma-
chine learning paths [164]. Already in 2002, Gastaldo et al. introduced one of the
first methods to estimate video quality using artificial neural networks [165]. They
proposed the use of circular back propagation networks (based on bitstream layer
parameters) in order to mimic the users perception of compressed MPEG2 videos.
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Their approach showed promising results on a 12-video dataset from the motion
picture expert group (MPEG). Their study focused on video distortions deriving
merely from compression and explored a specific machine learning method.

Zhu et al. [166] proposed the use of neural networks and features extracted
from the analysis of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients of each de-
coded frame from a video sequence to predict its quality. Their approach showed
good correlation results in compressed videos of four different well-known datasets.
However, their method is distortion specific, and thus of a more limited scope than
our case. Furthermore, the complexity of the approach makes it not viable to real-
time deployments. Staelens et al. [167] presented an NR video quality estimation
method which uses a symbolic regression framework trained on a large set of pa-
rameters extracted from the codec. While obtaining good correlation with subjec-
tive tests, their approach is suited only to H.264 compressed streams, thus loosing
on generality. Similar principles were proposed in [168] by using features extracted
from specific codecs (MPEG or H.264/AVC), the analysis of DCT coefficients, the
estimation of the quantization level used in the I-frames to measure quality of
videos distorted by only the compression process. They show high correlation
with some state-of-the-art metrics (FR, RR and NR). However, their approach is
only suited to a specific type of codec and the complexity of the feature extraction
process makes this NR metric incompatible with real-time applications. Further
on, Konuk et al. [169] have proposed a polynomial regression model, where the
independent features were extracted from spatial and temporal quantities derived
from the video packet losses, bit rate, and spatio-temporal complexity.

A key limitation of current studies is that they have focused on compressed or
synthetically-distorted videos. Yet, our aim is to find methods that can work in
general cases, particularly in real-time streaming, and including realistic network
distortions. In the remainder of the chapter, our three main contributions to NR
quality assessment are presented.

6.3. Evaluation Methodology

Before going into detail and analysis of each of the proposed NR methods, this
section presents the general evaluation methodology. We followed this method to
assess the accuracy of each of the methods presented in Sections 6.4 to 6.6.

Figure 6.2 comprises all the components used to carry out a comparative
evaluation of each of the methods with the benchmark quality metric. Our testbed
allows streaming any of the dataset videos between the server and the client. We
used an RTP video server to handle the streaming process, and a commercial
network emulator (PacketStorm Hurricane II)1 to shape and impair the stream in
a controlled (replicable) environment.

On reception, the network-impaired stream is fed to the video client applica-
tion, which generates the real-time quality metricQNR−M . In parallel, we generate
the benchmark quality index QBM . We stream all videos, in turn, under a range
of network conditions, obtaining a full range of quality values, ready for statis-
tical analysis. Following this procedure we generated the LIMP Video Quality

1http://packetstorm.com/packetstorm-products/hurricane-ii-software/
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Figure 6.2 – Method to evaluate the quality models.

Database [139], as introduced in the previous chapter, and will be using it in the
remainder of the chapter.

After the assessments are completed, the accuracy of the method is evalu-
ated by means of an overall Pearson correlation index (PCC) [138] between the
method’s and the benchmark qualities along the network condition variable. The
correlations are unfolded per video condition, video type and bitrate to get a full
grasp of the performance of these metrics as the conditions degrade.

In line with the previous chapter, we decided to use VQM as the benchmark
metric to assess the accuracy of the NR metrics. This decision was taken based
on the fact that VQM has demonstrated good correlation to subjective studies in
literature [125]. In addition, we presented a full VQM based evaluation on the
quality degradation of this video set in Section 5.7. As a future validation of our
work, we could apply our metrics in a real application context with real users.

6.4. Experimental Survey of the accuracy of traditional objective
real-time NR QoE assessment of Video Streaming Services

As mentioned in Section 6.2 of this chapter, NR metrics have been tradi-
tionally classified according to the features they take into consideration to assess
multimedia quality. In this way, NR-P metrics focus on frame and pixel level
features and NR-B on the bitstream characteristics. Both types combined have
been demonstrated to provide better analysis and are, nowadays, the base for the
development of the state of the art in NR-metrics. Following this trend, in this
first method we implemented and put to test a set of low complexity NR metrics
with the particularity that they could be computed in real-time, scaled well wth
video length, thus suiting very light weight devices. 2

2This Section is self contained and is integrally based on: Torres Vega, M., Sguazzo, V.,

Mocanu, D.C. and Liotta, A. An experimental survey of no-reference video quality assessment
methods. International Journal of Pervasive Computing and Communications, 12(1), 66-86.
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First, the methodology and the technicalities of each of the NR metrics design
and implementation are presented in Section 6.4.1. Then, the evaluation results
of this first approach are shown in Section 6.4.2.

6.4.1. Real-time NR-based video quality assessment method

Figure 6.3 shows a simple NR assessment methodology. On arrival of the video
samples to the client, they are analyzed by a set of nine real-time NR metrics: five
on the pixel level (average and ratio, both of blur and noise, and blockiness); two
inter-frame features (jerkiness and motion intensity); and two descriptors of the
content type on the bitstream layer. Each of these features is a representative
of specific types of artifacts present in impaired videos [116]. We also measured
the received bitrate and the network packet loss, to be able to map these QoS
conditions to the video quality degradation.

Extensive research has been performed on real-time NR-pixel level features.
Metrics such as the level of noise, the clipping or the frame edges’ blur have
been used to measure multimedia quality in a NR way [116]. For this analysis
we focused on three in-frame features with demonstrated correlation to quality
degradations: blur, noise and blockiness.

The video frames will develop degradations in terms of the sharpness and the
cleanness of the frame. In this way, a blur and noise measure gives a quantitative
assessment of both effects [159, 170]. In order to develop the noise and blur
algorithms, we took the image approach shown by Choi et al. [159] and extended
it for videos (Algorithms 6.1 and 6.2 for blur and noise, respectively).

In order to obtain the blur components (Algorithm 6.1), first for each of the
frame the pixel value differences and means are obtained. These values are used
to derive frame’s edge pixels which are used to take the decision on blurriness.
Calculations are performed both in the pixel horizontal and vertical lines. Then,
the Inverse Blurriness Index, Ib, is derived from the maximum between vertical
and horizontal blurriness and used for comparison with blur threshold (Thb) to
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1. Calculate pixel value differences (Dh(i, j), Dv(i, j)) and means (Dh−mean, Dv−mean)

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Dh(i, j) = |f(i, j + 1)− f(i, j − 1)| Dv(i, j) = |f(i+ 1, j)− f(i− 1, j)| (6.1)

Dh−mean =
1

M ∗N
∗
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Dh(i, j) Dv−mean =
1

M ∗N
∗
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Dv(i, j) (6.2)

2. Obtain Edge pixel candidates (Ch(i, j), Cv(i, j))

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Ch(i, j) =

{
Dh(i, j), if Dh(i, j) > Dh−mean
0, otherwise

Cv(i, j) =

{
Dv(i, j), if Dv(i, j) > Dv−mean
0, otherwise

(6.3)

3. Obtain Edge pixels (Eh(i, j),Ev(i, j))

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Eh(i, j) =

1, if Ch(i, j) > Ch(i, j + 1)
and Ch(i, j) > Ch(i, j − 1)

0, otherwise
Ev(i, j) =

1, if Cv(i, j) > Cv(i, j + 1)
and Cv(i, j) > Ch(i, j − 1)

0, otherwise
(6.4)

4. Examine pixel blur (BRh(i, j), BRv(i, j))

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

BRh(i, j) =
|f(i, j)− 0.5 ∗Dh(i, j)|

0.5 ∗Dh(i, j)
BRv(i, j) =

|f(i, j)− 0.5 ∗Dv(i, j)|
0.5 ∗Dv(i, j)

(6.5)

5. Obtain Inverse Blurriness Index (Ib(i, j)) and Blurring threshold (B(i, j))

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Ib(i, j) = max(BRh(i, j), BRv(i, j)) B(i, j) =

{
1, if Ib(i, j) < τb
0, otherwise

(6.6)

7. Calculate the frame blur mean (µb) and blur ratio (rb)

µb =

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 Ib(i, j)∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1 B(i, j)

rb =

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 B(i, j)∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1(E(i, j))

(6.7)

7. Calculate the average video blur mean (BUM) and blur ratio (BUR)

BUM =
1

|V |
∑
n∈V

µb BUR =
1

|V |
∑
n∈|V |

rb (6.8)

Algorithm 6.1: Blur BUM (µb) and BUR (rb)

decide the presence of blur in each pixel of the frame. Finally, the blur mean (µb)
is derived as the sum of Ib divided by the number of blurry pixels in the frame.
On the other hand, the blur ratio (rb) is obtained as the portion of edge pixels
which have been considered blurry. The overall video blur mean (BUM) and ratio
(BUR) are obtained simply by averaging the µb and the rb of each of the frames.

Regarding noise (Algorithm 6.2), as edge detection can be affected by it, frames
are pre-processed for noise filtering prior to edge detection. This is done through
an averaging filter. Then, edge pixels are detected on the filtered frame. Edge
detection is performed following the same procedure as for blur. Once both hor-
izontal and vertical edges have been spotted, pixel noise is obtained. µn is then
derived as the sum of all the noise values divided by the number of noisy pixels
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1. Apply averaging filter to the frame

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

g(i, j) =
1

3 ∗ 3
[

1∑
t=−1

1∑
z=−1

f(i+ t, j + z)] (6.9)

2. Calculate pixel value differences (Dh(i, j), Dv(i, j)) and means (Dh−mean, Dv−mean)

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Dh(i, j) = |g(i, j + 1)− g(i, j − 1)| Dv(i, j) = |g(i+ 1, j)− g(i− 1, j)| (6.10)

3. Obtain Noise Candidate (Nc(i, j))

∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

Nc(i, j) =

max(Dh(i, j), Dv(i, j)), if Dh(i, j) ≤ Dh−mean
and Dv(i, j) ≤ Dv−mean

0, otherwise
(6.11)

4. Obtain Noise decision N(i, j)
∀(i, j) ∈ (M,N)

N(i, j) =

{
Nc(i, j), if (Nc(i, j) >

1
M∗N

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 Ncand(i, j))

0, otherwise
(6.12)

5. Calculate frame noise mean (µn) and noise ratio (rn)

µn =

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 N(i, j)

Countn
rn =

Countn

M ∗N
(6.13)

5. Calculate the video average noise mean (NOM) and noise ratio (NOR)

NOM =
∑
n∈V

µn NOR =
∑
n∈V

rn (6.14)

Algorithm 6.2: Noise NUM (µn) and NUR (rn)

found and rn as portion of noisy pixels found in the whole frame. The overall
video noise mean (NOM) and ratio (NOR) are obtained simply by averaging the
µn and the rn of each of the frames.

In addition to the blur and noise effects, frames can develop blocks in which
the image is not clear and cannot be processed. This effect is called blockiness
and can be easily calculated for each of the video frames [171]. The blocking is
an artifact that appears as a discontinuity between blocks adjacent to images or
video frames [18].

Algorithm 6.3 shows the process to calculate the frame blockiness [171]. First,
in order to find the frame edges, Sobel operators are applied both in the horizontal
and the vertical directions obtaining Dh and Dv. Second, we split both views in
non-overlapping 8x8 pixel blocks (Dxh, Dxv) and select the groups of pixels Ωxv
(pixels on the horizontal edges), Ωxh (pixels on the vertical edges) and Ωxin (pixels
in the inner square of each of the 8x8 blocks). Third, we compute the boundary
block edges for the horizontal (Bxh) and vertical (Bxv) edges, and calculate the
maximum Bx (Equation 6.19). Subsequently the inner edge measurement (Ix) is
measured. Both measurements are used to compute the block’s distortion level
(Lx, Equation 6.22), where k is empirically set to 2.3. The overall frame blockiness
(B) is the average of the distortion level of all the blocks in the frame. Finally,
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1. Apply the Sobel operator (M) for edge detection both on the horizontal
and the vertical direction of the frame.

Dh = f ∗Mh Dv = f ∗Mv (6.15)

where: Mh =

[−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]
and Mh = M

T
v (6.16)

2. Partition Dh and Dv into non-overlapping blocks of 8x8 pixels and select
set of horizontal edges pixels Ωxh, vertical edges pixels Ωxv and
inner square pixels Ωxin.

F = [D1, ..., Dn] Dh = [D1h, ..., Dnh] Dv = [D1v, ..., Dnv ] (6.17)

∀x ∈ 1, ..., n

Ωxh = Dh ∩Dxh Ωiv = Dv ∩Dxv Ωxin = Dx − Ωxh − Ωxv (6.18)

3. Compute boundary block edges with respect to horizontal (Bxh)
and vertical (Bxv) edges.

∀Dxh ∈ Dh and ∀Dxv ∈ Dv

Bxh =
1

16

∑
(i,j)∈Ωxh

|Dh(i, j)|
max(Dh)

Bxv =
1

16

∑
(i,j)∈Ωxv

|Dv(i, j)|
max(Dv) (6.19)

4. Calculate the overall block edges (Bx)

∀Dx ∈ D

Bx = max (Bxh, Bxv) (6.20)

5. Calculate inner edges measurement (Ix)

Ix =
1

20

∑
(i,j)∈Ωxin

D(i, j)

max(Dx) where D =
√
D2
xh +D2

xv
(6.21)

6. Compute distortion level (Lx)

Lx =
|Bkx − I

k
x |

|Bkx + Ikx |/2
(6.22)

7. Calculate the frame blockiness (B)

B =
1

n

∑
x∈D

Lx (6.23)

8. Calculate the overall video blockiness (BOR)

BOR =
1

|V |
∑
n∈V

B (6.24)

Algorithm 6.3: Blockiness BLO

the overall video blockiness BLO is calculated as the average of the blockiness of
all frames.

Due to limited bandwidth of the transmission, the encoder can reduce the
frame rate to save bandwidth. In addition, an error-prone video transmission
may be delayed or information can get lost. These two effects make the video
encoder and player on the receiver side to repeat, drop or display frames when
these are exceedingly long. All this introduces two types of temporal impairment,
namely jitter (temporal variations in the video display) and freezing (long display
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1. Calculate display time for each of the frames (∆tx

∀(fx, tx) ∈ V

∆tx = (tx+1 − tx) (6.25)

2. Calculate inter-frame motion intensity for all frames (mx+1)

∀(fx, tx) ∈ V

mx+1(v) =

√ ∑
(i,j)∈f

(fyx+1(i, j)− fyx(i, j))2 (6.26)

3. Obtain average motion intensity (MOI) and jerkines (JER, J(v))

MOI =
1

N − 1
∗
∑
x∈V

mx+1(v) (6.27)

JER =
1

T

∑
x

δtx ∗ τα(∆ti) ∗ µ(mn+1(v)) (6.28)

Where µ and τalpha follow an S-shape function.

S(x) =


py

px
q∗px/py

∗ xq∗px/py , if x <= px
2∗(1−py)

1+exp(
−4∗q∗(x−px)

2∗(1−py)

− 1− 2py, otherwise
(6.29)

Algorithm 6.4: Motion Intensity (MOI) and Jerkiness (JER)

of a frame). From the end-user perspective, these impairments lead to perceptual
degradation called jerkiness [158].

Algorithm 6.4 presents the process to calculate the level of jerkiness of a video.
First the display time for each of the frames is calculated as the difference between
its and the successor’s time stamps. This is done for all the frames (fx) in the
video (V ). Second, the instantaneous motion intensity (mx+1(v)) is calculated. In
an ideal situation, motion would be measured by calculating some statistic of the
velocity distribution of the moving objects in the video sequence. However, due to
the complexity required by such a procedure, Borer [158] uses a simpler but viable
approach. Thus, the instantaneous motion is calculated as the root mean squared
inter-frame luminance difference (for all the positions i,j in the frame f) between
two adjacent frames. Finally the average motion intensity MOI is calculated as
the mean value of all the instantaneous motion intensities (mx+1(v)) over the total
amount of comparisons performed (number of frames in the video N -1). On the
other hand, the jerkiness calculation is performed as a function of the display
time (∆tx, Equation 6.25), the instantaneous motion intensity (mx+1(v)) and the
total duration of the video sequence T . The functions τα and µ are S-shaped
functions, as described in Equation 6.29. They are directed by three parameters,
the position in x (px) in y (py) and the slope of the inflection point (q). In the case
of the S-shaped function of the motion intensity (µ) these parameters are fixed and
defined directly from the resolution. In the case of τα, they are re-parametrized
by a parameter α depending on the viewing angle [158]. Given the fact that the
functions τα and µ take values in [0, 1), the jerkiness measure also ranges between
0 and 1, where zero indicated no jerkiness. Under normal circumstances, dropping
more frames will result in a higher motion intensity at the end of the frame drop,
and therefore a higher jerkiness value. Thus, the lower the frame rate is, the higher
the jerkiness value.
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Table 6.1 – Parameters required to evaluate the metrics.

Metric Parameter
Blur Thb = 0.1
Blockiness k = 2.3
Jerkiness µ

(px,py ,q)=(5, 0.5, 0.25)
τα
(px,py ,q) = (0.12/c, 0.05, 1.5 ∗ c)
where c = 1.54

In general, a video stream can be characterized by several parameters, i.e.
the ones that would allow differentiating among different video types. Parameters
regarding the video scene composition have been demonstrated to affect quality to
a large extent [134]. Among these, scene complexity and video motion have proven
to correlate well with video quality [172]. Scene visual complexity is conventionally
defined as the level of detail or intricacy contained within an image or frame [173]
or the number of objects or elements present in the frame, whereas video motion
is the amount of movement in the video [172]. Both features can be empirically
obtained from the codec using the equations shown below (Equation 6.30) [134].

C =
BitsI

2 ∗ 106 ∗ 0.91QPI
M =

BitsP
2 ∗ 106 ∗ 0.87QPP

(6.30)

Where BitsI , BitsP are bits of coded Intra (I) and Inter (P) frames, and QPI ,
QPP represent the average I-Frames and P-Frames quantization parameter. These
values are also obtained directly from the encoding process and thus, do not in-
crease the computational time or complexity of the method.

Lastly, we considered as QoS parameters the received bitrate and the packet
loss level. Intuitively, the bitrate (i.e. the number of bits received per time inter-
val) has a direct influence on quality, whereby higher bitrates lead to better quality.
However, this relation is highly non-linear, following a psychometric curve [174].
Earlier studies (some from us [121]) have shown how the parameters of the per-
ception curve vary considerably across video types, compression values, bitrate
etc. Bitrate is therefore a critical parameter input to derive a quality model.

6.4.2. Simple NR metrics Evaluation

We implemented and evaluated each of the nine NR metrics on the LIMP
Video Quality Database [139], setting the various parameters as in Table 6.1,
according to the reasoning presented in the original approaches [158,159,171].

The key results of this analysis are summarized in Table 6.2. While rows one
to ten of the table show the results for each of the specific video types, in row
eleven the overall averaged and deviation correlation values can be seen.

Looking at the overall correlations (last row), we observe that none of the
NR metrics achieves an acceptable overall correlation. The best NR performant
is complexity (COX), with roughly an average correlation of 42%. Noise ratio
(NOR), blockiness (BLO) and the average blur (BUM) reach roughly 30%, while
the average noise (NOM) and the motion intensity (MOI) severely anti-correlate
to the benchmark. Also, the standard deviations are noticeably high in all cases,
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Table 6.2 – PCC correlations to VQM of the nine NR metrics (COX, MOT, BLO,
NOM, NOR, JER, BUM, BUR, MOI) on the LIMP Video Quality database. Cell col-
ors give qualitative correlation levels: green (best), yellow (median) and red (worst).

V.T. COX MOT BLO NOM NOR JER BUM BUR MOI
bs1 0.226 -0.23 0.131 -0.577 0.062 -0.65 -0.009 -0.267 -0.9
mc1 0.72 -0.28 0.325 -0.76 0.412 0.37 -0.11 -0.74 -0.114
pa1 0.552 -0.35 0.542 0.48 0.312 0.19 -0.021 0.88 0.602
pr1 0.309 -0.5 0.348 -0.79 -0.3 0.68 -0.045 -0.06 -0.563
rb1 0.655 -0.71 -0.148 -0.006 0.59 -0.51 0.575 0.71 -0.68
rh1 0.6 0.426 -0.614 0.273 0.0544 -0.65 0.51 0.65 -0.645
sf1 0.5 0.29 0.542 -0.86 0.019 -0.46 0.72 0.7134 -0.795
sh1 0.231 -0.375 0.498 -0.502 0.221 0.444 0.13 -0.554 -0.359
st1 0.47 -0.33 0.6322 -0.65 0.35 -0.267 0.4372 -0.21 0.45
tr1 0.515 -0.752 -0.167 0.2725 0.4554 0.72 0.489 0.721 0.092
All 0.479 -0.28 0.16 -0.27 0.2 0.015 0.25 0.23 -0.37

±0.17 ±0.38 ±0.375 ±0.5 ±0.26 ±0.54 ±0.3 ±0.6 ±0.46
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(c) Correlation maps for video rb1.

Figure 6.4 – Pearson correlation to the benchmark quality of the nine NR met-
rics (COX, MOT, BLO, NOM, NOR, JER, BUM, BUR, MOI), on the LIMP Video
Quality database considering bitrates between 64 and 5,120 Kbps and packet losses
between 0 and 10%. Video types: a) Pedestrian Area (pa1); b) Park run (pr1); and
c) River bed (rb1). The original (unimpaired) videos were obtained from the Live
Quality Video Database [129]. Network impairments were incurred by streaming
videos through the PacketStorm network emulator [133].

which denotes a broad performance variation across the video dataset. This can
be seen directly by looking at the spread of the cell values and colors.

In order to explore the working limits of the various NR metrics, in [175] we
went on analyzing the different video types individually (three examples are shown
in Figure 6.4), with particular attention to compression level (Y axes) and packet
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loss (X axes). In Figure 6.4, maximum correlation to VQM is shown in dark blue,
while maximum anti-correlation is in dark red.

We can first take a look at the bitstream features, complexity (COX) and
motion (MOT) (first and second plots of the first row, in each of the 3 plots). In
general, it can be seen that the scene complexity correlates better with the bench-
mark quality as the bitrate increases. The correlation occurs up to a certain level
of packet loss level (ranging between 2.5% and 4% depending on the video type
and compression). From this packet loss level the correlation starts degrading.
Depending on the video type, the lower bitrates present low correlation or even
anti-correlation. For example, while in the ’rb1’ videos ( Figure 6.4c) the com-
plexity presents high levels of correlation on all bitrates, the other two (in fact, all
other 7 of the dataset) show well-defined bitrate thresholds from which the cor-
relation starts, and below which the metric is completely anti-correlated with the
benchmark quality. An extreme case is observed in the ’pa1’ videos (Figure 6.4a).
In this case, the correlation occurs not only depending on the level of packet loss
but also on the compression bitrate. In this way, no correlation is present for
compression rates of 5 and 2 Mbps but all other rates correlate well.

The video motion follows a similar behavioral pattern as the complexity. Cor-
relation occurs predominantly on high quality videos and, as the packet loss level
increases, the correlation slowly decreases (lighter blue). However, in contrast to
what was found in the complexity study, the correlation of the motion occurs in
fewer cases and no video type presents a motion correlation in any of its variants
and network conditions. One extreme example is the River bed (rb1, Figure 6.4c)
in which, depending on the bitrate, the motion either fully correlates or fully
anti-correlates.

The blockiness (third plot, first row) is, in general, highly correlated for low
bitrates (up to 1-2Mbps depending on the video) and low level of packet losses (up
to 2-4%). For the high bitrates compression variants, the trend depends fully on
the video type. In 7 out of the 10 video types, correlations are to be found also
at high bitrates up to a certain level of packet loss. The remaining video cases,
such as ’rb1’ (Figure 6.4c), present no blockiness correlation at high bitrates. The
’pa1’ videos (Figure 6.4a)shows correlation depending on the bitrate. While for
the 5Mbps and 4Mbps variants of the video, the blockiness is correlated up to
close to 5% packet loss level, in the 2Mbps and 1Mbps variants the correlation is
non-existent.

If we now focus on the components of the image NR-metric developed by Choi
et al. [159], noise and blur (first and second plots, second and third row of the
colormaps), we can see that the correlation is poor for most of the video types
but completely dependent on video type and bitrate. For example, while the noise
mean fully anti-correlates in most of the cases, it correlates for certain bitrate
variants of the Pedestrian area (pa1, Figure 6.4a).

The jerkiness (third plot, second row) and motion intensity (third plot, second
row) correlation depends completely on the video type and bitrate. On the one
hand, videos such as the ’pa1’ (Figure 6.4a) or the ’rb1’ (Figure 6.4c) present a
complete lack of correlation between jerkiness and quality, while the motion inten-
sity at the ’rb1’ shows good correlation. On the other hand, the ’pr1’ (Figure 6.4b)
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shows good correlation between both metrics and the quality. The different behav-
iors come from the composition of the videos. Furthermore, it is worth noticing
that the nature of the transmissions (the real time protocol) avoids the appear-
ances of freezes or time laps, while it is more vulnerable to blocks and bitrate
reductions.

From these results, we concluded that for each metric we can always find
a specific range of good operational quality. However, none of the NR metrics
operated uniformly well, i.e. under an overall representative range of conditions.

It is encouraging, though, that specific blue (well correlated) areas emerged for
all the NR metrics under scrutiny. For example, in the video ’pa1’ (Figure 6.4a)
blockiness performs well at low bitrates and on a broad range of packet loss levels.
In ’pr1’ (Figure 6.4b), the noise ratio performs well on medium to low bitrates,
but only when packet loss is low. At the same time, jerkiness offers good com-
plementary conditions (high bitrate, broad range of packet loss). These results
encouraged us to pursue the study of hybrid metrics that would combine the
strengths of individual metrics, as explained in the remainder of the chapter.

6.5. Supervised-Learning based approaches for No Reference
Real-time Video Quality Monitoring

From the earlier section, we concluded that none of the scrutinized NR metrics
was able to obtain reasonable accuracy to the benchmark quality. However, we
also saw that all the metrics had certain working boundaries in which the cor-
relation to the benchmark is nearly perfect. Armed with these results, our next
research hypothesis was that it would theoretically be possible to derive a hybrid
NR metric characterized by a much broader operational boundary. For it, we took
the supervised learning approach. This section presents this approach and the
results derived from it.3

The remainder of this Section is organized as follows. Section 6.5.1 gives an
overview on the fundamentals of machine learning in general and the technicali-
ties of Supervised Learning (SL) in particular. Section 6.5.2 presents our proposed
(predictive-based) methodology. Section 6.5.3 describes the evaluated SL meth-
ods. Finally, Sections 6.5.4 to 6.5.6 provide the evaluation results of this type
of approaches on the LIMP database for up to nine SL models and two types of
training set selections.

6.5.1. Supervised Learning

A supervised machine learning model is a function which maps input-output
pairs of data. More formally, a dataset D consists of a set of pairs {(x1,y1),
(x2,y2), ..., (xn,yn)}. In it, for each specific pair i, xi is the vector of input
features and yi is a vector of outputs. The pairs contained in D are sampled
from an unknown distribution (e.g. a real system) in which the exact function
f : X → Y is unknown (and it can no be determined). X represents the input

3This Section is based on: Torres Vega, M., Mocanu, D.C., Stravrou, S. and Liotta, A.
Predictive No-Reference Video Quality Assessment. Signal Processing: Image Communication

Journal, (Springer)
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Figure 6.5 – Block diagram of predictive the NR video quality assessment method.

space, i.e. the union of all possible vectors with input features (∪ni=1xi ⊂ X)
and Y represents the output space, i.e. the union of all possible vectors with
output features (∪ni=1yi ⊂ Y). The goal of the machine learning algorithm is to

find (based on the knowledge extracted from D) a function f̂ : X → Y which
is capable to approximate (as accurately as possible) the functionality of the f

function. The process of finding the f̂ function is usually referred to as training or
learning. In general, for validation purposes, the dataset D is split in two parts:

one part (the training dataset) is used to find f̂ , while the other part (the testing

dataset) is used to measure how well the f̂ function approximates f (or, in other

words, ∀(x,y) ∈ (X,Y), d(f̂(x),y) is minimized, where d(·, ·) can be a suitable
distance measure, such as root mean square error or the PCC. To conclude, the

obtained f̂ function is, in fact, the machine learning model trained in a supervised
fashion [176].

6.5.2. SL-based NR video quality assessment method

In this section, we present our predictive NR video quality method. Figure 6.5
shows the block diagrams for the processes running, respectively, on the server side
and in the clients.

As with any prediction-based method, the accuracy of the model will substan-
tially depend on the characteristics of the dataset used for training. In the case of
our video service, the training set is composed by a number of video type samples
stored in the server. Each sample in the training set includes eight NR features
of out of the nine assessed in the previous Section. We have not included motion
intensity, because of its poor performance, and given the fact that it is redundant
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with the Jerkiness. In addition, two network parameters (packet loss and received
bitrate) are included in the input set X. The output set Y consists of the ground
truth quality index. This training set is used (in the server) to maintain the qual-
ity prediction function, which is then employed on the client side to compute our
predictive NR video quality assessment metric.

At service launch, the service provider will already have a representative video
types set (e.g., sport, action movies, cartoons, and so forth); thus an initial pre-
diction model can be constructed (and made available to the client side). When
a completely new video type is added, the prediction model will be less accurate.
Yet, over the time the model will be updated based on new types and, what is
more important, the chances of getting new video types will rapidly diminish. In
this way, the server runs a process in the background in which the SL model is

trained with the available video samples and new models (f̂server) are uploaded
to the clients (on a continuous or periodic basis).

On the other end of the transmission link, the video client employs the SL
model trained by the server, to generate its prediction-based quality metric (Qp).
During a streaming session, the client characterizes the incoming video in terms of
NR features and real-time network conditions, matching this information against
the prediction model to generate the quality estimation.

Selecting the features that better characterize the video streams, are effective
in the SL training process (in the server) and, ultimately, generate an accurate
quality metric (in the clients), is not trivial. Our choice was driven by a pre-
liminary (extensive) evaluation of classic NR video features (Section 6.4 [175]),
where we studied their operational boundaries. We followed the intuition that, if
individual metrics would work accurately under specific conditions, a functional
combination of those metrics could work on a broader range of conditions. Bit-
stream parameters have been shown to provide good results when assessing net-
worked videos [177,178]. However, the video characteristics and content will have
a substantial influence on the assessed quality, thus, in our selection we focused
not only on bitstream features but also on low complexity, pixel-level metrics that
can be obtained in real time from the received frames.

In addition to the video stream and pixel features, we chose two network
features (packet loss and bitrate) to capture the most significant transmission
effects on video quality [141]. These two parameters are calculated on the client
side, during video reception, and are added to the other input features of the
learning algorithm (i.e. the eight NR metrics).

These ten parameters conform the full characterization of the videos and serve
both for training the SL model (offline on the server side) and for predicting the
quality of the real-time received videos (in the client side, in the form of inputs to
the trained SL method). Through SL, we derive the quality prediction model (i.e.

the function f̂server in Figure 6.5) by mapping input-output pairs of the training
data. The model is then used to estimate the video quality, determining a suitable
output value for any incoming stream (regardless of whether or not this has been
part of the training set) [179].

Our method, as described in Figure 6.5, is generic and may be easily extended
to explore different training features and benchmark quality (FR models or sub-
jective studies), different video datasets and different SL algorithms. The details
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Table 6.3 – Parameters used for the different machine learning techniques

Type Technique Acronym Parameters
Multiple
Linear LR Added bias

W Regression
H Standard type:binary
I Regression RT N. Branches>15
T Tree
E Ensemble N. Models:500

Regression ERT-LSB N. Branches>15
Tree LS-Boost Learning Rate:0.01

B Ensemble N. Models:500
O Regression ERT-BR N. Branches>15
X Tree Bagging

Ensemble N. Classes: 100 (1/100)
Decision EDT-AB N. Models:200
Tree Adaboost N. Branches>10

Learning Rate: 0.2
Gaussian Method: exact

B Process GPR Basis: constant
L Regression Kernel: squaredexponential
A Support Vector SVR type: epsilon
C Regression kernel: radial basis
K cost: 20

epsilon:0.1
B FeedForward FNN N. Hidden Neurons: 20
O Neural Net. Training: Levenberg-Marquardt
X Cascaded FW. CNN N. Hidden Neurons: 20

Neural Network Training: Levenberg-Marquardt

of our experimental evaluations, including the choice of the different SL algorithms
are given next.

6.5.3. Supervised learning Methods

Given the broad variety of ML approaches in the literature, an important
element of our work was to explore different algorithms and find suitable avenues.
To this end, our experimental framework (Figure 6.2) is sufficiently generic to
perform tests on any type of SL algorithms (we have not included unsupervised
learning methods in our study).

Among the well-established SL methods, we started experimenting with 16
different ones, ending up with a selection of 9 methods that cover a representative
set of algorithms, ranging from the least complex (towards the top of Table 6.3)
to the most complex ones (towards the bottom of Table 6.3). Methods may be
broadly categorized in two. On the one hand, the white-box methods are able to
capture a comprehensible relation between input and output features and thus, can
be interpreted in a straightforward way by a human operator. On the other hand,
black-box methods do not offer such relation and do not help understanding how
certain predictions are derived. We review below the key features of the methods
under scrutiny.

One of the most known and simplest white boxes is linear regression [180],
which attempts to model the relationship between a scalar (output) and one or
more independent variables by means of a linear multidimensional model of the
input data.

Decision trees learning uses a decision tree as a predictive model which maps
observations about an item to conclusions about the item’s target value [181].
They are classified according to the type of output provided.
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On the one hand, tree models, where the target variable takes a value from a
finite set, are called classification trees. Leaves represent class labels and branches,
conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. On the other hand, decision
trees, where the target variable can take continuous values (typically real numbers),
are called regression trees.

The performance of regression and decision trees can be further improved
by means of an ensemble approach. Ensembles use multiple learning algorithms
to obtain better predictive performance than could be obtained from any of the
constituent learning algorithms [182]. Evaluating the prediction of an ensemble
typically requires more computation than evaluating the prediction of a single
model. Thus ensembles are mostly used as a way to compensate for poor learning
algorithms by performing extra computation. For this reason, fast (less accurate)
algorithms such as decision trees are commonly used with ensembles.

Since the first ML models became in use, several approaches to combine them
have appeared. One early method is the Bootstrap aggregating [183], often ab-
breviated as Bagging, which involves having each model in the ensemble vote with
equal weight. Another method, Boosting [184], involves incrementally building an
ensemble by training each new model instance to emphasize the training instances
that previous models misclassified. In some cases, boosting has been shown to
yield better accuracy than bagging, but it also tends to be more likely to over-fit
the training data.

The most common implementation of Boosting is Adaboost [185]. In Ad-
aboost, short for “Adaptive Boosting”, the output of the other learning algorithms
(‘weak learners’) is combined into a weighted sum that represents the final out-
put of the boosted classifier. While specific learning algorithms will tend to suit
some particular problem types better than others, and will typically have many
different parameters and configurations to be adjusted before achieving optimal
performance on a dataset, Adaboost (with decision trees as the weak learners) is
often referred to as the best out-of-the-box classifier. Adaboost is used only for
classification, thus in order to use it, the quality index range (0 to 1) needs to be
converted into a finite set of values.

Another type of Boosting known to work very well together with regression
trees is LS-Boost (least squares) [186]. Like other Boosting methods, LS-Boosting
combines weak learners into a single strong learner, in an iterative fashion, where
the goal is to learn the model that predicts the outputs while minimizing the mean
squared error to the true values (averaged over the training set).

White boxes are appreciated for their comprehensive models. Yet, they have
also been demonstrated to have limited predictive capacity or to be inflexible and
computationally cumbersome. The best classification and regression accuracy is
typically achieved by black-box models such as Gaussian processes or neural net-
works, or complicated ensembles of them [187]. These models do not, in general,
provide a clear explanation of the reasons as to how they have come to a certain
prediction.

The Gaussian Process Regression (or Kriging) [188] provides an example. The
basic idea of Kriging is to predict values by means of interpolation in which the
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Table 6.4 – Overall performance of nine machine learning algorithms in blind mode
(worst-case scenario, 10-fold cross-validation). Values indicate PCC correlations to
VQM, averaged for each video type across all compression levels and network condi-
tions (96 cases). Cell colors give qualitative correlation levels: green (best); orange
(median); and red (worst).

V.T. LR RT ERT-LSB ERT-BR EDT-AB GPR SVR FNN CNN
bs1 0.813 0.86 0.95 0.95 0.74 0.832 0.564 0.94 0.956
mc1 0.89 0.843 0.9277 0.8952 0.5842 0.8668 0.4928 0.8851 0.9198
pa1 0.87 0.955 0.9706 0.916 0.8199 0.9342 0.7085 0.9213 0.9542
pr1 0.89 0.69 0.7684 0.8185 0.2858 0.8684 0.2439 -0.6188 -0.2887
rb1 0.89 0.7067 0.901 0.9495 0.5063 0.8086 0.7054 0.4479 0.868
rh1 -0.32 0.783 0.7972 0.772 -0.3569 -0.1172 0.725 -0.0294 -0.2758
sf1 0.94 0.929 0.9729 0.9743 0.7615 0.9542 0.7462 0.9152 0.9531
sh1 0.85 0.828 0.9206 0.9294 0.6161 0.9267 0.7582 0.6712 0.8667
st1 0.94 0.858 0.9705 0.9665 0.7082 0.9634 0.4661 0.9673 0.8204
tr1 0.92 0.859 0.96 0.96 0.5084 0.976 0.711 0.9376 0.9441
All 0.768 0.83 0.9147 0.9137 0.517 0.8013 0.6121 0.6039 0.6718

±0.383 ±0.085 ±0.074 ±0.0678 ±0.344 ±0.328 ±0.168 ±0.533 ±0.505

interpolated values are modeled by a Gaussian process governed by prior covari-
ances. Under suitable assumptions on the priors, Kriging gives the best linear
unbiased prediction of the intermediate values.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [189]) are supervised learning models with
associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regres-
sion analysis. Given a set of training samples, each marked as belonging to one
of two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new
samples into one category or the other, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear
classifier. An SVM model is a representation of the samples as points in space,
mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap
that is as wide as possible. New samples are then mapped into that same space
and predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the gap they fall in.

Finally, we tested artificial neural networks (ANNs) [190], a family of models
inspired to biological neural networks, used to estimate or approximate functions
that can depend on a large number of generally unknown inputs. ANNs are gen-
erally presented as systems of interconnected “neurons” which exchange messages
between each other. The connections have numeric weights that can be tuned
based on various optimization methods, making neural nets adaptive to inputs
and capable of learning. The feedforward neural network was the first and sim-
plest type of artificial neural network devised. In this case, the information moves
in only one direction, forward, from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes
(if any) and to the output nodes. A variation on the feedforward network is the
cascade forward network which has additional connections from the input to every
layer, and from each layer to all following layers.

6.5.4. Evaluation of the worst-case scenario: unknown video class, blind
prediction

As mentioned in Section 6.5.2, on service launch the service provider will have
a representative video types set and thus an initial model can be constructed and
sent to the client. When, due to a completely new type of video, the prediction
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model is to be updated, the server will notify the client and the model in the client
will be upgraded.

Therefore, the most typical scenario will see an up-to-date prediction model.
This evaluation is shown in Section 6.5.5. In this case, we considered the worst-
case scenario, to evaluate the bottom-line performance of our metric. To test
SL in blind mode, the model was trained with nine (out of ten) video types and
was tested on the 96 samples of the remaining one (8 compression levels and 12
network conditions). For statistical significance, we performed a 10-fold cross-
validation test, evaluating in turn, each of the ten videos as a new (unknown)
class.

The overall performance of the 9 different machine learning algorithms in
blind mode is detailed in Table 6.4. Our metric performed considerably better
than any of the conventional NR metrics (Table 6.2). The reason for this comes
from the fact while each of the individual NR features analyses the video in one
single aspect, an SL approach combines the action of the whole range of metrics
and network conditions to provide an assessment. The worst-case performance
of the worst-performing machine learning algorithms (51.7% EDT-AB Table 6.4)
was better than the best-performing NR metric of the previous approach (41.7%
CX Table 6.2). The Ensemble Regression Trees methods achieve the best average
performance of 91.3% (ERT-BR) and 91.4% (ERT-LSB).

Comparing the different machine learning algorithms, we found another impor-
tant result: the white-box approaches (LR, RT, ERT-BR, ERT-LSB and EDT-AB)
outperform the black-box ones (GPR, SVR, FNN and CNN). This is interesting
because the former methods tend to be less computationally intensive. Intuitively,
we can explain this result by looking at the standard deviations, which tend to
be rather large (up to 53% in FNN). This is to be expected in blind prediction
when the samples are significantly different. In fact, the most distinctive videos
(the ones with distinctive time and space complexity) were predicted with lower
accuracy. For instance, video type pa1 is well represented by the other nine video
types: thus the 10-fold validation for pa1 leads to consistently accurate predictions
(71 to 93%). At the other end of the spectrum is video type pr1, which leads to
diverse prediction accuracies (-62% to 87%). These high variations are typical of
blind prediction and will not appear in the most common operational condition
(Section 6.5.5).

To better explore the differences across the test videos, Figure 6.6 shows the
correlation diagrams of the three most distinctive videos (pa1, pr1 and rb1), whose
NR metrics were scrutinized in Section 6.4 (Figure 6.4). Each diagram picks one
machine learning algorithm in relation to the benchmark VQM, showing the three
video types in different colors. In this way, the most accurate predictions are
concentrated around the main diagonal (y=x). Video type pa1 (blue stars) was
predicted consistently well, followed by rb1 (black stars). On the other hand, pr1
(red stars) was the most difficult to predict. Overall, RT and ERT-LSB were the
ones that dealt the best with blind prediction; and in general, black box approaches
performed the worst. Of these, only GPR performs consistently well on all videos,
while the two neural networks (FNN and CNN) struggled with rb1 and fail with
pr1. The support vector machine failed on all cases.
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Figure 6.6 – Correlation diagrams of nine different prediction algorithms (LR, RT,
ERT-LSB, ERT-BR, EDT-AB, GPR, SVR, FNN, CNN) in comparison to VQM (used
as benchmark). The three sample videos are: pa1 (blue stars); rb1 (black stars); and
pr1 (red stars).
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(a) Correlation maps for video pa1.
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(b) Correlation maps for video pr1.
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(c) Correlation maps for video rb1.

Figure 6.7 – Pearson correlation to VQM of the nine prediction algorithms (LR, RT,
ERT-LSB,ERT-BR, EDT-AB, GPR, SVR, FNN, CNN), considering bitrates between
64 and 5,120 Kbps and packet losses between 0 and 10%. Video types: a) Pedestrian
Area (pa1); b) Park run (pr1); and c) River bed (rb1).

Finally, to visualize the working range of the different machine learning al-
gorithms, Figure 6.7 shows the PCC colormaps analogous to those of Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.8 – Data distribution: 80%-20%.

Figure 6.9 – Predicted values vs benchmark quality (VQM) for the randomized
selection of training set using a 80%-20% distribution

(NR metrics). The well-correlated range (dark blue) extends much further (both
in packet loss and bitrate levels) than the original NR metrics. The color patterns
show also how the less complex machine learning methods (the upper maps in Fig-
ures 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c) have a broader operational range than the more complex
algorithms (lower maps in Figure 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c). As we already hinted, the
best performers are the Ensemble Regression Trees, particularly LS-Boost (ERT-
LSB) achieves nearly full correlation for all bitrates and network conditions.

6.5.5. Evaluation of common-case scenario: known video class, predic-
tion based on prior video traces

We evaluated here the typical scenario in which our prediction based metric is
assessed on video conditions (type, rate and packet loss level) that have previously
been seen by the SL algorithm. Thus, we can assume that the prediction model
will have been trained on samples from all the videos belonging to the service
provider’s dataset.

We followed a standard machine learning evaluation method. We randomized
the whole dataset (960 samples), splitting it into five subsets (192 samples each).
On each of the nine machine learning algorithms, we performed a 5-fold cross-
validation test, using in turn one subset for testing and the other four for training.
Just like in blind prediction (Section 6.5.4), the resulting nine prediction models
are used to find PCC with VQM, along with averages and deviation values.

The first set of results is included in Table 6.5 (first row) and depicted in Fig-
ure 6.8. There is a definite improvement compared to blind prediction (Table 6.4
and Figure 6.6). If we exclude SVR, that has the smallest correlation to VQM
(63% ± 3), all other prediction algorithms are consistently accurate, in terms of
both correlations to VQM (in the 78−97% range) and deviations (in the 0.4−6%
range). In addition, all our prediction-based metrics work on the whole range of
network conditions (0-10% packet loss) and bitrates (64kbps to 5.12Mbps).
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(b) Data distribution: 40%-60%.
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(c) Data distribution: 20%-80%.

Figure 6.10 – Predicted values vs benchmark quality (VQM) for different distribu-
tions of training and testing data: a) 60%-40%; b) 40%-60%; c) 20%-80%.

6.5.6. Performance vs size of the training dataset

Having established the accuracy of prediction-based metrics across a variety of
machine learning methods, our next aim was to explore how the size of the training
dataset affected the metrics accuracy. In other words, how many video conditions
would a service provider have to use to train accurate predictions models?

To this end, we followed the same evaluation method of Section 6.5.5, split-
ting the 960-sample dataset in five subsets and performing a 5-fold cross-validation
test. However, this time we evaluated the machine learning algorithms on differ-
ent training sample sizes. Figure 6.10 and Table 6.5 capture all the results, con-
sidering training and testing samples of (80%;20%), (60%;40%), (40%;60%) and
(20%;80%), respectively. As expectable, the reduction of the training set leads to
an increase in error. However, this is comparably small. Overall, when the training
set is reduced from 80% to 60%, 40% and 20%, the accuracy drops by an average
of 2.4%, 4.7% and 7.9%, respectively. For instance, if we look at our 960-sample
dataset we can expect an overall accuracy in the area of 86.6% (using 768 samples
for training), 84.1% (using 576 samples) and 78.7% (using 192 samples).
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Table 6.5 – Overall performance of nine machine learning algorithms, for different
sizes of the training and testing datasets. Values indicate overall PCC correlations to
VQM (and standard deviations). Cell colors give qualitative correlation levels: green
(best); orange (median); and red (worst).

TR/TE LR RT ERT-LSB ERT-BR EDT-AB GPR SVR FNN CNN
80/20 0.78 0.93 0.97 0.95 0.83 0.88 0.63 0.92 0.88

±0.06 ±0.01 ±0.004 ±0.006 ±0.04 ±0.025 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.15
60/40 0.77 0.93 0.966 0.93 0.78 0.82 0.61 0.92 0.83

±0.04 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.006 ±0.068 ±0.0413 ±0.012 ±0.05 ±0.2
40/60 0.77 0.9 0.9561 0.92 0.8 0.7781 0.57 0.92 0.76

±0.03 ±0.01 ±0.002 ±0.01 ±0.0377 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.12
20/80 0.76 0.85 0.93 0.87 0.74 0.75 0.47 0.86 0.85

±0.025 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.013 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.02

Assessing several machine learning approaches is very useful in pinpointing
the most effective algorithms and, in turn, pursue even better performance. For
instance, neural networks show a consistent performance in excess of 85%, even
when the training set is reduced down to 20%. The best performers are the
Ensemble Regression Trees, particularly LSB with its 97% accuracy (with 80%
training samples) that drops only to 93% (with 20% training samples). ERT-LSB
is also the best performer on blind predictions (91% overall accuracy, Table 6.4),
which makes this the algorithm of preference for our predictive NR method.

6.6. Unsupervised-Learning based approaches for No Reference
Real-time Video Quality Monitoring

Not only accuracy, but also adaptability and scalability are fundamental req-
uisites for a video service provider or a network manager to select a quality method
or another. The approach presented in the previous section has proven outstanding
results in terms of accuracy and adaptability for the problem at hand. However, as
the size of the video set and condition increases, supervised learning methodologies
can present scalability issues. This is due to the fact that every new training sam-
ple in the set, needs to be labeled with its ground truth quality (subjective score
or complex objective quality index) before inclusion. This makes the supervised
learning methods not as scalable with the growing variety of content and condi-
tions. For it, after proving the suitability of machine learning models to mimic
user’s satisfaction, we explored the learning state-of-the-art looking for the ones
not requiring labeled data for training, while keeping good levels of accuracy. This
Section presents the results derived from that analysis.

The remainder of this Section is organized as follow. Section 6.6.1 provides
an overall introduction to unsupervised learning, deep learning. Furthermore, it
provides a thorough description of the unsupervised deep learning model that we
have used, the Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM). Section 6.6.2 shows the
block diagram and describes the methodology of this predictive NR approach.
Finally, Section 6.6.3 presents the evaluation of this approach. As in the previous
two NR methods and in order to have a comparative analysis, the LIMP Video
Quality Database is again used for testing. 4

4 This Section is based on: (1) Torres Vega, M., Mocanu, D. C. , Famaey, J., Stavrou S.

and Liotta A. Deep Learning for Quality Assessment in Live Video Streaming. IEEE Signal
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6.6.1. Unsupervised learning, deep learning and restricted Boltzmann
machines

Adaptability, scalability and accuracy are crucial characteristics for a video
service provider to select a quality assessment method. First, fast adaptability
of the model when new videos enter the system is fundamental. If the model
belongs to the supervised learning type (e.g., artificial neural networks, regres-
sion models), a newly released video sample needs to be manually labeled (its
ground truth obtained) before inclusion. This action slows down the process and
the adaptability requirement will not be achieved. For this reason, we turned to
unsupervised learning methods. Second, to master the sheer scale of the prob-
lem, we selected deep learning (DL) techniques. Within the broad variety of DL
techniques, the Restricted Bolztmann Machines (RBM) have demonstrated their
usefulness as density estimators [191,192]. We used RBMs for the design of our
cognitive video quality assessment method.

UL is the machine learning task of inferring a function to describe the hidden
structure of unlabeled data [193]. In recent years, several approaches have been
used to enhance the prediction characteristics of this type of model. Among all,
Deep Learning (DL) [194] is being actively used in problems where scalability is of
prime importance. Deep learning attempts to model high-level abstractions in data
by using a deep graph with multiple processing layers, composed of multiple linear
and non-linear transformations. Among these models combining unsupervised
and deep learning (Unsupervised Deep Learning, UDL), Restricted Boltzmann
Machines [195] have shown outstanding performance as density estimators [191,
192].

RBMs are two-layer generative stochastic artificial neural networks that can
learn a probability distribution over its set of inputs by means of only inter-layer
connections. During training, the inputs (visible layer) are translated into a higher
feature space (hidden layer) by means of inter-layer connections. This translation
has the objective of minimizing the error between the inputs and the reconstructed
inputs. After training, when the model encounters inputs not belonging to the
learned distribution, the error between the inputs and their reconstructed versions
increases [196]. In this work, we built on this notion to estimate video quality
degradation by means of the error distance between the inputs and their recon-
structed versions. For it, the characteristics of the original video content act as
visible neurons. Both, visible and the hidden neurons have an associated bias,
which together with the inter-layer weights characterize the RBM model, Ω.

6.6.2. UDL-based video quality assessment method

In this section, we present our UDL-based method. Figure 6.11 shows the
processes taking place both on the server (offline) and client (in real-time).

Like any other prediction-based method, ours requires a training phase which
takes place at the server side in an offline manner. In it, the RBM model (Ω) is

Processing Letters; (2) Torres Vega, M., Mocanu, D. C. and Liotta A. Unsupervised Deep Learn-
ing for Real-Time Assessment of Video Streaming Services. Multimedia Tools and Applications

(Springer).
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Figure 6.11 – Real-Time UDL-based Video Quality Assessment Method. Note that
Server and Client processes are de-coupled; the server process (RBM training) runs
in the background; and the model Ω is transferred to the client offline.

trained with the original video sequences available in the content delivery service
server. Each training sample is composed by eight NR features extracted from the
corresponding original video sequence. These sequences are usually of a duration
between 2 and 10 seconds, depending on the video provider. In this way, long
available video content can be split in these smaller video sequences of a pre-
established length, to be used for training the RBM. When the client session
starts, the RBM model is transmitted to the client device, ready to be used when
the streaming session takes place. If new video sequences are added to the content
provider catalog, their features are extracted, the RBM model (Ω) is retrained
(adding the new samples) and an update is sent to the client. This characteristic
makes the method fully adaptable when new content is added to the video data
set.

On the other end of the transmission chain, while a streaming session is tak-
ing place, the client performs real-time extraction of the eight NR features on
the stream. When the current video sequence is finished, the client averages the
results. These eight values (Vimp = [BITimp, ..., NORimp]) serve as input to the
RBM server model (Ω). The model outputs the estimated values corresponding to
the trained model, i.e. the estimated values for the impaired version of the video
(Ṽimp = [ ˜BIT imp, ..., ˜NORimp]). Finally the relative degradation (∆Q) is calcu-
lated as the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) [138] of the impaired measured

values (Vimp) and the RBM reconstructed values (Ṽimp). Through this process,
our method measures the relative degradation between the original video and the
one received after the transmission chain, without requiring the original video.

In order to formalize the RBM, it is crucial to choose appropriate learning rules
to be used for fitting the input values into the model [197–199]. The most used
approach is the Contrastive Divergence (CD) method proposed by Hinton [200],
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which performs an approximation of the maximum likelihood learning. The up-
date number, learning rate, momentum, and weights decay together determine the
learning rules [201]. Our solution makes use of this well-known learning method.

The NR features were again selected relying on our previous study of the
accuracy of simple NR methods in the presence of network impairments (Sec-
tion 6.4, [175]), focusing on the ones with demonstrated correlation to quality
degradation. Including features that do not correlate with video quality degrada-
tion could negatively influence the UDL estimation process and therefore reduce
accuracy. Based on those results, we selected six NR low complexity metrics, both
in the pixel and the bitstream layers. Two additional video characteristics linked
to quality degradation (namely the video bitrate and the number of frames) were
also added to the features. This resulted in a total of eight features, as referenced
above.

A video stream can be characterized by several parameters. First, the bit-
stream bitrate influences the quality in a direct and substantial manner. Higher
bitrates result in higher quality indices [121]. Second, the received number of
frames gives an idea of the duration of the video. Finally, parameters regarding
the video scene composition have been demonstrated to affect quality to a large
extent [134]. From these parameters, the scene complexity and the video motion
have proven to give a high correlation with video quality [175]. Both these fea-
tures can be empirically obtained from the encoding [134]. These four features
can be directly obtained from the stream (bitrate and number of frames) as it is
received in the client. Complexity and Motion are directly computed from the
stream parameters as it was shown in Section 6.4.

On the pixel level, we have demonstrated (Section 6.4, [175]) that in video
streaming, degradations in terms of the level of blockiness [156, 171], the noise
ratio and the average blur [159] are well correlated with the overall quality index.
In addition to this set, we added a feature concerning the temporal characteristics
of the video on the pixel level, the motion intensity (MOI), which measures the
movement of video objects between frames by means of the compared level of
intensity [158]. The reasoning behind selecting these features and not others
comes from the need to pursue low computation and ability to be performed in
real-time even on light-weight devices such as smartphones and tablets, as we
demonstrated in previous work [170,175].

6.6.3. Evaluation set-up

The LIMP Video Quality Database [139], [175] was used to evaluate the per-
formance of our proposed UDL-based model. For it, the RBM model in the server
is trained with 9 original videos sequences of this set provided by Seshdrinathan
et al. [129] and encoded using MPEG-4 part 10/H.264. Subsequently, we tested
the client with each of the network and compression impaired videos of the set. As
in the previous analyses, we chose VQM as the state-of-the-art benchmark quality
due to its demonstrated correlation with subjective studies [125] and its proven
performance on this dataset (Section 5, [175]).
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Table 6.6 – UDL-based method PCC correlations to VQM for the packet-loss im-
paired dataset in each of the three cases evaluated. First column presents the results
for the blind prediction analysis (Case 1). Second column shows the results for the
video specific models (Case 2). Finally, the third column shows the results for the
most general approach (Case 3). Results are shown overall and averaged per video
type. Cell colors give qualitative correlation levels: green (best); orange (median);
and red (worst).

V.T. Case1 Case2 Case3
bs1 0.84 0.66 0.684
mc1 0.77 0.75 0.795
pa1 0.77 0.823 0.83
pr1 0.67 0.6 0.688
rb1 0.73 0.75 0.77
rh1 0.83 0.82 0.86
sf1 0.67 0.83 0.84
sh1 0.78 0.77 0.79
tr1 0.81 0.79 0.784
All 0.77 0.76 0.784

±0.0267 ±0.0289 ±0.0194

The RBM is structured with 8 visible neurons (one per feature) and 50 hidden
neurons. These settings make a total of 458 real numbers, the RBM free parame-
ters, (roughly 1.5KBytes) that have to be sent from the server to each client. This
is an offline process that is independent from the video transmission. Based on
insights from previous work [200], the learning rate was set to 0.01, the number of
CD steps to 1, the weight decay to 0.0002, the momentum to 0.9, and we trained
the models for 100 epochs. The RBM was then trained on the 9 original high
quality videos, while the other 855 variations were used for testing.

The RBMs are structured with as many visible neurons as features filtered
(one per feature) and 50 hidden neurons (obtained through experimental analysis).
Based on insights from previous works [200], the learning rate is set to 0.01; the
number of CD steps to 1; the weight decay to 0.0002; the momentum to 0.9; and
we trained to models for 100 epochs. We consider three learning methodologies,
as detailed below.

As in the case of SL approaches, the performance of UDL methods in general,
and ours in particular will greatly depend on the selection of the training set. In
the following three sections we explore possible training set selections. Following
a similar approach and reasoning as in the SL case, in order to demonstrate the
robustness of our approach, we first tested the worst-case scenario, i.e. a fully blind
prediction (Section 6.6.4). In the most common scenario, the service administrator
will have access to all original video content before performing the training of the
RBM. Sections 6.6.5 and 6.6.6 explore this type of situation from two different
perspective. First of all, Section 6.6.5 presents video defined models. In it, the
server trains one model per video type. Finally, Section 6.6.6 explores the most
general approach in which the server provider has one universal model for all the
possible videos and conditions.
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(a) Correlation maps for the worst-case sce-
nario: blind prediction with a 3-fold cross-
validation approach.
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(b) Correlation maps for the common case
scenario with video dedicated models: 1
RBM per video type.
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(c) Correlation maps for the general common scenario: 1 model for all the videos and
conditions.

Figure 6.12 – Pearson correlation colormaps to the benchmark quality of the UDL-
based method for all the RBM configuration. Results are shown for all video types
and packet loss conditions.

6.6.4. Evaluation of the worst case-scenario: unknown video class, blind
prediction

First, as in the SL approach, in order to assess the robustness of our method,
we considered the situation in which a new video is added to the content server
after the RBM models have already been computed, i.e., a blind prediction case.
We assess the accuracy of the model on videos that have not been used in the
training process, adopting a 3-fold cross-validation approach. In it, 3 RBMs are
generated based on the original version of 3 videos. Then, each of this models is
tested on 3 videos on which it was not trained for.

The first column of Table 6.6 and Figure 6.12a show the results of this analysis.
The overall correlation is 77% with a standard deviation lower than 3%. These
results show the strength of our method, considering this is the worst-case scenario.
If we now have a look at the colormaps for this approach (Figure 6.12a), we
can see that most of the prediction problem occurs for very low levels of bitrate
(64kbps). Except that, overall there is a high correlation (dark blue) in almost all
the videos, bitrates and conditions. Given the fact that this is an unsupervised
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learning approach, the high correlation to the FR benchmark quality denotes the
robustness of our method.

6.6.5. Evaluation of the first common case-scenario: video dedicated
models

Once the robustness of the method was demonstrated in a fully blind envi-
ronment, we tested one of the most common cases. In it, each of the original
videos was used to train one individual RBM model and used to test in each of the
impaired samples. Thus, in this case the video server trained 9 different RBMs,
that were sent to the client in the offline process.

The results of this experiment are found in Table 6.6 column 2 and in Fig-
ure 6.12b. The overall correlation stay nearly on the same value as in the first
evaluation (0.1% decrease). On the one hand, some of the videos have improved
their performance. This can be clearly seen in Figure 6.12b, where videos such
as the pa1 and rh1 show close to no sign of red, uncorrelated regions. On the
other hand, videos such as pr1 show more signs of anti-correlation. This counter-
intuitive effect can be derived from high lossy and compression conditions. When
in the presence of high losses, the video under-scrutiny might have suffered such
a degradation (compared to its original version) that an RBM trained only on
that version can provide less information than the one trained on multiple of those
original videos.

6.6.6. Evaluation of the second common case-scenario: one general
model for all the videos

Finally, this case focuses on the simplest case. In it, the service provider chose
to train one single model to be used across all video cases and conditions.

The third column of Table 6.6 shows the overall correlation of our method to
VQM in this case. This case shows better correlation than in the previous two
cases, amounting to an overall 78% correlation to the benchmark FR quality. As
in the previous cases, most of the videos and bitrates show very good levels of
correlations, and only the low bitrate variants have prediction issues. In addition,
the difficult video, pr1, presents improved performance compared to the second
case.

This last set of experiments made us conclude on the high possibilities of our
approach and gave us ideas for future work. Also, as a general conclusion, this
method brought stability to the solution, as can be seen first by the standard
deviation (which stays in the area of 1%) and also from all the particular videos
(all of them show values in the range of 82% to 87%).

6.7. Discussion: Computational Trade-offs

The models of our two performance metrics (Section 6.5 and 6.6) are envi-
sioned to be trained in the background before being used in the client. Thus, the
running time of the learning algorithms does not affect the real-time quality metric
computational times. Still, it is interesting to see the trade-offs achievable with
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Figure 6.13 – Performance trade-offs (accuracy and computational time) of the
different learning algorithms (colored symbols), considering all training/testing com-
binations. SSIM and VQM (in black) are used to benchmark our metrics and the NR
Complexity metric is shown as well. With the exception of SVR, all other learning
models perform much better than SSIM. Computational time (in log scale) is 4 orders
smaller than SSIM and 6 orders smaller than VQM.

the different machine learning techniques, as these will affect the service providers
ability to manage video datasets at scale.

To this end, we followed the same evaluation method of Section 6.5.6, split-
ting the 960-sample dataset in five subsets, performing a 5-fold cross-validation
test and evaluating the algorithms on the four training-testing subdivisions con-
sidered earlier, i.e. 80%-20%; 60%-40%; 40%-60%; 20%-80%, for the SL models.
Regarding the UDL-methods, we performed the three types of training settings
presented in Section 6.6.3. For each case, we measured the time incurred to train
the model. Finally, we added the the best of the NR performants, the complexity
(COX). We performed this process on a Laptop (HP EliteBook) with an Intel Core
i7 processor and 7,7GB of RAM memory.

Figure 6.13 shows the performance trade-offs (accuracy and computational
time) of the different learning algorithms (colored symbols), considering all train-
ing/testing combinations. To benchmark our metrics, we include also SSIM and
VQM (in black). With the exception of SVR, all other learning models perform
much better than SSIM, although the former are NR and the latter is FR. Of
crucial importance is our finding of the learning computational times, which are
four orders smaller than SSIM and six orders smaller than VQM. Thus prediction
metrics are comparably as accurate as VQM while scaling significantly better.

As it could be expected, smaller training sets incur faster completion times.
However, the difference is not significant (computation time orders do not vary
between the 20/80 split and the 80/20 split). The fastest algorithm was LR,
with computation time in the millisecond scale. Interestingly, this is not the least
accurate metric (overall 77% correlation, Table 6.5).
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On the other end of the range, the ensemble regression trees (ERT-BR and
ERT-LSB) incur times ranging from 3 to 4.5 seconds. This is because they have to
build 500 consecutive models before they can complete the trained models. Yet,
these lead to the most significant accuracy.

Even when deployed in on a low-spec laptop, the computational times of the
prediction metrics are negligible and, certainly, compatible with the typical back-
ground processes of a service provider. Also, in a commercial setting the back-
ground QoE processes will be supported by dedicated servers and, when necessary,
data centers or cloud services. Hence, the times involved in characterizing the video
dataset would not constitute a bottleneck.

6.8. Conclusion

No-Reference video quality methods have the potential to provide real-time
video quality assessment and automated quality control, in situations in which
traditional subjective studies or FR methods are unfeasible, due to their high
complexity and time requirements. This chapter has provided a thorough analysis
of NR for quality assessment.

First, we have performed an experimental study of the accuracy of simple
NR metrics. Our results have shown that classic NR fails to deliver accurate
results over broad operational conditions and, specifically, cannot handle network-
impaired streams [175].

Second, we have introduced a generic supervised learning framework (Fig-
ure 6.5) that allows deriving a predictive NR assessment metric. We have explored
the efficiency and accuracy of our metric for a broad representation of supervised-
learning techniques (Table 6.3), using a varied video dataset. Through an extensive
analysis (Section 6.5.4 to 6.5.6), we have demonstrated that our approach is not
tied to any particular type of video, compression, or transmission means. In fact,
the metric performance remains remarkably high when the training set is reduced
from 80 to 20% (Table 6.5), indicating that models can accurately predict 80% of
unknown conditions.

Third, to provide a scalable and adaptable solution, while maintaining the lev-
els of accuracy, we have presented an unsupervised deep learning based-method for
online video quality assessment. To our knowledge this is the first to fulfill all these
characteristics. Accuracy has been shown using the representative LIMP Video
Quality Database (a network impaired video-set consisting of 864 videos) [139],
achieving on average between 68% and 88% correlation with VQM. Adaptability is
fulfilled by the unsupervised nature of our approach that, unlike supervised learn-
ing solutions, does not require labeled training data. Therefore, it much faster and
more easily adapts its model as new videos are added. Finally, the scalability of
our approach has also been demonstrated in our experimental analysis, where only
the 9 original video type samples are sufficient to accurately assess the remaining
864 videos of the dataset. Our approach has significant applicability potential,
particularly in the context of adaptive content delivery and quality of experience
management in networks.

Finally, we have shown a comparative analysis of all the approaches in terms
of computational time vs accuracy, using SSIM and VQM as benchmark. All
our predictive approaches, except SVR, provide a more accurate analysis than the
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simple classical NR metrics. While the best NR metric, complexity, achieves barely
50%, all the predictive approaches range between 76% and 97%. Furthermore, they
achieve better accuracy than SSIM while being at least 2 order of magnitude faster.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future work

In this final chapter we draw a set of conclusions derived from the work done.
In addition, based on the outputs and results obtained, we give six directions for
future work. By means of a network protocol stack, both the contributions of the
thesis and the future work directions are put into the context of the network trans-
mission chain. We believe that this work provides a significant contribution to-
wards the intelligent management and control of new, high-speed, high-complexity
technologies, which we have explored in the context of the BROWSE project.

7.1. Conclusions and contributions to the network stack

In light of the exponential increase of number of wireless devices and bandwidth-
hungry services, the radio spectrum struggles to fulfill the users’ requirements. To
solve this, the time has come to look at the upper parts of the spectrum. Among all
possible solutions, optical wireless communication systems propose a very strong
alternative to provide the ultra-high bitrates and zero latency required by future
applications [19].

The project BROWSE (Beam-steered Reconfigurable Optical-Wireless System
for Energy-efficient communication) [19] proposes a novel hybrid indoor network
concept, encompassing ultra-high capacity wirelesss delivery by means of beam-
steered infrared light downlink combined with a shared 60GHz radio channel uplink
to achieve interference-free, ultra-high speed transmission. This novel approach
comes to solve the challenges in the wireless spectrum.

When a user enters the BROWSE-enabled area, it is provided with its own
dedicated infrared beam (directed to the user’s device location) for downstream
services and a slot of the 60GHz channel for connection establishment, feedback
and upstream communications. If the user changes position, both infrared beam
and 60GHz services have to be reallocated in the system and redirected to the new
position, within the noticeable time-frame of the user. Thus, the implementation
of such a complex system brings with it new management and control challenges.
The purpose of this PhD project has been to provide solutions to the three main
challenges of the management loop of the BROWSE system, namely optical beam-
steering, resource allocation and end-to-end quality monitoring and control.

First, Chapter 1 has introduced the hybrid communication system envisioned
by BROWSE. In addition, we have provided a flow-chart describing the required
actions to run a fully functional management loop of the BROWSE system. We
have presented the three main contributions of this thesis-work: optical beam-
steering, allocation of resources and quality management.
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Ultra-high bandwidth and zero delay are demanded by the new multimedia
and real-time applications requested by an increasing number of wireless users.
Novel network solutions are needed to fulfill the users’ expectations. The hybrid
system provided by BROWSE, offers a possible solution. However, it is not the
only one. For this reason, before digging into the individual contributions to the
management of optical wireless of this PhD thesis, Chapter 2 put the beam-
steered optical wireless approach into the bigger picture of the future of wireless
communications. Advances on technologies and network management techniques
all over the electromagnetic spectrum were reviewed in this Chapter. Then, from
Chapter 3 on, the three main contributions were presented in turn.

Reducing the connection time (the time spent between the device re-
questing service and being serviced with the most accurate infrared beam) is one
of the most crucial challenges of the whole BROWSE system. As the 60GHz lo-
calization accuracy is limited by hardware constraints, this requires to minimize
the number of steering steps (the number of times that the laser needs to be
tuned in order to achieve the device’s position). Chapter 3 has been dedicated
to solving this aspect of the network management loop. First, we have introduced
the initialization and connection process of the devices to the system as well as
presented the beam-steering algorithm concept and the challenge to obtain a fast
algorithm. Subsequently, a theoretical formulation, based on the artificial search
algorithm A*, has been presented and a thorough description of the beam-steering
input parameters has been provided. Due to the immense complexity requirements
of this formulation, its deployment inn realistic environments is hardly possible.
Based on this first formulation, the purpose of the remainder of the chapter was to
find solutions with lower complexity but satisfactory performance. Three realistic
beam-steering algorithms have been presented. The first one, AllOp, uses a fully
optical approach. This means that the algorithm moves successively from one
beam to the next until the device is located. This results in connection times lin-
early increasing with the wavelength tuning range. The second algorithm, dubbed
60Dens, takes the advantage of the 60GHz localization system to order the wave-
lengths to tune to in the laser. This algorithm provides significantly better average
connection times than AllOp and gives a good solution for very low localization
errors (times in the millisecond order). However, organizing the beams just ac-
cording to the best probability shows to be a sub-optimal approach as the laser
is required to tune from position to position without taking into account possible
closer beams. 60DensTu solves this issue by combining the 60GHz information
with the effect of the laser tuning delays. Each of the methods is better suited
for one case or another. For example, if the 60GHz localization system is very
inaccurate or non-existent, AllOp will provide the most reliable solutions. On the
other hand, for accurate 60GHz coarse localization systems, selecting 60Dens or
60DensTu, which achieve connection times in the order of the millisecond, are the
best choice. In addition, for densely populated environments, the deployment of
60DensTu, taking into account both tuning delays and 60GHz error probability
will provide the fastest solution (with connection times lower than 1 millisecond
per user).

Chapter 4 dealt with the allocation of resources of the Optical Wire-
less path. As we explained, optimally allocating the resources in such a system
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has a great influence on the users’ perceived performance of the system. In this
chapter, we have presented two complementary resource allocation models based
on Integer Linear Programming (ILP) techniques. The first formulation modeled
the general organization of the resources in an energy-efficient and quality-aware
manner. In addition, it presented the time division multiplexing (TDM) feature,
which allow allocating slots to devices even in densely populated environments.
The satisfactory TDM results obtained from this model triggered the formulation
of the second approach presented in the chapter. This second formulation has
provided an optimal split of the resources in a TDM-fairness aware manner. The
combined action of these two models provides the basis for a MAC protocol for
beam-steered technologies (as we will further elaborate upon in Section 7.2.2).

The third, and last, topic addressed concerned the quality management
(Chapters 5 and 6). Due to the increase in network complexity, assessing quality
solely by means of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as bitrate, jitter or
delay has proven insufficient. In these cases, it is important to take into account
not only the individual network status but also how this affects the user’s percep-
tion, i.e. the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). For this reason, in the quality
management of BROWSE we have taken the combined path of assessing quality
not only by means of QoS but also via the users’ QoE. On this topic, we have
made two contributions, included in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

An experimental study of the effects of QoS conditions on the experi-
enced quality has been performed and shown in Chapter 5. As test-example
we focused the study on video streaming services (one of the most extended In-
ternet services nowadays). We have studied the effects of the four most affecting
QoS impairments, namely the delays, jitters, packet loss and bandwidth throt-
tles, on a broad range of 2D and 3D videos. Altogether, our results conform a
comprehensive map of the effects of networks on video quality. Furthermore, our
study and methodology are meant to provide service providers and network man-
agers (such as for the case of BROWSE) with the means to pinpoint the working
boundaries of their video-sets in face of different network conditions. Through
our study, we have first pinpointed that delay is the least affecting impairment
(allowing good qualities up to 0.5 seconds delay depending on the video). Second,
jitter is unnoticeable up to 2 milliseconds thanks to the buffering mechanisms of
the streaming services. Bitrate compression and transmission as well as packet
loss (PLR) are the most affecting impairments. Their effects are visible both in
2D and 3D videos. However, 3D videos are more affected by their effect. While
2D allows transmissions without strong degradations up to 1% PLR, 3D videos
get dramatically affected subjected only 0.2% PLR. In addition, while the effect
of PLRs on 2D is more gradual and could be considered nearly linear, 3D videos
suffer a drastic degradation very fast. Finally, both 2D and 3D videos are more
resilient to PLR as their compression increases. This means that in the presence
of a very lossy networks, the service providers might decide to transmit videos at
a lower compression rate.

From our analysis in Chapter 5, we saw that while very accurate, the current
metrics to assess quality are very time and complexity consuming. These char-
acteristics make them unfit for real-time evaluation. For this reason, Chapter 6
has presented our contribution to real-time video quality assessment. As a
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Figure 7.1 – Thesis contributions and future work directions mapped on the TCP/IP
protocol stack.

first step, we analyzed, implemented and assessed the accuracy (by means of cor-
relations to the highly complex benchmark) of state-of-the-art, real-time metrics.
Given the low performance results obtained from them, we made use of machine
learning techniques to build up new methods of assessment with improved accu-
racies while keeping the real-time essence. Out of this, we designed and developed
two types of methodologies. The first one, based on Supervised Learning (SL)
techniques, showed performances higher than 97% (by means of PCC correlations
to the FR benchmark VQM) in an extensive video set of 960 videos. However,
due to its SL essence, it requires labeled data for training. This makes the models
to scale and adapt poorly. To tackle this issue, we took the unsupervised learning
(UL) path. The designed method achieved accuracies of more than 80% to the
high complexity benchmark while avoiding the need to label the data.

Altogether, the work presented in this thesis provides an insightful contribu-
tion to the network management of the hybrid system proposed by the BROWSE
project. Furthermore, our contributions go beyond the application to the BROWSE
system, and include a powerful set of tools applicable to novel futuristic wireless
systems. In order to illustrate this, Figure 7.1 maps each and every one of the
concepts and challenges solved in the last four years with their corresponding level
within the TCP/IP protocol stack [202].

The Network access layer performs the most hardware-related tasks of the
transmission. It can be subdivided on the Physical (direct relation to the hardware
used for the transmission) and the data link (which is colloquially dubbed as the
MAC layer).

Our beam-steering contributions are embedded within the physical layer
(Chapter 3). Our algorithms and tools, which have been applied to the BROWSE
hybrid system, can be easily extended to other wireless beam-steered system such
as 60GHz beam-forming and beam steering systems or others within the other
parts of the spectrum. With the required modifications to the input parameters
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(for example the number of antenna sectors that need to be visited and the time it
takes the antenna between transmissions, in the case of 60GHz), the beam-steering
algorithms could be easily used as the physical layer algorithms of novel wireless
networks.

Energy efficiency, quality awareness, time division multiplexing of resources
and fairness among users are right now hot-topic challenges at the MAC layer of
all the nowadays used and future wireless technologies. As such, the two resource
allocation models presented in Chapter 4 can easily be applied to other wireless
system, with simple changes on the input parameters.

Finally, we have tackled challenges of the upper layers (Internet, Trans-
port and Application) with the achievements shown in Chapters 5 and 6.
Both the QoS-QoE mapping and the real-time end-to-end evaluation meth-
ods are independent from the specificity of the physical network. This means that
they can be used one-to-one in any type of network deployment, wired or wireless,
traditional or novel.

7.2. Future work directions

Finally, we come to the last section of this thesis-work. The work performed
during four years is visible along the pages of this PhD thesis. So, it comes the
time to ask ourselves: What could we have done if we had had more time?

Hereafter we discuss seven possible directions. In order to provide a compre-
hensive map of their location in the network stack and how they relate to the work
already done, in Figure 7.1 the future work directions are depicted to the right
hand-side of the protocol stack modules.

7.2.1. F.W.1, F.W.2 & F.W.3: The physical layer, 60GHz localization
and intelligent mobility tracking

As the accuracy of the estimated location increases (by means of the 60GHz
subsystem), the investigated and developed real-time beam-steering algorithms
reduce their performance (they take longer time and more tuning steps to find
the correct wavelength-spot) (Chapter 3). This makes the BROWSE localization
to lower the performance for fully dynamic set-ups (such as the museum example
we gave in Chapter 3). To solve this issue, we see two possible complementary
solutions (as we hinted at in the discussion of Chapter 3, Section 3.9). The first one
is to try to reduce the load of the optimal artificial intelligence model, thus, making
it suitable for real-time services. The second, to use the outputs of the beam
steering algorithm (device-PRA-wavelength) as feedback software based input to
the 60GHz localization system.

Figure 7.2 shows the envisioned block diagram of this. As it can be seen, the
only difference between this and the approach showed for the 60DensTu 3.12 is in
the type of organization algorithm used. Except that, the inputs and procedure are
exactly the same. As we saw in Chapter 3, the theoretical formulation, performed
by means of the A* search method, has a complexity that grows exponentially with
the number of nodes (beams). This made it unfeasible for the requirements of the
system. The main reason for this level of complexity comes from the calculation of
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Figure 7.3 – Future work 2: Combined 60GHz localization and optical beam-steering
system.

the optimal lowest cost (
∗
h, Equation 3.7), which requires to recursively obtain the

minimum path from the current beam until all beams are visited, for all possible
candidates. Finding a suitable heuristic function (h) would help the complexity
of the approach to drop dramatically and to be used at least for a limited number
of beams. However, the selection of a suitable heuristic is a very critical task, as
it will determine the capabilities of the A* approach to find the optimal solution.
In addition, it is possible to limit the size to explore with the A* and combine it
with any of the naive approaches shown in Chapter 3. At the time of the writing,
we are investigating possible suitable heuristics to improve the performance of this
type of methods, limit the complexity and speed-up the process.

One of the most limiting factors of these approaches is the accuracy of the lo-
calization 60GHz systems. As we saw, the practical state-of-the-art of localization
is situated on an average error distance of 15-30 centimeters. This means that even
if the beam-steering methods provide a fast answer, the wrong prediction makes
them slower. For this reason, as a second (near) future direction, we propose to
use the output of the optical beam-steering algorithm (i.e. the wavelength-spot
best suited to the localized device) to provide a software input to improve the
accuracy of the localization provided by the hardware system (Figure 7.3). This
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could be done by means of machine learning techniques. As a first approach we
suggest to use a neural network (trained on old samples of previous mappings
between estimated and real locations). When the new estimated location of the
user is outputted by the 60GHz hardware subsystem, this is entered to the neural
network, which will output the predicted real location. This location would then
be used as input to the beam steering system. Further on, this approach could
be improved by means of online learning techniques. For example, it would be
possible to perform iterative online training sessions to tune the offset (the error
distance) between the 60GHz estimated location and the real one.

The last future work in the physical layer deals with optimizing the user mobil-
ity detection and tracking. When the user moves to a new position, a new search
with the 60GHz localization subsystem would be triggered. When the device would
be found, the beam-steering algorithm would start to look for the wavelength best
suited to the user’s position. This procedure, while effective, might require too
much time and the user’s service might get disrupted. A solution for this would
be to use reinforcement learning to track and predict the movement and speed
of the user. This reinforcement learning based tracking algorithm could be used
to enhance the performance of the beam-steering algorithm which, based on the
predicted locations and speed, could find the wavelength and position of the user
faster.

7.2.2. F.W.4: The MAC layer

The MAC layer is the one in charge of distributing the resources, schedule
transmissions and split the services among the users. In Chapter 4 we have pre-
sented two resource allocation models meant precisely for that purpose, i.e. provide
a fair distribution of resources in an energy-efficient and quality-aware manner.
This future work brings the presented work a step further with the build-up of an
integrated MAC layer (Figure 7.4).

In such a resource allocation protocol, we envision to split the service time of
the available lasers (L1, ..., LN ) according to an interval duration time (this time
can be set according to the number of lasers, the purposes of the room, etc.).
Each of the time intervals is used either for transmission or for searching for the
device by means of beam steering techniques. The distribution of intervals to
either beam steering or transmission is envisioned to be performed by the flow-
chart diagram shown in Figure 7.4b. When the location of a device updates
(new in the room or changed location), this information is sent to a beam-steering
distribution block, which will request to the resource and slot allocator, to allocate
a time interval for the beam-steering process assigned to the device. During the
duration of the interval, the beam steering process will sequentially steer the beams
until the device is found or the interval is finished. If the interval finishes but the
device is not yet located, the beam-steering distribution block requests another
slot for steering. If, on the other hand, the device has been found, the status of
the device is changed from steering to transmission. This means that now the
transmission distribution block is the one requesting transmission slots for the
device to the resource and slot allocator for transmission. Further transmission
slots will be requested as often as programmed in the resource allocation model.
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Figure 7.4 – Future work 4: Integrated MAC layer protocol.

In our envisioned system, the two resource allocation models are installed on the
resource and slot allocator block and are frequently updated with the changing
conditions of the room.

7.2.3. F.W.5 & F.W. 6: The Internet, Transport and Application layers

On the upper layers of the protocol stack, the contributions of our work have
provided a map of the effects of QoS on QoE and three methodologies to assess
the end-to-end quality of services in real-time. The first immediate future work
would be to validate the results of our work against subjective assessment in a
real application. Once this has been done, our future work goes in the direction
of combining the QoS and QoE acquired knowledges to improve the accuracy of
the end-to-end quality assessments. We envision two future works: constructing a
feedback loop, and using intelligent techniques to select the training set used for
the end-to-end predictive assessment.

Our first natural next step is to build a feedback loop for the system (Fig-
ure 7.5), which would be used to transmit both the quality of the received data
(video streaming in the test case we have studied) and also the network conditions
as detected by the packet sniffer installed at the client side. Additionally, it can
also transmit the subjective feedback of the user for the particular service. We en-
vision two purposes for this feedback loop (many others could also be performed).
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Figure 7.6 – Future work 6: Training-set selection for predictive end-to-end quality
assessment.

First, the feedback loop can be sent back to the network manager (for example,
the CCC of the BROWSE system). The network manager can use the information
to take actions to improve the network conditions. For example, in the case of
BROWSE, actions can range from increasing the power of the beam, allowing
more bandwidth transmission or changing the beam to one that it is better suited.
Second, the feedback loop can be sent back directly to the training system of the
predictive model. The results can be stored there and included in the training set
(if required, due to the fact that this new condition has not been seen before by
the system). This can provide an improvement to the accuracy of the predictive
system.

One of the main limitations of predictive assessment, especially supervised
learning based methods, is that they require more training data in order to make a
more accurate assessment. This makes them to have scalability issues (Chapter 6).
However, we also saw that with a 20% of the data dedicated for training, the
accuracy of the models did not suffer such a significant decrease (89% accuracy
for the ensemble methods with random selection of 20% of the data for training).
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Given those results, when the selection of the data is performed randomly, we
wonder if it is possible to use some type of intelligence-based solution to further
optimize the selection of the training set. This is the purpose of this future work
(Figure 7.6). We envision to use classification techniques to optimize the selection
of the training samples. Our purpose is to be able to get good accuracies with less
training data requirements. This reduces the scalability issues. At the time, we
are exploring the possibilities of using k-means clustering to address this challenge.

7.2.4. F.W.7: Cross-layer real-time management and control

The final item of future work goes toward the integration of all the components
(the already developed within this thesis and the ones of future work) into a
cross-layer real-time management and control system. If we use the BROWSE
network example, a cross-layer management and control would consist of fulfilling
our proposed management flow-chart (Figure 1.2). As such, the upper layers
provide the outputs (feedback) to the network access layer. If changes are required,
the MAC needs to provide a fair and efficient distribution of the resources. In
addition, if the users change position, the beam-steering, 60GHz localization and
user mobility tracking capabilities of the physical layer will trigger a new search
of the user.
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